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Letter of Transmittal
To the Congress of th United States:
In compliance vrM~ the provisions of the Act of March 3,1915, estab-
lishing the ~ation~l Advisory Committee for Aeronaut its, I transmit
herewith the Thirty-second Annual Report of the Committee covering
the fiscal year 1946, and containing a review of the unreported war
years.
~.\R1iY S. ~l{UMAN.
T= WHITEHOUSE,
FEBRUARY24, 1947.
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Letter of Submittal
~’.\TT0Y.iLJ~I)VIRORY&)31311TTEEFOR.~ERl)NAUTIC’S,
Washington, D. C’.,Jamary 10,1347.
DEAR SIR. 3?IUMIDENT: In compliance -withthe provisions of the Act
of Congress approwd March 3, 1915 (U. S. C. title 49 sec. 243), I have
the honor to submit herewith the Thirty-second Annual Report. of the
A’ational ~Mvisory Conmnittee for Aerouaut its, covering the fiscal year
1946.
The circumstances of vrar prevented cleti-tiled reports of the NAC.~’s
act ivit ies during the war years. It is the aim of this report to present
a concise picture of significant. t-activities since 1940. The fimtncial
report relating to 1946 is included in this clocument. ??hancial reports
and summaries relating to the years intervening between the Twenty-
eighth Annual Report puMishecl in 1!342and the present will follow.
The close of the war marked the end of one whole phase of devehq]-
ment of the airphme as conceiveal.by the Wright hot hers. The air-
plane in its present form is no longer a sound basis for future phmning
for the nationnl defense. The power availaMe in jet propulsion systems
brings flight through and above the speed of sound within reach. Yet,
the attainnlent of practical fl@]t at such speeds requires the ap@ication
of new knowlecke which must be obt ainecl by clili~ent research with
new tools ancl new methods. & -with the Wright brothem at the first
fli@t, -ire stand at a new frontier where research to estuMish the
scientific principles and lnws governing high-speed flight will cleter-
mine our future in the air.
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THIRTY-SECOND
OF
ANNUAL REPORT
THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEFOR
AERONAUTICS
Wa.shz’ngton,D. C., .Vorember 21,1$46.
To the congress of the United State8:
INaccordance with the act of Congress approved31arch 3, 1915 (U. S. C. title 49, sec. 241), whichestablished the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, the Committee submitsherewith its Thirty-
seconclannunl report for the fiscal year 1946. Because
the Committee’s reports were suspended cluring the war
years, the present report comprises a summary of im-
portant activities since the last published report, for
1942. It will be followed by brief reports for the inter-
vening ycmrs
The Nntional Aclvisory Committee for Aeronautics
is the Government ngenc~ charged with responsibility
for scientific ueron:mtical resenrch. It was established
by the Congress in 1915 to “supervise and direct the
scientific stucly of the problems of flight with a vie-ivto
their prnct.ical solution;’ nnd m-w authorized to “direct
nnd conduct research rmcl experiment in aeronautics” in
such laboratory or l:lborntories in whole or in part as
may be placed under its clirection.
To discharge its responsibilities, the NACA must en-
cleavor to forecast the trend of aeronautical de~elop-
ment, civil and military; to anticipate the research prob-
lems that wiIl arise; to design and provide the special
research facilities as needed to solve the problems; to
coordinate. the f undnmental research programs of the
Government; to concluct fnnclamental scientific investi-
gations in its own Laboratories, and to encourage and
support research in scientific and eductitional institu-
tions. The results of the Committee’s research, in the
form of consultations and reports, me made available
to the miIitmy services and other governmental est-nb-
lishmenh, to industry, to air transport operato% to
scientific and educntional institutions and Iibrariw, and
to others concerned.
To assist in the discharge of these duties and in the
determination of present and future research needs of
aeronautics, civil and miIitary, the Committee has estab-
lished standing technical subcommittees on aerody-
namic% power plants for aircraft, aircraft operating
problems, ancl nircraft construction. The subcommit-
tees me composecl of speciaIIy qua]ifiecl representatives
of the govermuentaI agencies concerned and of experts
from private life. The members of the subcommittees,
like the members of the main Committee, em-e as such
without compensation.
The subcommittees prepare and recommend reseawh
programs. Most of the problems recommended for
invest.igation are nssignecl to the Committee’s labora-
tories. Some problems are nsi=mecl to the National
Bureau of Standarcls and to the Forest Products Lab-
oratory when it is to the aclvant~~geof the Government
to do so in order effectively to utilize existing govern-
mental facilities. Problems are also assigned, by re-
search contracts, to scientitlc and educational institu-
tions. This policy, the Committee bdie}-es, makes
effective use of non-government cd research facilities,
stimulates and coordinates aeronautical research, ancl
also has the aclwmtage of training research personnel.
The Committee nlso has established an inclustry con-
suiting committee to guicle its f undamentnl research
toward objectives of opt imurnvalue in meeting the needs
of industry for f undnmental inf wmation necessary in
the design of aircraft of higher performance.
The stnte of basic neronautical knovrlecl@’ must be
kept well in advance of application in order thnt the
needs of the h’ation may be served.
The results of the resemch efforts of the Committee
have a broad influence on the nationaI security ancl
nationaI economy. The fundamentnl aeronautical clatm
thus provided are basically important to the forviarcl
planning of the clerelopment programs of the military
services and the aircraft nmnufact uring nnd operating
industries. This basic information insures not only the
procurement of eflicient air weapons for natiomd cle-
fense, but also safer, faster, and more economical air-
craft for the rapidly expanding nir tmnsport services,
and safer, mob efficient, and more useful airplanes for
the rapidly expanding private flying activities in the
United States.
Duiing the war, the N.ACA devoted virtually its
whole effort .to making this country’s aeronautical
1
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weapons more effective than the enemy’s. This
amounted to sacrifice of the future to-the present.
In the ticent war, the chief offensive weapon was the
airplane. &nerica’s enrly strategy dictated its per-
fection rather than long-range resenrchon new weapons.
Therefore the Committee concentrated on improving
the performance and militrmy effectiveness of the air-
plane to a degree of development beyond the best the
enemy had to offer. The climax crimein the first com-
plete defeat of an enemy without setting foot on its
home soil, Now the reserve of knowledge av~ilable
when we entered the war, and without-which victory
would have been greatly delayed, has been exhausted.
This forces us to-face the urgent rfecessityfor renewed
emphasis on fundamental research, V7ithout certain
essential design data the development of very high-
speed aircraft and guided miesiles cannot proceed on a
sound basi~ nor can.tactical or even strategic plans for
air warfare be developed with any assurance of prac-
ticability.
The importance of applied science to the war effort
was not fully realized until late in the war, and there
was not an adequate appreciation of the important role
of young men in any rapidly advancing technology.
Two conflicting principles governed the action of Seleo-
tive Service. One, that every citizen should sacrifice
equally in the common cause, and the other that every
citizen should be used where his talents could best con-
tribute. Since these principles were not effectively
differentiated, service was not truly selectiv*-& a
result, young scientists, engineers, and technicians were
drafted from research laboratories and industry, and
an unnecessary handicap imposed on the task of keeping
the instruments of war in the hands of our fighting men
superior to those of theenemy. America also sacrificed
its future to its immediate needs by halting the processes
of advanced education, thus creating a lack of scientific
manpower from which it cannot recover fur years.
The close of the war marked the end of one whole
phase of development of the airplane as conceived by
the Wright brothers, The airplane in its present form
is no-longer a sound basis for future planning for the
national defense. The power available in jet-propulsion
systems brings flight- through and above the speed of
sound within reach. We now seeno definite limitto the
power that may become-available for aircmft propul-
sion. Nor do we see a clefinit=limit to the speed that
may be attainable.
It is the immediate objective of the NACA to solve,
as quickly as facilities and personnel permit; tbs most
pressing problems attendant on high-speed flight, and
to provide for the future development.of knowledge in
this seemingly endlessnew fielclof research. In general,
th*NACA nm~t-continue to direct its research to the
needs of-mi]itnry, commercial, and privnte nviation, to
increase the performance, economy, and safety of
aircraft.
In long range planning for the country’s aeronautical
future, there is greater need than ever before for Nation-
wide team-work,bemuse of the great cost and manpower
requirements of modern aeronautical research and cle-
velopment facilities. Important installations and their
usesmust not be unnecessarily duplicated. Only on the”
foundation of aeronautical science can the potentinlities
of nntional defense, of-air transportation, of commerce,
and of communication with other peoples be realized.
Part I
SUMMARY OF TE~TICAL ACTIVITIES
OWING to the large amokpntof research since 1940to be coverecl by this report, and to the numer-ous changes of committees organized to hcmdle
this research, the technical activities of the NACA
during the war years are here presented according to
the major subject to which they belong. These are
chiefly four: aerodynamics, propkion systems, con-
struction and materials, and operating problems. A
more recent development is the category of self-pro-
peI1edguided missiles.
AERODYNAMICS
Much of the work in aerodynamics during the, war
periocl was conducted of necessity rLthe specific request
of the Army and Ncwy, and basic research, which is
normally the principle field of endeavor, played a
seconikq role. From a review of the results obtained,
however, it was found that the work accomplished can
be reaclily classified under two main headings, namely,
“Bclsic Aerodynamic Research;’ and “Wartime Applied
Research.”
During the past 6 years, the exigencies of military
necessity in many instances have tended to convert
pure resecwch in basic aerodynamics tu the more im-
medicitely wquired corrective research for the air arms
of the military servicw. This situation, however, has
not been an outright. hindrance to basic research; ad-
ditiond impetus to research thinking has often re.wdted
from ckwelopment of practical applications. Such
urgency has also required the utmost in ingenuity for
devising quickly the best possible means for obtaining
and analyzing aerodynamic research data, whether it
be theoretical or experirnentcd, basic or corrective, in
order to insure early and proper application.
BASIC AERODYNAiilIC RESEARCH
IMPR017E7111NT OF TEST METHODS AND
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW EQUIPMENT
Wartime necessity speeded the clevelopment of the
lo-w-turbulence, pressurized type of wind tunnel which
was required for duplicating more quickly and accu-
rately in model tests the conditions to be encotmtered
in flight by actual aircraft. The first tunnel of this
type was constructed at the Langley Memorial Aero-
ncmtical Laboratory in 1940. This year, a larger low-
turbulence pressure wind tunnel, with a 12-foot diameter
test section, was placed in operation at the Ames labora-
tory. It will permit testing of many models substan-
tially cd full scale. A unique feature of the design is
that by partially evacuating the tunnel, it is also possible
to test the same models at speeds very C1OSSto the speed
of sound.
While wind tunnel techniques have been advanced
considerably to permit testsat nearly the speed of sound,
the tremendous difficulties involved in wind tunnel test-
ing at a Mach number of 1.0have proved to be an impetus
in the development of new research techniques at and
above the speed of sound. The use of rocket-powered
missiles and freely falling bodies as test vehicles, with
the development of radar tracking aud photo-theoilolite
tracking techniques, has been successfully established.
This item alone has provecl the usefulness and impor-
tance of n whole new field of areodynmnic research
techniques destined to be considered on an equal footing
with the theoretical appronch, vrincltunnel research, and
standard flight research and, in fact, to have unique
capabilities in the transonic range.
&other technique developed at the Langley labora-
tory invok.s the mounting of small models in the
region of high-speed flow over the wing of a high-speed
airplane and thus providing valuable data at all speeds
up to, through, and somewhat above the speed of sound.
This research technique is referred to as the “NACA
wing-flow method.”
The use of freon gas m a test.medium to allow the _ .
same test equipment to cover independently the ranges
of Reynolds number (effective.scale of model ) and Mach
number (effective speed of model) has been developed.
The most extensive use of freon has been in the Laug-
ley supersonic sphere, where moclel airfoils are whirled
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds, and in the
Langley free-flight gallery, where models are propelled
from a compressecl-gas catapult at various velocities
into a long tank of air, freon, or air-freon mixture.
Steady improvements in techniques of supersonic
wind tunnel r&earch have also been made. At the
present time, three supersonic wind tunnels are in opera-
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ticm at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, two at the
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, and one at the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. With
the development of flexible nozzles, it is possible to.ob-
tain an over-alI Mach number range of 1.2 to 3.4 with
thesetunnels. A distinctive feature of one of the Ames
Aeronautical Laboratory’s 1- by 3-foot supersonic tun-
nek is that the effects of scale can be investigated by
changing the total pr~ure in the tunnel.
Increased operating speeds and altitudes of military
airplanes have resulted in increased power requirement.
This in turn ,has led to a demand for immediata basic
resear& on compressor blading and other aerodynamic
elements ,of jet-propulsion engines. The time urgency
of this work resulted in the development of the ‘airfoil-
oascade” technique, which allows rapid, inexpensive, and
accurate duplication in tied equipment of the condi-
tions encountered by the rapidly moving blades of
actual turbines and compressors.
It is apparent from the foregoing that substantial
progress was made during the war by the NACA in
developing new researchtechniques. It should be noted,
however, that one of the primary factors affecting the
success of all the new techniques developed has been
the concurrent, suc.cwefu$ and rapid development of
the research instrumentation required to obttiin accu-
rately and rapidly the quantitative data provided by
these new research methods.
AIRFOILS
Prior to the war, results of NACA airfoil research
were used by practically every nation in the WOW.
This in itself was a testimonial to the.va~ueof the.sys-
tematic inv+tigations undertaken. With the advent
of the NACA low-drag airfoil, however, even further
improvements in speed and range of aircraft. have no-w
been realized, The developmentmf the NACA low-drag
series of airfoils bee+ynin 1938 and represented a new
approaoh to the problem of airfoil design, The NACA
low-drag airfoils were designed to have extensive lam.
inar flow, and were the result-of resemch undertaken
in new wind tunnels designed to have turbulence levels
approaching that of free air.
The very earliest results with this new airfoil and
new research equipment showed that extremely low
drag coefficients, about half the values of those pre-
viously observed for airfoils of comparable thickness,
could be obtained.. It should not be overkmked, how-
ever, that many problems in connection with the design
of these airfoil sections had ta be solved after the first
testa. Extensive systematic investigations have been
carried out both ut Langley and Ames to determine the
complete characteristics of low-drag airfoil sections
over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and Mach num-
bers Extensive studiesof thedfed.s of practical manu-
facturing irregularities on drag were also carried out
and- qualitative criteria for aerodynamic smoothness
were determined. Pratt ical application of the new
airfoil sections was thus assured.
Extensive investigations have alsc been made of the
eflects of compressibility on airfoil section characteris-
tics. Theoretical studies have shown that, for threc-
dimensiomd wings, deterioration of the aerodynamic
characteristics at high Mach numbers can be postponed
by using either low-aspect-ratio plan forms or large
angles of mveepback or swsepforward. These predic-
tions have been further verified in wind-tunnel te&.
The charactm%tics of th% wings have also been ob-
tained at low speeds and at the high angles of attack
corresponding to low-speed flight or landing.
PROPELLERS
Theoretical propeller -work during the war period
was devoted primarily to the development of .imprmw-l
methods of application of the existing theory and re-
I&ng these opplicrttions to desi=m procedures in the
form of selection and design charts. This work, which
covers the complete speed range, eliminated a major
poliion of the te~loue calculation formerly mquirccl,
and was developed to cover the prediction of propcdler
characteristics, including all of the imporhmt variables
in propeller design.
During this same “period the application- of Gold-”
stein’s f ilctors was extended to chml-rotation propellers
hnving a lar~ number of blades.
An increase i.rIcritical speeds of- airfoil sections hris
been_obtained for u*. in propeller design through re-
search in the Langley 24-inch high-sped tunnel. These
sections have been designated M hTAC-A16-series air-
foils, and this development has permitted the use of
airfoils in propeller design which delay the onset of
comj-fissibilit y effects to m important-extent. At the
sani~ time this family of airfoil sections vw sc de-
veloped that- selection of optimum airfoil sections for
an~~range of lift coqflicient COUIC1be more easily li]ade
through use of design camber variation. These airfoi 1
sections have been found to have very low drag rind,
when used in a propeller, produce high efficiency.
LQw-speecl tests conducted in the Lmgley Propeller
Research Tunnel extended the existing knowledge o&—.-.
the effects of blade width, number of blades, propeller
pitch distribution, and propeller slipstream characteris-
tics for single=and dual-rotation propellers.
An extensive amount of work was also accomplished
in the propeller rexxmch tunnel on a number of typical
propeller-body configurations. It-was ihown that the
interference effect9 of tractor propellers operating in
front of various types of NACA cowlings have an im-
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Portant eilect on propeller performance. It was also
&own that for &lic~ent operation, propeller design
should include consideration of the field of flow around
such bodies. In addition, it was established that pusher
propellers operating in tlm wakes of bluff bodies and
deflected wing flaps suffer serious losses in performance.
Modifications which eliminate a major portion of these
losses have been evolved.
The increase in speed of ’aircmft, accelerated by the
war, made it clear that extensive work on high-speed
propellers was urgently required. A program was
formulated therefore to provide information to permit
the design of efficienthigh-speed propellers having high
power-absorbing characteristics. The results of tie
teats in the Langley 8-foot high-speed tunnel of pro-
pellers embodying the NAC!A 16-series airfoils and uti-
lizing thin airfoil sections along the enttie blade to the
spinner surface, and also designed to have optimum
pitch clistribution m-idloading for high speeds, yielded
efficiency of from 90 to 95 percent through a speed range
up to approximately 500 miles per hour. These efficien-
cies were about 7 percent greater at low speeds and
about 22 percent greater at 500miles per hour than could
be obtained with propellers widely in uss at the time
of the investigation. These propellers -werefree from
adverse compressibility effects at speeds approximately
100 miles per hour in excess of speeds attained with
conventional propellers then currently used.
Investigations in flight rmcl in the Langley 8-foot
high-speecl wind tunnel showed that at high speeds,
losses in propeller efficiency of from 7 to 13 percent
were attributable to the round shanks, and that propel-
lers having good airfoil shank sections, with thickness
ratios of from 18 to 20 percent, eliminated these losses.
A program was also initiated in the 16-foot high-speed
wind tunnel to make use of sweep-back in propellers to
retard the aclverse effects of compressibi~ityat the blade
tips. The preliminary results inclicctteclthat some deIay
in the onset of the adverse effects of compressibility
couId be obtained through the use of swept-back pro-
peller blacles, nncl studies are unde~ay to ~~rpo~te
the sweep principle throughout the blades to permit
further gains in efficiency at high speeds.
l SUPERSONIC RESEARCH
Theoretical analyses made at Langley have been
frnitful in the development of improved wing phin
forms for supersonic aircraft. Prelinlinmy tests Qf a
series of triangular wings in the Langley 9-inch super-
sonic tunnel verified this theoretical analysis.
In this country the drag-relie~ing properties of wing
s-iveepbnckwets discovered anctlytica~y at Langley in
early 1945. Soon thereafter the results of independent
German work became known. The theoretical beneiits
of sweepback were immediately contlrmed through an
experimental investigation using the unique techniques
of free-falling bodies and the NACA wing-flow method. _
These methods. permitted the experimental determina- ‘-
tion of the characteristics of swept wings continuously
through the speed of sound and beyond into the super-
sonic range, thus yielding experimental data not avail-
able from any other source. Experimental results ob-
tained indicate that by use of triangular or swept plan
forms, the high pressure drag, which is an unavoidable
characteristic of straight wings at supersonic speeds,
can be tirtually eliminated.
Th’e sweepback theory has been extended by develop-
ment of methods for computing the drag of arbitrary . -—
swept wings at high lift; the variation of drag with _
aspect ratio and sweep predicted by analysis using this
theory is substantiated by the experimental data. The “-
Rankine-Hugoniot shock equations hiwe been used to
calculate the lift, drag, and pitching moment of a large “”
number of supersonic airfoil sections for Mach nurnbei%
UP to 8.0.
An experimental investigation bearing on the drag of
supersonic wings and bodies has also been conducted to
establish skin friction coefficients at supersonic speeds
--
Predictions based on the von Karman-Prandtl theory
relating the friction coefficients and the Reynolds num-
ber -werein agreement with the test results.
Theoretical studies of bodies suitable for supersonic
aircraft have resulted in the development of methods
for calculating the lift, dreg, and moment char~cter-
istics of slenclerbodies of revolution, including crisesof
air inlet openings at the nose. Data obtained in the
Langley 9-inch supersonic tunnel verified’ the crdculatecl
characteristics. Additional experimental results have
also been obtained from freely-falling-body tests and
rocket-propelled test .’bodies. Prelinlinary tests have
also beim made establishing the characteristics of n-ing-
body combinations A model of a possible configumtiou
for t-tsupersonic airplane was also investigated in the
Langley 9-inch supersonic tunnel; the results indicated
.-
that reasonable maneuverability and stability can be
obtained in supersonic flight. halyses based on the
test data now avaihtble indicate that man<arrying
supersonic flight in the Mach number mnge up to about
1.5 is possible with propulsion units of the gas-turbine
and ramjet types at their present stage of developmcmt.
Original data from systematic investigations of super-
sonic body shapes in Germany and It sly, at Much nmn-
bers ranging from 1.3 to 3.2, became available to the
NACA in 1944 and have been analyzecl and published.
The results showecl decreasing drug with increasing
finenessratio of the nose.
Investigations have been conducted at the Ames
laboratory to evaluate the intemction of wings and
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bodies through a range of Reynolds numbers at super-
sonic speed. A supersonic investigation has also been
undertaken at the Ames labmwtory on bodies of-revclu-
tion, the redts of which show that viscosity effects are
large and dependent to a considerable degree on the
body shapes.
A preliminary investigation at Langley of the design
of supersonic inlet diffuser systems, with particular
reference to circular open-nosed types, has indicated
efficiency values comparable to good low-speed diffusers.
Another type of inlet diffuser system employing an
annular sharp-edged inlet with a pointed conical central
body, gave an efficiency of over 90 percent at a Mach
number of 1.85.
Conventional axial-flow compressors are limited to a
tip Mach number of about 0.8 as a result of the occur-
rence of shock lossesat higher speeds. An investigation
was made at Langley of a new type of compressor spe-
cifically designed for supersonic flow, and high efficien-
cies were obtained.
An experimental investigation of the interaction of
shock and boundary layer has been made at the Langley
laboratory using supersonic nozzles. It was.discovered
that the pressure changes on the downstream side of a
normal shock are trarismitted upstream through the
subsonic part of the wall boundary layer. The effect
of the high-pressure region behind the shock was to
cause a thickening of tie boundary layer for same dis-
tance ahead of the shock, producing an effective con-
traction of the channel area, which in turn reduced the.
Mach number and intensity of the sho~k; the results are
low shock 10SSSSand high boundary-layer energy losses.
VIBRATION AND FLLJTIX.R
F1uttimd vibration of aircraft continue to be im-
portant fields for investigation, Systematic studks,
both of a theoretiad and experimental nature, have been
made during the war years, Theoretical studies based
on retarded potential theory have been made at Langley
on the air form on oscillating airfoils moving at high
forward speeds. This work includes both the super-
sonic and subsonic speed ranges, but not the near-sonic
vahms. Applications of the results have been made to
wing flutter in various degrees of freedom and to aileron
reversal and wing divergence. .Vibrotion modes and
wing flutter have been studied theoretically, as has the
effect of additiomd degrees of freedom.
A special wind tunnel for flutter research in which the
transonic range is being investigated for wings both
swept and unswept,by telemeteredinformation obtained
from freely-falling body tests and also by means of
rocket-propelled bodies.
During flight tests of a jet fighter airplane, severe
aileron ‘flutter developed during n high-speed dive, re-
sulting in damage to the aileron. This phenomenon of
compressibility flutter, also called “aileron buzz,’l is
ide.ntilledas a l-degree-of -freedom type of flutter; it has
occurred on several other aircraft at trmsonic speeds.
An investigation conducted in the Ames 16-foot high-
speed tunnel indicated that this type of-transonic flutter
is caused by a coupling ofi the aileron motion and the
shock -wavemotion on the wing. Further research is
being conducted to investigate the nature of the
phenomena in order torgain a better understanding of
the problems of flutter in the transonic region.
The Lnngley vacuum sphere Ims been employed for
propeller vibration and propeller studies. The work on
propeller flutter as a f unction of--disc loading has led to
the development of--a theory for predicting the stall
flutter ipeecl, Other tests in the Langley ltlfoot tunnel
have been tile bnsis for a study of the vibration o&dual-
rotation propellers and of pusher propellers mounted
behind wings,
Tail buffeting studies were maclein the Langley 8-foot
tunnel at high speeds; in the case of- one impmlunt
militmy airplime+wrere butleting was considerably re-
duced by relocation of tlw tail surfilce. In the case of
another military airplane vihere buffeting occurred in
high-speed flight, the problem was invest&@ed in the
Ames 16-foot- high+speed wind tunnel with greater
economy, safety, and convenience than could be realized
by other test methods. As a resultmf the investigation,
the buffeting -waseliminated, and a diving tendency
which the airplane had previously possessed was
correcteci;
INTERNAL AERODYNAMICS
The rapid increases in the power of aircraft engines,
the advetit. of turbine and’ reaction engines, and the
major increase in performance demanded of military
and transport aircraftduring the war years hnve
greatly intensified the nerodynmnic problems associated
with the internal flow systems of aircraft. .is %mjor
increases in engine power were accompanied in many
cases by actual reductions in frontal area, the nf,t:tin-
ment ofmdecwate heat dissirmtion and the provision
densi~y of the test medium can be varied in a ratio of~f efficient.fi~cting to handie the grqatly n~gnmnte(l
80 to 1 is now in operation at the Lang]ey laboratory. internal flow in the limited space available bccnme in-
The medium is air or I?reon gas, and high subsonic creasingly difficult, The continued advances in operat-
stream Mach numbers may be obtained, ing altitude further complicated ducting problems be-
The flutter phenomenon in the transonic speed range cause of the increase in internal flow qunntities brought
is of especial importante since, in this range, the aero- about by the corresponding decrease in air density. III
dynamic forces radically change in character. The addition, emphasis on the-attainment of higher and
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higher speeds necessitated intensified study of means
for minimizing the external and internal drag lmses
of internal flow systems.
Early in 1941, a special group -wasestablished at the
Langley laboratory for the correlation and dissemina-
tion of information on the aerodynamics of power plant
installations. This group -worked directly with repre-
sentatives of the various manufacture in the design
of new power plant installations to insure the incor-
poration of the latest research developments in the
design of new airplanes. The special problems involved
in the design of wing inlets were studied in a number
of investigations at both the Langley ancl Ames lab-
oratories. The general principles were established
through which such inlets can be designed for high-
-pressure recovery without penalizing the maximum
lift, the drag, and the critical speed of the basic wing.
Work on the well-known NACA cowling for radial
engines vias extended during the -war years by the
development of a comprehensive seriee of high-critical-
speed nose inlets. Systematic investigations of air in-
lets located in the nose of fuselagee or nacelles have
establislmd the general principles of deeign for such
inlets. Design charts have been prepared that permit
the selection of these inlets to have high pressure re-
covery and high critical speed for the required inlet
flow velocity.
b investigation of jet-nacelle installations on swept
i-redunswept high-speed wings was conducted in the
Ames 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel, and indicated
that centrally-located nacelles caused less drag and
.snaller effects on the span-load distribution than do
underslung nacelles. A number of investigations were
conducted at the Langley laboratory in an attempt to
increa% the aerodynamic efficiency of air scoops through
the removal of the bounclary layer ahead of the scoop
inlet. Boundary layer removal slots and scoops mere
developed and applied to a munber of iustalIations.
A project of timely import ante was the elimination
of a severe rumble which developed in the radiator duct
of one of the high-performance fighters used during
the war. Modifications to the inlet scoop and the dif-
fuser by tests of the full-scale airplane mounted in the
Amw 16-foot wind tunnel successfully eliminated the
rumble and saved time in starting production on the
airplane during a critical stage of the war.
One of the most promising inlet types for supplying
air to jeb engines located in the fuselage of a high-speed
aircraft is an entrance which is located rather far aft
of the nose of the fisdage and submerged below the
basic fuselage contour. An investigation of submerged
air inlets at the Ames laboratory has shown that excel-
lent internal-flow characteristics may be obtained
through careful design. From a systematic study of
this type of entrance it was found that by diverging
the walls of the ramp as the submerged entrance was
approached, appreciable increases in pressure recovery
could be obtained. This was found to be due to the fact
that.the divergence of these walls caused much of the
boundary layer -which is found next to the fuselage
surface to flow around the duct instead of down the
ramp. The entries developed were also found to pos-
sessexcellent criticaI speed characteristic.
Specific investigations of air exits during the war
demonstrated the necessity for adherence to the pre-
viously established design principles. An adequate
theory -wasrecently developed at Langley to cover the
special cme of the ejector-type exit which was intro-
duced during the war years.
Since aircraft space limitations invariably require a
duct system far from ideal, extensive studies, both from
the genernl and specific viewpoints, have been under-
taken to reduce or eliminate the losses in the power-plant
duct system. Analytical and experimental studies have
also been made to determine the effect of compressibility
and heat absorption on duct performance.
The development of blade section shapes for axial-
flow fans, compressors, and turbines has been impeded
because of the difficulty in examining the airflow over
the blades of rotating machines. Isokded airfoil data
cannot be used because of the large interference effects
present with the close blade spacing commonly used in
compressors and turbines. Stationary cascades of nir-
foils have therefore been utjlizecl at Langley to obtain
detailed information on the flcvr and pressure distri-
bution over compressor blades.
Compressor blade sections derived from the NAC!A
65-series airfoil have been tested in cascade at low air
speed, and the resultsconsolidated in design charts, from
which the optimum section camber and the optimum
angle of attack maybe obtained from any desired turn-
ing of the air nnd operating stagger solidity. Low-
speed tests in a rotating blower have verilied the pre-
dicted turning angle and optimum operating condition.
The experimental cascade development of compressor
blade sections has recently been extended to high speeds
(relative Mach number= O.83). It vias found that there
is little change in the turning angle for a given blade
setting, and that the angle for optimum operntion was
the came as for low speeds in the Mach number range
below shock stall.
Similar cascade data hrn-ebeen obtained for applica-
tion to the design of entrance vanes for axial flow com-
pressors or turbines. A new theoretical procedure for
cnlculnting the incompressible potential flow about
arbitra~ cascnclesof airfoils has recently been devised.
The. primary virtue of the new method is the relative
ease and rapidity with which cascade blade pressure
distributions can be completed
—.
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CONTROL AND STABILITY AT TRAN-
SONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
Ccmtrol and stability problems in the transonic md
superecmicspeed ranges have been attacked by various
means during the interval since the start of the war.
The most urgent problems of fighter behavior ab high
speeds were attacked initially in high subsonic wind
tunnels ancl by flight tests of the particular airplane
concerned. In the later war yectrs,new methods, unique
in the -world, were used at Langley for studying basic
stability and control problems at speeds through the
speed of sound for application to guided missiles and to
inhnbited aircraft as well. These new methods, the
NACA wing-flow method and the use of rocket-pro-
pelled models, have been described in a previous section
under “Improvementof Test Methoclsand Development
of New E-cpipment.”
At high subsonic speeds, conventional fighter aircraft
experience uncontrollable diving tendencies and in
some instances, aileron controls either overbalance with
nttendant wing failures or vibrate in a manner similar
to wing-aileron flutter. The phenomenon responsible
for this behavior has been studied in wind tunnels, in
full-scale flight, and by the N.&CA wing-flow method.
At speecls oFapproximcttely 80 percent of the speed of
sound, thick wings suffer a marked loss in lifting
capacity. This loss of lift, with the corresponding loss
of domnwash at the tail, results in tremendous increases
in the control force require?l for dive recovery. Wind
tunnel and flight tests,the latter perfornlecl.by the Army
Air Forces, showed that positive dive recovery could
be provided by relatively smmll flaps located inboard
on the wing, close to the leading edge. L~ter work h-is
shown that the diving tenclencycan be relievecland even
reversed by the use of a reflexed trailing edge of the
wing itself.
Stability and control data from wind tunnel testsand
from piloted flight tests are not a~aliable at speeds
greater than 0.97 of the speed of souncl, By means of
NACA wing-flow studies :md tests using rocket-pro-
pelled aircraft models, the nature of the problem h~s
been observed and means established for correcting
some of the difficulties in connection with flight through
the transonic range to speeds greater than the speed of
sound. Wing-flow tests show that conventional flap-
type controls lose their effectiveness in the speed range
immediately surrounding the sonic speed. Free-flight
iestsof rocket-propelled aircraft moclelsindicate a com-
plete loss of control in pa&ng from R hfcwh number
of 0.93 to higher speeds. It also appears that the effects
of wing camber me lostras the speed. of sound is ap-
proached, and undesirable longitudinal trim change
results.
Wing-flow testshave shown that the use of sweepback
maintains wntrol effectiveness in the speed range
through the speed of sound, and rocket-powered models
with swept-back wings have been flown under automatic
control to the speed of sound. Ibhas been found that
in the speed region where conventional flaps lose their
effectiveness, the controls become overbalanced. At
&igher speeds, the controls again &comg stgble, but
very heavy stick forces are indicnted. NACA wing-
flow measurements have indicated that for these con-
ditions, sweep-back has the effect of delaying or mini-
mizing these changes. Trcmsonic control surftice flut-
ter, when observed by tests on rocket-propellecl test,
models; appears to be clelayeclby use of sweepback but
not necessarily prevented. Apart from the use of
sweepback, tail surfaces of the all-movable type are
indicaf6d as a definite possibility for trnnsonic and
supersonic control, Aerodynamic dat}~;show that all-
movable surfaces will provide control through the com-
plete speed range; the problems in their use appear to k
largely in structural design and in the required control-
booster systems.
HYDRODYNAMICS
Bask hydrodynamic research hasbeen focused sharply
on applications to seaplane design and operaticm.
The over-all accomplishment in this field in the last
6 yecws.hasbeen the broadening of scope of the research
to include hydrodymnic stability and genertd scm-
worthiness as well as the primary subject. of hyclro-
dyncunic forces. The timing of this change wns such
that the results obtained could be applied clirectIy to
the solution of urgent problems during Worhl 117nrII.
Systematic researches in the Langley tanks on the
principal design parameters cif senplane hulls were
highli~htecl by the establishment of fundumenttil rel~-
tionships between the loadings and proportions in terms
of the ;hief operational qualities of most concern. The
results led directly for the.first time tu means ofisolat-
ing the “fundamei]tal parameter of length-betim ratio,
which previously hnd been obscured by simultaneous
variatioils in hull size.
Other factors explored by the investigation of relnted
fnmilies of hull models included the effects of ilead-
rise, step depth and plan form, nftcwbody angle nnd
length, chine flare and chine rounding, step fairings, .
planing flaps, and propeller location. Tho important
relationship between afterbody ventilxtion nncl hyclro-
dynnmic stability was discovered and extensively
investigated.
Th~results of the f undarnental researches named
were applied to the accelerated development in the
tanks ofimch famous wartime seaplanes as the Catalina,
Coronado, Mminer, and Mars.
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In the case of a 400,000-pound cargo flying boat, laid
down for the movement of the heaviest military equip-
ment over vast distances, the builders worked closely
with the tank staff in the prdiminary design with the
result that no large changes in the hull were required
at any stage in the development to obtain superior hy-
drodynamic and aerodynamic qualities
In addition to the urgent military de~elopments, a
novel hull form was originated which was shown to
have the lowest water resistance yet obtained in a tank.
This form, termed the planing-tail hull, has also met
all stability and aerodynamic drag standards.
The literature on the hydrodynamic characteristics
of the planing surface, -which is the fundamental lift-
ing element for the surface of the -water,was enlarged
by the evaluation of the stability derivatives associated
with seaplane ‘{porpoising,” and by the systematicin-
vestigation in the tanks of the stability of simple sur-
faces, singly and in tandem. This research led to
methods of satisfactorily predicting the lower trim limit
of sttibility of a seaplane hull, and to a means of isolat-
ing the effects of various hydrodynamic or aerodynamic
derivatives on the stability limits.
The available knowledge on the hydrodynamic char-
acteristics of submerged hydrofoils was enhanced by ex-
perimental iqveetigations of practical combinations at
water speeds up to 60 miles per hour. It was possible in
the closely controlled tests in the. tank to measure the
effects on the hydrodynamic lift and drag of dihedral,
purtial submersion, tip ehnpe, lencling-edge shape, bi-
plane interference, and strut interference. A special
low camber section Tns developed which delayed the
onset of cavitation to higher speeclsin a manner annlo-
goua to clelay of the critical compressibility speed for
airfoils.
WARTIME APPLIED AERODYNAMIC
RESEARCH
AIRCRAFI’ PERFOIW~TCE
During the war years of 1940 to 1945, considerable
effort w:~sexpended by the NACA in stucliesof menns
of reclucing the clrag of aircraft and otherwise improv-
ing their performance. The Langley full-sc:de vrincl
tunnel anclthe Ames 40- by 80-f oot wincl tunnel are well
adapted to such investigateions. Full-scale w-id-tunnel
investigations involved the drag ewdutition and cleanup
of 28 military airplnnes.
Investigations of u similar character were carried out
in flight with several nirplanes, genernlly as n supple-
ment tot he investigation conducted in the wind tunnels.
In runny cases, it -waspossible to apply remedial modi-
fications, nlthough in most crisesthe optimum coni5gurn-
tion could not. be realized bv mactical modification of
the airplane during the tests. Such investigations,
however, assisted in improving aerodynamic design
generally in industry to the extent that little reduction
in drag can be realized with regard to the basic airplane
of today.
Fundamental information gathered in various facili-
ties at Langley and Ames was also especially valuable
in indicating effective solutions of the problems of the
detailed design of such elements as cowlings, tioling .
installations for both liquid and air-cooled engines,
scoops for carburetor intakes, and intercooler and oil
cooler scoops and ducts. It was shown that the detailed
design of the airplane determined its aerodpamic clean-
ness to a fnr greater extent thfm the originnl selection of
a basic combination of fuselage, vring, tail unit,’cockpit __
enclosure, power plant and accessories. The repetition
of inefficient design features on many of the airplanes
investigated prompted the publication first in 1940 and
again in 1945 of summary reports which analyzed the
available results and presented them as a guide to de-
signers. Unnecessary drag was “found to result from
projection of various items outside the basic contour,
from roughness of surfaces, from unintentionnl leakage
of nir through the airplane structure and from the use
of large quantities of excess air for various cooling
functions.
It W-Malso pointed out that as airplane speeds in-
creased gradually from about 300 miles per hour at tha
beginning of the -war to about. 500 miles per hour at
the close of the war, the importance of good fletail
cksign and of maintaining adequately smooth surfac~
over all the airplane increased accordingly. Investi-
gations clesigned to reduce the drag of component parts
of the aircraft. have also been conducted. Application
has been mnde of the principles of lnminar airflow to
nttnin low-drag wing-nacelle combinations suitnble for
high-speed bombers and transports.
Au important aid in the performance of high-speed
tactical airplnnes is turning performance. A method
wns de-doped which ennbks the desi=m engineer to .._
calculate the turning performance of nn airplane accu-
rately. At high speeds and high altitudes, turning per-
formance is greatly affected by changes in the maximum
lift coefficient attributable to changes in Mnch and
Reynolcls numbem. Consequently, an investigation has
been mnde of the eftect of Mach nnd Reynolcls numbers
on the ma.simum lift coefficients of a number of air-
plnnes. Studies ha~e also been made of the basic ele-
ments of aircraft with n view to the avoidance of nd-
verse efiects of compressibility.
STABILITY AND CONTROL
The need for quantitative design criteria for describ-
ing those qualities of an airplane that made for satis-
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factory controllability, stability, and handling charac-
teristics had been realized for some years before the
war. The NACA, therefore, undertfik a program of
research to increase the fundamental information on
this subject, rmd to establish quantitative requirements
for satisfactory flying qualities. The program required
the construction of special research equipment and in-
strumentation, and the development of new techniques.
With the aid of this special instrumentation, meas-
urements of the flying qualities of approximately sixty
airplanes have been conducted by the ATACAsince 1939.
The airplanes tested include representative bomber,
transport., fighter, and commercial types, and range in
size from light airplanes to the largest bombers, From
the fund of information accumulated in these investiga-
tions, it has been possible to prepare a set of require-
ments for satisfactory flying qualities in terms of quan-
tities that may be measured in flightor predicted from
wind-tunnel tests and theoretical analysw, When an
airplane meets the requirements which have been estab-
lished by the NACA, it is fairly oertain that+t will
be safe to fly and its handling characteristics will be
desirable from the pilot’s standpoint The NACA re-
quirements for satisfactory handling qualities were
adopted by the Army and Navy during the war and
used as a basis for specification and seleotion of satis-
factory combat aircraft.
During the war, defects in stability and control char-
acteristics of military airplanes were evaluated quanti-
tatively by flight tests. The accumulated information
on stability and control indicated the cures for these
dif%culties. This information is now available to in-
crsaee the safety of personal airplanes, and to provide
for more efficient operation of transport aircraft,
Since the publication of the original requirements for
satisfactory flying qualities, additional research has
been conducted on certain problems, such as control
characteristics in rapid maneuvers. Theoretical work
has also contributed to the understanding of these prob-
lems. The p~blems associated with instrument flying
and blind landings of transport aircraft are of primary
importance at present= The information now available
on handling qualities allows a logical approach to the
solution of theseproblems.
An extensive program was undertaken to study the
stability and control of a large number of aircraft-at
high subsonic speeds tcrdetermine the effect of com-
pressibility. As a result of thew investigations, some of
which were condimted in flight and others undertaken in
the various wind tunnelsof the Committee,not only were
the faulty characteristics of the specific airplanes cor-
rected, but information of a general nature applicable
to new and future aircraft designs were obtained b
this category is a study of the problem of longitudinal
Stability tmdcontrol atihigh speeds, which led tuthe de-
velopment oft he dive-recovery flap and the more recent
stabilizer flap, which permits [he pilot to eflcct a recov-
ery from a high-speed dive.
An analysis of- flight test’ results on numerous air-
planes indicated that the rate of change of- elevator
deflection with airplane angle of attack bears a very
close relation to t.h pilot’s opinion of the longitudinal
stability characteristics of- an airplane. A desirable
form of this parameter has been determined and a
a~thod derived for proportioning the horizontal tail.
A method has also been developed for predicting from .-
basic airplane characteristics the elevator deflection re-
quired h-maintain the optimum landing attitude. Wind
tunnel results on vertical tail surfticeshave been used to
develop a method of proportioning the vertical tail in
order to meet specified criterions of directional stability
and control.
Theoretical analyseshave been made of the relation of
the elevator and rudder hinge moment par&metem to
airplane -stability with controls free and to transient
elevator ZZmtrol forces in rapid maneuvers. A more
accurate method based on lifting surface theory has
been developed forpredictingthe control forces obtiined
in given flight conditions from a knowkdge of the geo-
metric shape ofI tle control surfaces. Methods have
been developed for reducing these control forces to de-
sirable valuee by use of-suitable types of meodynamic
balance,
Analyses have been made of the application of servo-
mechanisms to reduce the-control fo,rce+s. One mech-
anism of this type, the spring tab, has been shown by
analyses made at the NACA to be particularly iicsir-
able for application to large airplanes. A method for
predicting stick forces for elevatom with spring tabs
has been developed,
An analysis has been made of the effects of distortion
of the control surftces resulting from air loads. This
analysis indicates means of avoiding undesirable effects
of this distortion on the control forces.
Work on flap-type lateral-control devices has been
extended to cover the selection of the optimum aileron
plan form from considerations of maneuverability a~ld
control forces. Also, a method has been derived for
determining the aileron size and deflections required
to meet-a given standard of performance for a wing
of any known rigidity. The speed at which aileron con-
trol is lost because of wing twist; known as aileron
reversal speed, ako can be predicted with reasonable
accuracy. Investigations have been made of a large
number of lateral-control arrangements for use with
full-span or nearly full-span flaps. One such arrange-
ment ha>bgen successfully applied to a production
military amplane.
The war years have seen a substantial improvement
in the understanding of the effecte of various basic
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stability factors on the flying characteristics of’ air-
planes. Much of the experimental work to achieve this
end -wasperformed in the Langley free-flight tunnel,
where the effects on the flying qualities of free-flying
models may be observed as the basic stability factors are
varied independently. An investigation of the effects
of the center of gravity location and damping in pitch
showed that the longitudinal flying characteristics of an
airplane are virtually independent of the damping in
pitch, and are almost entirely a function of the center
of gravity location which determines the static longi-
tudinal stabiIity. Tailless airplanes thus Rppear to be
as satisfactory for consideration of longitudinal stabil-
ity as airplanes with horizontal tails.
Investigations were made to determine the effect of
wing loading, mass distribution, lift coefficient, dihedral
effect, directional stability, lateral area, and damping
in yaw on the lateral flying characteristics. The re-
sults of them investigations showed that if the eflective
dihedral and the directional etability were properly
proportione~ the lateral flying chiwacteristics would
be good, regardless of reasonable variations in the values
of the other factors.
In addition to the factors previously mentioned, it
is necessary that an airplane have good stalling char-
acteristics. The loss of lateral stability and the attend-
ant wing dropping tendency are perhaps the most
serious features caused by wing tip and aqmunetric
stalling, and van generally be avoided by proper design.
A method has been developed for using actual t-ivo-
dimensional airfoil data to predict the maximum lift
and stalling characteristi&’ of plain wings. Of t~e
variables considered, taper ratio has probably the great-
est effect on the spanwise hcation and progression of the
wing stall.
As a resdt of a large number of flight and wind tun-
nel testamade during the past se-reralyears, an analysis
is”continuing of the effect of fuselage or nacelles and
propeller slipstreams on the stalling of wings. An
extensive program on the stability and control char-
acteristic= of highly-swept wings of interest in conneo-
t.ion with high-speed aircraft design has also been con-
ducted. The effect of the angle of sweep on the efficiency
of flaps and aiIerons has also been investigated.
AUTOMATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL
Automatic stabilization systems had been applied to
man-cirrying aircraft prior to World War II, and the
advanced development of such systems posed no great
probleme at that time. The use of the automatic equip-
ment was optional and the human pilot could readily
correct errors. Consequently, such a system was readily
developed by trial and error methods.
The introduction of the guided missile as a military
wea~n during the war years altered the entire pictun
A missile without adequate stabilization was merely an
expensive projectile; with satisfactory stabilization,
however, it was a weapon with limitless potentialiti~
Extensive research \nto automatic stabilization ancl
control problems was required to exploit missile poten-
tialities. Accordingly, the NACA attacked the prob-
lwg along theoretical lines and the chsic stability
theory was expanded to include mathematically the
action of the stabilization apparatus. The expanded
theory was immediately applied to specific military
projects with highly satisfactory results.
Experimental work on’ autopilot systems during the
early war years took the form of wind tunnel investiga-
tions. In more recent years, full-scale flight research
tests of automatic stabilization systems have been con-
ducted. This work has now resulted in significant
improvement in the design and action of automatic
pilots at high velocity, and has resulted in the develop-
ment of an automatic pilot capable of roll stabilizing
up to sonic speeds.
AIRCRAFT LOADS
Accelerated production and increased performance of
new military designs early in the war brought many
serious structural problems. These problems vverq
mostly associated with the unknown nature and magni-
tude of the loads impressed upon the structure under
new conditions of operation caused by changed military
tactics, by increased flight speeds, and by increases in
airplane size. h’umerous failures of several new modek
occurred as these airplanes -were placed in operation.
It became urgently necessary, therefore, to discover the
causes of the failures and to correct the designs before
production had become too far advanced. These fail-
ures, together with the continued clevelopment of new
militmy de~igns during the war, pointed to the need
for increased effort on fundamental loads research and
for procurement of specific loads data during develop-
ment tests of the new designs in wind tunnels. Research
on structural loads therefore fell into three principal
categories during the war-determination of the causes
of structural failures of airplanes that went into service
early in the war, fundamental research on all phases
“of structural loads, and procurement of loads data
applicable to the design of airplanes still under
development.
Early production models of an important long-range,
high-speed fighter aircraft experienced frequent tail
failur- These failures posed one of the war’s first and
most urgent loads problems. Maneuvering loads, load
distribution, buffeting loa@ compressibility effects, and
flutter were all extensively invwtigated either by ana-
lytical procedures or by wind tunnel and flight tests.
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As a resdt of these studies, the rudder was redesigned
with metal covering to eliminate fabric bulging and a
high-frequency vibration of the trailing edge. New
design loads were also established for both the hori-
zontal and vertical tail surfaces and the tail and fuselage
structures were correspondingly reinforced.
Tail and wing. failures occurred in experimental ver-
sions of a Navy dive bomber during test dives at high
speeds, Th~ aerodynamic derivatives for the calcula-
tion of dynamic tail loads in dive pullouts were estab-
lished by wind-tunnel tests, Load studies to verify the
cahdated maneuvering tail loads and measurementsof
wing stressesand pressure distribution to determine the
effects of compressibility were made in flight. An an-
alysis of the combined eflects of wing skin wrinkling
and of compressibility on the breakdown of air flow over
the wing indicated the cause of the tail buffeting. As a
result, subsequent failures were eliminated by rein-
forcing the horizontal tail to.provide an adequate mar-
gin of strength for maneuvering and buffeting loads.
By adding local reinforcements and by using heavy
gauge skin in.the wing structure, wrinkling of the wing
skin was preventd.
A Navy torpedo bomber which experienced wing
failures during training and combat flights was also ex-
tensively investigated in flightand high-sped vvind-
tunnel studies. The failures were found to be due tQa
combination of circumstances, including occasional tor-
sional weakness of a wing resulting from variations in
construction, large aileron deflections at high speeds
resulting from flexibility of the. control system, and
operating speeclsin excess of that for which the airplane
was designecl. In some c&+s, faihmes were not-catas-
trophic and were confined to such items as cockpit
canopies and gun-turret domes.””Through flight test%
complete pressure distribution investigations were made
on cockpit canopies and gun-turret domes, and the
results were utilized as a guide for the design of such
items.
Tail failures on an important four-engine, long-range
bomber led to an extensive investigation of the pressures
and stressesoccurring on the aircraft both in flight and
in landing. In this particular investigation, the pri-
mary cause of the failure was found to be a large ampli-
tude bending vibration of the tail in resonance with the
fore and aft vibrdions of the landing gear induced by
the frictional drag impdse in landing.
The several tail failures specifically investigated by
the NACA? together with a number of-tail faiIures on
other military airplanes, indicated that one of the
gravest and most urgent aeronautical research problems
“wasto establish methods for the accurate prediction of
tail loads in maneuvering ffighk In addition to being
one of the most urgent problems, it was also one of the
most dificult because aircraft tail loads are the-result
of a oomplex combination of many aerodynamic, kine-
matic, and vibration phenomena, some of which in
themselves, such as compressibility, still require exten-
sive studies. Numerous aspectsof tail loads were never-
thelessinvestigated at both the Committee’s Langley and
Ames laboratories in an effort to approximate a funda-
mental solution to the problem. After extensive studies,
it was established that a basic change in flow phenomena
had taken place which had led to the structural fnilures.
This basic change was shown to be a breakdown of air
flow over wings as a result of compressibility phenome-
na. A1though the operating conditions of speed, load
factor, and altitude were each not extreme, they com-
bined in such a manner that with the high wing loadings
of military airplanes, the wings were operating at con-
siderably increased values of unit load or pressure as
compared with the values for prewar designs. Flight
investigateions were undertaken at Langley covering a
wide ra”hge of Mach numbers and lift coefficients to
establish the relations between minimum pressure co-
efficientsand the break-down of the airflow. With these
results, and in conjunction with the use of availabIe
theoretical treatments of compressible flow, semi-
empirixd relationships between pressure coefficient?lift
codicient, and Mach number defining the “break-down
of the air flow were established. From such relutiou-
ships, diagrams cauld be drawn defini~ the operating
conditions of altitude, speed, wing loading, and load
factor at which flow break-clown, changes in airphmc
pitching moment, and buffeting would occur. Such
diagrams, showing the “stalling” and “~ufft$ing bound-
ari+” were correlated with experiences in”rmny tail
faihnw.sand served to define further the important items
of the tail loacl problem. ”
Studies were also directed twward the development
of convenient methods for solving the equations. of
maneuvering flight for arbitrary controllh?g motions;
totiarit%e examination of the adequacy of wind tunneI”
and estimated values of stability derivatives and other
aerodynamic parameters; rtnd twmrd the establishing
of limited and actual centrol motions. As a result,
means for estimating tail loads resulting from manipu-
lation oEthe control surfaces have been established.
Important tail loads were found to resultfurther from
maneuv&, such as rolls, in which the movement of
the tail control is no.tarprimary variable.
Abnormal wing load distributions following break-
down ot the air flow at the buffeting boundary was
studied as the cause of the failures of the wings of
several military aircraft; As a result a method was
develope~ for obtaining approximate span load dis-
tributions at supercritical speeds through th? mpplica-
t.ion of “wing section characteristics for high Mach
numbers.
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Other work on aerodynamic loads included the clevel-
opment of a theoretical method for deriving span load
distributions over swept wings, and the use of wind
tunrd and flight results, together wit-h a theoretical
analysis to establish a genemlized method for the esti-
mation up to the critical Mach number of the pressures
on the canopies, gun turrets and blisters on military
aircraft.
Inertia loads developed in various parts of the air-
craft structure during landing impact became of in-
creasing importance as the result of the increasing size
of bombardment airplanes and because of the practice
of carrying concentrated weights at extreme positions,
such as wing tips.
In an earlier portion of this report, mention was
made of the tests on a large four-engine bomber to
determine the cause of tail failures which were later
established as resulting from resommce between the
landing gear and the horizontal tail. The data ob-
tDined during these tests vvereanalyzed in generalized
terms in order that the most comprehensive picture of
the range of variations of the numerous parameters
affecting the landing impact could be obtained. In this
Eameconnection, consiclemble research has been undert-
aken in the Langley impact basin on the load clistribu-
tion on seaplane hulls resulting from hydrodynamic
impact in landing. This work is cliscussed further
in ~atersections
Although researchon atmmpheric turbulence and gust
loads was curtailed during the war because of the
urgency of other loads investigations, considerable work
wae nevertheless accomplished. Part of this work is
reported in the section on operating problems. Infor-
mation was obtained on” the gust structure, gust in-
tensity, airplane behatior, and associatedmeteorological
conditions from which it has been established that gust
loads of high magnitude -were equally probable at all
altitudes within thunderstorms up to the maximum test
altitude of 34,000 feet.
Through the use of the Laugley gust tunnel, a number
of investigations -were made of the reactions of air-
planes to gusts having known characteristics. Stcdis-
tical data on gust loads. during transport operations
were collected through the use of the NACA V-G re-
corder and this information? together with previously
collected data, were subjected to n number of analyses;
the problem of overloaded airplanes was investigated;
data on the frequency of the occurrence of gusts of vari-
ous intensities were analyzed and reported.
Some research was conducted’ to devise means for the
circnmv.~tion of turbulence either by avoidance or by
alleviation. During this investigateion a gust-allevi-
ating flap device was tested in the Langley gust tunnel.
In addition to investigateions undertaken to determine
the causes of structural failures and to researches of a
fundamental nature, considerable effort was applied to
measurements of structural loads for specific designs.
Many wind-tunnel tests conducted primarily for the
development of prototype airplanes or major com-
ponents thereof yielded extensive air loads information.
In addition, flight measurements of loads distribution
and analytical investigations of loads on the tail, bomb-
bay doors, and structures for housing radar and other
operational equipment on military airplanes were under-
taken. While most wind-tunnel investigations con-
ducted during the war on models of complete airplane
configurations vvere directed at the determination of
aerodynamic parameters affecting performance and
stability and control, considerable information regard-
ing the air loads distribution was also obtained. In
this connection, large amounts of data were amassed on
the total loads and load distribution on various wing,
flap, and control surface arrangements. Pressure dis-
tribution measurements on wing inlets., cowlings, and
scoops to investigate their aerodynamic and cooling
efficiencies likewise yielded information as to the struc-
tuml loads which these parts would be required to withs-
tand.
HELICOPTERS
The war years have seen the development of the heli-
copter from a purely experimental aircraft to n machine
having performance and handling characteristics -which
make it valuable for specialized militmy rmdcommercial
purposes. While considerable effort -was spent in
e-raluatingand improving existing designs for the armecl
forces, the Committee aIeo was able to aid in the fun&-
mental development of the helicopter by experimentally
and analytically investia~ting the problems which
vitally affected the crnft in its early stages of clevelop-
ment, and to lay a f oundation for future helicopter
research.
One of the most significant contributions mnde by the
NACA to the science of rotary-wing nircrnft is n refinecl
yet ensily applied general rotor theory. The method of
analysis developed in this connection -wasused in pre-
paring a much neecled series of design chn’rts smn-
marizing the effect of chnnges in the major varimbleson
the chnmcteristics of n helicopter design. Flight nncl
wind tunnel experimentation, ns well as nnnlyticnl
studies, disclosed the nature of some modifications of
rotor blade size and ccmfigurntion, driving genr ratio,
nncl engine supercharging, -which mnde possible sub-
stnnticd increases in the geneml performance of nm-
chines of the type investignted.
Studies were ako Mde of the effect of blade twist, _____
pkin form, rotor tip soliclity, nnd type of nirfoil section,
by annlyses which indicnted the mnnner in wllicll ad-
ditional gains in efficiency could be affected by proper
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de&m. The full-scale experimental datn obt~ined also
were used in checking and extending existing rotor
theory. In view of the specialized flow conditions en-
countered in the rotor, a series of airfoil sections de-
signed particularly for use on helicopters was developed.
Considerable attention was also devoted to the vibra-
tion problems which are peculiar to the helico@er. One
of the most dangerous of these problems which was in-
vestigated and solved -wasthe phenomenon known as
‘{ground resonance,” which, prior to NACA stucliea,was
responsible for the destruction of several rotary-wing
aircraft. The- problem of rotor blade flutter has also
been investigated and a theory established in this
connection.
SPINNING
Approximately 120 different military designs have
been investigated in the Langley spin tunnel since 1940.
In numerous instances, the spin tunnel results have in-
fluenced the final design of militury airplanes. Baaed on
the results which have been obtained during the spin
tunnel tests, it hw been possible to establish tail design
requirements which indicate the minimum requirements
for satisfactory recovery from a spin. The influence of
the mass distribution of an nirplane upon the effect of
rudder, elevator, ailerons, and slots in spin and recove~
has also been investigated.
A criterion has been established which combines
vdwa of design parameters with the airplane maes dis-
tribution and relative density. The minimum size of
spin recovery parachutes required for emergency re-
covery from the spin has been determined from models.
Control forces acting in the spin have been inve+gated
on numerous models; also the effect of tail posltlon on
rudder hinge moments required for spin recovery. In-
formation on angulnr velocities encountered during
spins has also been determined. Spin tests have been
extended to determine the best method of pilotrmcape
from an uncontrollable spinning airplane. Inverted-
spin characteristics have been summarized on the basis
of existing information.
SEAPLANE DESIGN
In the design of seaplanes, the research objective has
been to establish the fundamental parameters associated
with various hydrodynamic qualitiw with a view toward
establishing design criteria for the components of the
airplane which can be varied to achieva the desired over-
all performance. This objective has been reached in
several important respects with the result that, as in
the case of flying and handling qualiti& in the air,
the research staff, design engineers, and pilots were able
to proceed along parallel lines to obtain significant im-
provements in water-based aircraft.
The establisheddependence of take-off stabHityon the
trim has*provided a useful criterion for all the com-
ponents affecting the longitudinal moments; that is,
the moments must-be bakmced to obtain stable trims
throughout the take-off speed range. When this bal-
. ante has been obtained, the travel of the center of--grav-
ity for take-off is limited in the same way as for
aerodynamic stability and control.
The tank research has shown that the most powerful
hull parameter influencing the location of the hydro-
dynamic stable range is the fore and aft location of
the step. Designers for sometime have therefore been
able to locate the step with respect 40 the wing by
this means, and costly mistakes in design have been
avoided by determining the- step location for stable
take-offs on the basis of tests of models having all the
moment-producing componenh properly simulated.
Tank research has established the dependence of land-
ing stability on the afterbody ventilation, particularly
that atlorded by the depth and shape of the step, and
the farm of the afterbody adjacent$o it. The appli-
cation of this relation has proved to be useful in hull
desigg and has ~ulted in marked improvement in the
stability of the newer flying boats. In one wartime
case the application of ventilation ducts based on the
research findings made the use of approximately 800
four-engine flying boats practicable in the transportti-
tion of vital military personne~ and supplies, even for
night l&dings where the craft must descend on a steady
glide path until the water is contacted.
With the military overloading of several naval flying
boats, the resulting heavy spray seriously limited the
seaworthiness and increased maintenance time. Meth-
ods were developed in the tanks for spray control which
assisted in keeping the spray out of the propellers and
off the aerodynamic surfaces. For one flying boati
origintdly designed for 46,000 pounds gross weight,
spray strips were develowd in the tank which enabled
take-offs at an overload of 76,000 pounds to be made
without spray damage.
In a broader sense,research on spray has indicated the
most favorable shape for spray-control devices, and an
efficient form of “butterknife” chine suitable for retrac-
tion haa been evolved. It has also been shown that the
general seaworthiness is largely a function of the rela-
tionship of the loads and proportions decided upon in
the preliminary design stnge, thus affording usefuI
criteria for the beam loading and length of forebody
in the newer desi=gns.
Emergency open-sea operations in the wm demon-
strated the importance of rough-water semvorthinessfor
naval aircraft. Methods have been developed for simu-
lating the most severe maneuvers with models in the
tank and criteria have been set-up as a basis for design
improvements for seaplanes designed to “go with the
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fleet.” One important rewarch finding has been that a
very long afterbody greatly reduces the normal accelera-
tions and “ballooning” during landings in wav=
Prior to the war, adequate information on seaplane
landing loads vvasnon-exietent. Impact basin equipment
had been constructed at Langley so that accurate data
could be obtained under controlled conditions. Steps
had been taken toward the improvement of existing
theories. During the war, the impact basin was placed
in operation, and much progress was made in experi-
mental and theoretical reseamh on seaplane landing
loads. Several fundamental relationships were firmly
established. The impact basin was also used in specific
teetato obtain design data for naval -planes.
PROPULSION RESEARCH
PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Intensive research activity in the past few years has
restited in the more rapid advancement of propulsion
systems than at any previous period in aeronautical his-
tory. A transition from researches for peak develop-
ment of the reciprocating engine to fundamental re-
searcheson new high speed propulsion methods has been
in progress. The period has been marked by the de-
velopment of reciprocating engines of high power and
efficiency and by the birth and development of gas tur-
bin~ ramjets, and rocket engines. Many of them
achievements can be directly traced to the expansion of
research effort in this country in the field of propulsion.
At the beginning of fiscal year 1940, research on air-
craft propulsion systems was conducted for the (!om-
mittee by the Power Plants Division at the Langley
laboratory, at the National Bureau of Standards, and by
various educational institutions on contract. In August
1989 the Special Survey Committee on Aeronautical
Facilities recommended that the Oommittee construct a
new engine research laboratory at the earliest ptwsible
date. A special committee on Engine Research Facili-
ties submitted plans for a new aircraft propulsion labo-
ratory. The new laboratory was approved by the Com-
mittee and the President and was authorized by C!on-
grese on June 26, 1940. Work on construction of the
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory at Cleveland,
Ohio, was started immediately. The first research
project at the new laboratory was initiated on May 8,
1942.
From 1940 through 1942 the research personnel and
equipment of the Power Plants Division at Langley
Field were increased to a maximum commensurate -with
the facilities available. The Power Plants Division,
prior to 1940, was primarily concerned with funda-
mental problems of increasing the powsr, the efficiency,
and reducing the fuel consumption of reciprocating air-
craft engines. At the outbreak of the war, the engine
research of the Power Plants Division was shifted to
qeciflc problgms of increasing the power, the efficiency,
and the reliability of military aircraft engines in the
--
development and production stage. These aircraft
power planta were all rwiprocating engines.
During 1943 the program of research on the recipro- -.
eating engine for military use -wasgreatly expanded as
the research facilities at CleveIand were completed.
The program on fuels and combustion,studies started at
Langley I?ield was continued at Clevehmd on & mors
extensive scale. The need for fuel research was par-
ticularly acute because of the tremendous increase in the
quantities of fuel required by the military forces. In-
vestigations were started on lubricants and on the f unda-
mentals of lubrication. As rapidly as the engine re-
search building facilities became available in 1943 and
early 1944, research projects concerned with complete
engines, components of the engine, and auxiliaries -were
started. By 1944 investigations mere being carried out
on all the major components and auxiliaries of recipro-
cating aircrallt engines for military use. In addition,
investigations were under way on over-all engine per-
formance, materials, and stresses and vibration in the
Laboratory and in flight.
In 1943, interest in the gas-turbine jet-propulsion
engine for military use resulted in the building of two
test ceils for ground level investigations. Experiments
were conducted in these facilities on the first type of
gas turbine engine built in this country. When the
altitude wind tunnel -wascompleted early in 1944, the
first investigation -wasa study of the altitude perform-
ance of the gas-turbine engine installation in a pursuit
airplane. The desi=gnof this tunnel was such that gas
turbine engines could be investigated over a wide range
of altitude conditions. The shift in emphasis’from re-
search on reciprocating engines to gas-turbine engines
was made in accordance -withthe research requirements
of the development program for jet-propelled military
aircraft. The jet-propelled airplane, however, did not
reach service use by this country until the end of the
war.
THERMODYNAMIC RESEARCH
Thermodynamic Properties of Gases
The design of efficient aircraft engines that involve
the use of a gas turbine as”the principal source of power
or as an auxiliary, and the analysis of the performance
of such en~nes and their components depend on a knowl-
edge of the thermodynamic properties of the working
fluids. Accordingly, tables and charts have been pre-
pared for calculations of the thermod~amic quantities
associated with the steady-state flow processes of gas-
turbine engines and composite engin=. The prepared
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charts permi~ within the temperature limits used, the
convenient and accurate calculation of the ideal and
actual change of condition of the working fluid and the
maw flow per unit area for each phase of the working
process of a gas-turbine engine and for the auxiliary
turbines and compressors of a composite engine.
Cycle AnaIyses
Analytical investigations of the turbojet and turbine-
propeller engind cycles have been conducted to provide
information to determine the most effective lines of
research to be followed for improvement of these
engines
l%rbojet er@n.-8. An analysis of the turbojet cycle
was made and charts were developed that permit the
rapid and accurate evaluation of the performance of
the system for any given set-of operating conditions and
system parameters. The charts take into account tur-
bine, compressor, and combustion eiliciencies; discharge
nozzle coefficient; losses in pressure in the inlet-duct and
combustion chamber; ambient atmospheric conditions;
flight velocity; compressor pressmwratio; and combus-
tion-chamber outlet temperature.. It was shown that
maximum thrust,per unit mass rate of air flow occurs at
a lower compressor pressure ratio than that of minimum
specific fuel consumption; the thrust per unit mass rate
of air flow increases as the combustion-chamber dis-
charge temperature increases. For minimum specific
fuel consumption, however, an optimum combustion-
chamber discharge temperature exists, which in some
casesmay be less than the limiting temperature imposed
by the strength-temperature characteristics of present-
materials.
Turbhw-propeller eng&ae. The analysis of the tur-
bine-propeller system is an extension of the analysis of
the turbojet and parallels it very closely, the design
curves being very similar to those obthined for the tur-
bojet. In this system the turbine power is in ~xcessof
the compresor power and, for any given pre=ure ratio,
there exists an optimum division of available power
between the turbine and the jeti An expression derived
for the jet velocity gives this optimum power division,
A simplified analysis has also been made of the effects
of intercoolingj reheat, regeneration, and combinations
of these factors on the performance of the turbine pro-
peller engines. Results show that intercooling gives a
moderate increase in power -withlittle effect on specific
fuel consumption, reheat causes an appreciable gain in
power with a corresponding rise in specific fuel con-
sumption, and with regeneration only little power is
lost-whereas large gains in efficiency are possible. Of
the combination cycles, the addition of reheatmnd re-
generation to the basic turbine-propeller system ap-
peared the most promising because appreciable gains in
both power and efficiency are obtainable.
Waste Energy Recovery, Reciprocating Engines
~xhau8t jet 8tach3. A simple method of recovering
some of the energy in the engine exhaust-is to fit the
engine with individual exhaust stacks directed to the
rear to utilize for jet propulsion the kinetic energy of
the exhaust gas produced in the exhaust ports by the
residual high pressure in the engine cylinders at the
time of exhaust valve opening.
An investigation was made on a single-cylinder engine
i%determine the optimum nozzle size for various engine
operating conditions with short straight stacksand with
stacks-”of representative shapes and lengths. It was
found that data leading to a specification of the opti-
mum exhaust nozzle area could be correlated for each
stack shape.
Flight tests were made on a pursuit-airplane wit,h a
radial engine fitted with jetxitacks, The jet~tack instal-
Iation increased the flight speed 18 miles per hour (from
314 to_2i3$2m. p. h.) at 20,000 feet as com~ared with the
collector installation, Additional investigations were
made on other engines. and airplanes. The use of jet
stacks? which w&spioneered by the hTACA, has found
widespread accel]trincein British and American aircraft.
t?ompo8ite engine. One of the most&icient methods
of recovering exhaust energy is by means of the exhauet=
gas t@binc (for example, by a turbo-supercharger).
Additional gains in power and economy can be had by
passing_all the engine exhaust gas through the turbine
and using any excess turbine power, over thtit required
for supercharging, for propulsion of the aircraft. The
optimum division of power between the engine and
turbine is a function of the sensitivity of engine power
to changes in exhaust pressure,operating altitude, power
level, component efficiencies, and other variables.
Investigations on several single and multicylinder
engines- were made to detirmine the. effect of exhaust
pressure and other engine variables on the engine com-
ponent performance. The single-cylinder engine in-
cluded liquid and air “cookd, two- and four-stroke c~cle,
spark- and compression ignition engines. The multi-
cylinder engines included an 18-cylinder air cooled en-
gine and a 12-cylinder liquid-cooled engin~ Tests were
also made with a 12-cylinder liquid-cooled and a 9-
cylinder air-cooled engine each equipped with a blow-
down turbine, which utilizes the kinetic energy O* the
engine-~xhaust gases”in the individual cylinder exhaust
stacks.
From the results of these investigations and from
supercharger and steady-flow turbine characteristics,
the performance of various compositi engine systems
was computed.
The results of- the analyses of composite engines show
that substantial reduction in specific fuel consumption
is attained far the various types of composite engine
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invest i@ ecl regardless of the nature of the bctsicengine.
The best specific fuel consurnpt.ions -irerOattained at.
about 30@0 feet by the use of both a steacly-flovr tur-
bine cmcl n blovwlown turbine. Consideration of the
weight.of the engine as well as the weight of fuel shows
that, for short flights at low mltituclesjthe engine with
jet stacks is superior; at attitudes in excess of about
10,000 feet. the engine -with both genrecl blovdown tur-
bine cmd geared stenclj=flow turbine is”superior to cdl
other types of combinations of piston engines with jet
stacks or auxiliary turbines. o
Heat Transfer
Illte)’coozt’l’& A theoretical stucly vw mnde of the
cross-flow tubu]ar type of intercooler as breed on current
heat tnmsfer and pressure lOSSinformation concerning
the flow of air through and across tubes. The results
are presented in the form of working charts from which
intercooler clesigns can be quickly made. The heat
transfer and pressure loss bnsis for the annlysis is sup-
ported by data obtained from a laboratory intercooler
test unit. The prihcipal conchwion indicated by the
study is that, in order to achieve minimum intercooler
size? the heat transferring surf ace elements shoulcl be
closely spaced. In addition, it is indicated that an
infinite number of intercooleis differing in size and
shape can be clesi=med to meet any specified set of
opera t in~ conditions. llathematiccll annlyses of both
the cross-flow tubular and plate intercocders -were aci
corclingly mncle, and the results were presented to give
the vnriation of the intercooler volume, surface, frontal
:weal and linear climensions -with variation in core cli-
mensions for constant intercooler operating conditions,
~ methocl -was evolved for plotting intercooler per-
formance data to permit convenient. application of the
clatti in the design or eel.ection of intercoolers for a
specific app]icntion. An analysis vim macle of the inter-
cooler power losses in flight to determine the intercooler
cooling air conditions thnt give minimum total power
10ss for any given intercooler cooling effectiveness.
J!?zhaust gas heat ezcfianger. The Committee has
pioneered the use of thermal anti-icing methods wherein
the large quantities of heat contained in the engine
exhnust. gas are transferred to air circulated through
the -wing Rncl cent rol surftices. The exlmust, gas heat
exchanger is a critical component of such systems. in-
vestigations have been conduct ecl to provide the funda-
mental information requirecl for the clevelopment of im-
prcmed units. From analysis of heat transfer data, m
unit was designed and construct ed, and its performtince
was investigated in the laboratory under simulated con-
clit ions. The results indicated that the bent exchanger
was an eflicient and reliable unit, and that existing heat
transfer data were suitable for designing such heat
~~chnngers.
FUELS AND COMBUSTION RESEARCH
Reciprocating Engines
Ef ect of chemical tdrwcfure of fuels cmlmdck-limite~
potter. The tendency of a fuel to knock places-a limib
on the power that can be obtained from a given fuel
in a given engine. In connection with thOeffort of the
military services to increase the power output of aircraft
engines, a systematic study was made of the effect of
chemical structure of fuels on their knock tendency in
order to discover fuels of superior performance charac-
teristics. A series of 102 hydrocarbons has been pre-
pared and evaluated in small scale single-cylinder test
engines and in a full-scale single-cylinder test engine.
A series of purafinic hydrocarbons, prepared at the Na-
tiomd Bureau of Stundards, and 30 compounds pur-
chased fro,m commercial sourc= were also examined as
blending agents. A number of the materials inve#l-
gated showed substantial improvements in permissible
povrer over aviation gasoline of 100/130 performance
number.
Fuel-blencling Telation. In order to avoid the need
for engine tests of every possible combination of high
performance blending agents, the Committee has con-
ducted extensive studies of the relations between blend
composition and knock-limited performance. , & a re-
sult of these studies, equations were derived that showed”
the approximate e knock-limited performance to be ex-
pected when various fuel components -were blended.
Special fuel additive. During a critical period of the
-war it was imperative that aviation gasoline supplies
be extended by any avnilable means. It was suggested
that. the addition of a commercially available additive
(xyliclines) to ce~ain gasoline stocks vrould produce
a .satisfnctory fuel for use in aircraft engines.
In preliminary studies it -was found that the addition
of xylidines to current fuels raised the knock-limited
performance to such an extent that 15 percent of lower-
grade fuels could be blended into the additive fuel vvith-
out exceeding the knock limit. Following these prelimi-
nary studies more extensive tests were “made in various
types of engine cylinders then being used in military
Bircraft.
Spem”alb7ending agent. ii comprehensive program to
ev-alunte triptme (2,2,3-trimethylbutane) and certain
other high antiknock components for use in aviation
gasoline was undertaken. The program consisted of ex-
tensivestudies in small-scale engines, in full-scale single-
cjdinder engines, and finally in a multicylinder engine
mountecl on a torque stancl and in a similar multicylin-
der engine in flight. The r&ults indicated that triptane
could best be utilized in engines specifically designed to
operate on high-performance fuels but thut definite
~mins could be realixed by its use as a component of fuel
blends for current aviation engines.
.-
.—
—
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Pre-igm%bn.. A study was cimducted on the influence
of fuels on pre-ignition in small-scale single-cylinder
engines. In these particular studies it was found that
increases in compression ratio, spark advance, Coolant
temperature, or inlet-air temperatuw decreased the pre-
ignition-limited performance.
Fuel-vapor 1o88. Laboratory investigations indi-
cated that the fueI vapor 10SSfrom an aircraft fuel tnnk
amounted to about 15 percent of the original fuel load
during a climb to an altitude of 40,000.fe6t with an
initial fuel temperature of- 110° F. Flight investiga-
tions were conducted to check the simulated altitude
laboratory Wults. The fuel vapor 10SZis affected by
tyW of fuel, fuel temperature, altitude of climb, flight
time, and fuel system, Preventive and recovery
methods were studied in simulated flights.
Jet Propulsion Engines
The research program baeed on the combustion prob-
lems of jet propulsion engines has two broad over-all
objectives: (1) to obtain generalized results and con-
clusions about combustion applicable tc+esign, per-
formance, and related practical problems currently
encountered in jet propulsion engines, and (2) tu obtain
information leading to the eventual understanding of
the physico-chemical processes in combustion. The=
two objectives are not mutually exclusive., and an in-
vestigation aimed at one generally contributes some-
thing tu the other.
Effect of combu8tor operating con.ditbw on ccwn3u8-
thn e@noy. An investigation in the altitude wind
tunnel on a turboj!et engine revealed that for each
rotative speed of a turbojet engine an altitude existed
above which the engine -would not operate; thatis, the
engine had an altitude operation limi~ An investi-
gation was then made of the combustor alone in the
combustion laboratory, where engine combustor Con-
ditions could be sinmlated, and it was found that the
ahitude operational limit of the engine could be ex-
plained in terms of the effect of the combustor inlet
conditions on combustion efficiency. It-as found that
independently increasing the air velocity or decreasing
the air temperature or pressure at the combustor inlet
decreased the combustion efficiency, Under some ad-
verse inlet conditions a peak cornbustor temperature
rise was obtained that was considerably less than the
theoretical temperature rise available afid further in-
crease in combustor temperature rise cmdd not be
achieved regardless of increase in fuel flow. The alti-
tud~ operational limit of the engine coincided with the
conditions in the comb~~tor tests where the peak com-
bustor temperature rise was less than that required for
engine operation. The trends of combustion efficiency
with combustor inlet temperature, prwsure, velocity,
and fuel-air ratio determined in these tests were veri-
fied in investigations of- additional combustors of both
the annular and individual t ubuhm types.
Ej$ect of comh%or-aa”r ~idtibution on. combudor
efi~”ency. At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics
of the Navy Depmtment the Committeeinvestigatwd the
ei?ect of distribution of air flow in the combustur on
combustion efficiency in order to increasethe opemtiomd
altitude of two turbojet engines. Changes in combu~
tor design were investigated thatprovided a larger and
more sheltered zone for the primary air. AS a result.of
these design changes; the operational ceiling of the two
turbojet engines investigated WMmore than doubled.
Ramjet comi$usticm. With mmjet~ombustion cham-
bers, investigations were made to determine the criteria
of good flame holders. The influence.on combustion of ~-
such geometric variabks as amount of mea restriction,
size of individual shielded zones, distance of lateral
flame trnvel between adjment shielded zones, and pres-
ence of pilot. flames is being studied. The effect.of dif-–
ferent types of fuel injection is also being studied; an
intermediate degree of fuel atomization and dispersion
with fuel-rich zones coinciding with the shielded zones
behind the fl~me l~olders was found to be the better
arrangement in many cases.
Bigh energy fue18for turbojet engines. ln addition
to synthesis of compounds for studies in reciprocating
engines, pure compounds of the types desired in turbo-
jet engines are being preprmed for investigation in a
turbojet combustion chamber. Special empl]asis is be-
ing placed on fuels of high energy content per unit
volume.
Effects o~l!el ciiaracte?+8tic8on performance. of tur-
bojet com&Mor8. Different hydrocarbon types showed
no appreciable clifferences in performance except in the
cnse of aromatic hydrocarbons, which gave combustion
efficiencies about 20 percent lower, uncler some con-
dition% than other types, Some of the differences be-
tween the performance of different fuels were decremed
by better atomization of the low-volatility fuels. Other
fuel studies shovred that. the riite of carbon deposition in
turbojet comlmstom increased with increasing aromatic
content=nd with decreasing volatility.
COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE RESEARCH
Centrifugal Compressors
Investigations were conducted on various impelleis
todetermine the merits and the effect of changing each
of several design variables. As part of a program to
determine design criteri~ for impellers, a series of con-
stant angular-acceleration inducers -were investigated
both az separate components and in combination with an
impeller. The application of the inducer type developed
in this program to a commercial centrifugal impeller
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resrdted in a gain of eight points in compressor
performance.
Combining the results of inducer research and of +e
preliminary impeller research, an investigation was
started to determine the most effective blade and passage
shapes for impellers. Six impellers having a wide range
of blade loading conditions have been investigated;
etliciencies of 85 percent, pressure ratios above 5, flow
capacities doubls those of conventional impellers, and
equivalent tip speeds of 2,OOOfeet per second have been
reached.
Research on centrifugal-compressor typea designed on
the basis of flow theory (including a two-dimensional
radial-inlet impeller and an axial-discharge impeller
especially adaptable to gas-turbine power plants) was
undertaken to develop a sound mathematical basis of
impeller design. Initial investigations on the radial-
inlet impeller have indicated the sources of 10SSSSand
have established a method of analyzing the flow in
impeller channels.
lfethode of performance testing were investigated ta
establish a means of accurately rating compressors and
to determine performance of existing service types and
available experimental types of supercharger impellers.
Tentative standards for testing and rating centrifugal
compressors were prepared.
ilfatch;ng. A convenient method developed for pre-
senting the performance of a compr6z3sor system in rela-
tion to that of a. power section consists in plotting on
the same graph the performance of the compressor sys-
tem and the power section in terms of variables common
to both. Intersection of the performance curves deter-
mines the points ,gf operation for the complete unit.
Application of this method of analysis to super-
charged engines has shown that pressure losses through
the compressor system, especially through the inlet
elbows, considerably reduce over-all output of the power
plant. The fundamentals of flow through elbows were
investigated and an elbow was designed in -which the
total pressure losses through the elbow were 10 percent
of the velocity pressure at the compressor inlet. h
improvement in the velocity distribution at the com-
pressor inlet was simultaneously obtained.
&mging. ~alytical and experimental investiga-
tions were made of surging, a phenommon that estab-
lishes the minimum flow at which a compressor can
opemh The results show that surging is possible only
when the presmre ratio of the compressor decreases with
a decrease’ in volume flow. The maximum rate of
change of pressure ratio with volume flow that can be
tolerated without surging is dependent on the magnit-
ude of the individual capacities and resistances of the
entire compressor system. The results of these re-
searches indicated several methods of extending the
surge-free operation of a compressor. Experiments
with one of these methods demonstrated that not only
—
could the surge-f ree range of a centrif uagydcompressor
be extended but that hitherto unattainable regions of
. .—
high pressure ratio and ef%ciencycould be realizecl.
Supercharger. Preliminary studies of a liquid-
cooled type of aircraft engine having two stages “of
supercharging indicated that the supercharging and
induction systemsof the engine were critical. The indi-
vidual performance characteristics of the superchargers
were obtained for both sea level and simulated altitude
conditions and the information thus obtained was u~d.
to determine the optimum supercharger operating con-
ditions in the engine.
AxiaI FIow Compressors
Blade design and ehgle-8tage theo~. The inveAiga-
tion of the individual stages of a multistage axial-flow
compressor resolves itedf nnturdly into two parts;
study of the performance of the blade elements,and con-
sideration of the effect of different velocity distributions
along the radius. Factors affecting the blade-element
performance are camber, solidity, and blade profile.
Theoretical and experimental inv=tigatim have. r~.
suited in useful correlations between these two parts.
Detailed theoretical studies nmde of the effect of the
distribution of velocity in the radial direction have been
used as a basis for the design of a number of single-stage
rwearch compressors.
MuJti8tage cornpre880r8. The eight-stage axial-flow
compressor designed and constructed in 1938 by the
Committee on the basis of high-speed airfoil theory has
been the subject of extensive in-restigations. ~ inves-
tigation of the performance of this compressor dcn~on-
strated that a maximum over-all adiabatic efficiency of
0.87 and a maximum preaeure mtio of 5.4 were attain-
able. The effect of Reynolds number was investigated
and it was found that when the simulated altitude at the
compressor inlet increased from 27,000 to 30,000 feet,
the efficiency decreased 4 points. The useful opemting
range of the compressor was extended as a resuk of ail
investigation on the use of adjustable stator-blade
anglee. Theoretical research on multistage axial-flow
compressor desi=g has led to criteria for estimating the
effeck of basic design variables on the performance of
the compressor.
Compressor and turbine matching. An investigation
was made to determine the intemction of Comlv’e=or?
and turbines as components of a jet engin& The engine
used for this investigation consisted of the NACA eight-
stage axial-flow compressor and a specially designed
turbine. The data from this investigation were studied
to develop a theory for determining the performance
of a jet engine from a knowledge of the performance
of its components and for +timnting how each of these
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components affects the performance of the other. The
results of this work indicatw that, in genernl, investi-
gations of complete jet engines without knowledge of
the performance of the components cannot be expected
to indicate how well the components nmtch, because
only a small range of the possible field of operation of-
t.he turbine component is covered. The application
of the developed method of-analysis does permit, hovr-
ever, the evaluation of the effect-of modifimtions ofi
jet engine components on over-fill performance without
actually retesting the engine.
Tentative 8tandard procedure8 for rating ami te8ting.
The NACA Subcommittee on Compressors, realizing
the importance of stanchwd procedures for rating find
testing multistage axial-flow compressors, appointed a
special panel to establish such procedures. Experi-
mental techniques and calculation procedures were es-
tablished that would give the highest accuracy and
reproducibility y of results.
fiingle stage-compre~so?~8, In order tcr improve the
performance of- axinl-flow compressors, it is neceesnry
that the effect of a lnrge number of variables be deter-
mined. These variables include velocity diagram, blade
sectio~ blade camber, solidity, aspect ratio, tip clear-
ance, blade-root radius, and blade finish. Because of
the desirability of investigating these fundamental ef-
fects on simple compressors, where all the variables can
be easiIycontrolled, three 14-inch-diameter, single stage,
variable-con~ponent compressors were designed; these
three compressors simulated the intermediate, inlet, and
outlet- stages respectively, of a multistage compressor.
The first tivo of thesecompressors are in operation under
investigation.
Specz”fi%cornprewmr8. In cooperation with the mili-
tary services, the research facilities of the Cleveland
laboratory have been utilized to determine the per-
formance of four axial-flow compressors designed for
speci.tlc-jetpropidsion engines. Over-all and individual
compressor stage performance data were obtained
over the entire compressor speed ranges for both sea
level and simulated altitude inlet conditions. In one
instanc~ the interstage survey data were used as the
basis for blading modifications.that changed the air
handling capacity of thi compressor to the value for
which the jet engine was designed, and increased the
ficiency by approximately three point% with a cor-
responding increase in pressure ratio. Tho Ending of
each of theseinvestigations were supplied to the military
services and manufacturers as a guide in the design of
futire compressors.
Turbines
Design and performance. In order to design turbines
with optimum efficiency, gas flow and power capacity, it
is necessary to evaluate the effect of the internal gns-
flow phenomena on turbine performance and to evolve a
method of shnping the internal turbine members to
obtain the optimum flow characteristics. The order of
magnitncle of-the gains to be expecter-lfrom this study
is being evaluated. For this purpose a number of
turbine blacle-shape parameters have been varied in
several sets of- blades ancl a study is being made 01 the
effect-of such variations on single-stage turbines using
these blades. A theoretical method hwsbeen developed
that permits the determination of a blade-section shnpe
under the simplifying assumption of- two-dimensiom-d
flow ofw-perfect, incompressible fluid. Generalizntion
tu the case of the compressible perfect fluid with two-
climensional flow is now being studied. The effect of
viscosity on the flow pnttern has been experimentnlIy
investigated in a stationary set of turbine nozzles and
some basic flow phenomena have been determined, which
should prove helpful in the analytical treatment-of this
effect.
The program OFturbine-blade investigations that ac-
compnni~ the program of turbine blade design has
two main purposes: (1) to provide experiment.ul data
to expand the t]yxweticrd studies, and (2) to indicate
the changes @ turbine performance that cnnnot- nt
present be predicted by theoretical methods.
A Reynolds number correlnticm was obtained by
studying the performance of a single-stnge turbine over
a wide range of- intnke pressures and intake tempera-
tures. This investigateion indicated that, if the intake
temperature is nltered, no chnnge in turbine perform-
ance results ns long as the ratio of inlet pressures to
the 1.1 power of the inlet temperature is unchnnged.
The turbine component from n representative jet-
propulsion engine was selected for a bnsic investigation
designed to establish a sound method of predicting
gas-turbine performance at design operating conditions
by means of performance datn obtnined at-greately re-
duced pressures and temperatures and to examine, in
detail, the flow through the vmriouscomponents of the
turbine.’ Investigations hnve also been made on the air-
cooled, mixed-flow turbine to determine the perform-
ance of this type of turbine a~ elevated temperatures.
A two~stage-turbine was constructed for the ultimate
purposti of studying the combined charact@stics of n
compre&or and a turbihe as components of a turbojet
engine. An investigation of-the turbine alone showed
that the turbine had a maximum efficiency of 0,875,
which indicated that the stream-filament theory used.
in designing the blndes can produce turbine blades hnv-
ing reasonably high effi~iencies.
Cooling. In order to determine the potentialities of
various methods ofi turbine disk and blade cooling,
analytical investigations were first undertaken. Four
methods of cooling were considered; cooling by conduc-
tion to the rim of the turbine disk, admitt.iqj cool nir
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through part of the nozzles, passing cool air through
hollow blade~ and circulating cooling liquids thrwgh
internal blade passages.
Preliminary experiments to determine basic infor-
mation on the heat transfer properties of hot gases ware
started. Methods of measuring blade temperatures on
rotating turbine disks were devised.
LUJXUCATION, FRICC1ON, AND WEAR
Research on lubrication, friction, and wear supplied
fundamental and applied information for aircraft
power plants that emved as a primary factor in the
continual increase in power output of all types of en-
gines during the war period.
Surface Phenomena in Sliding Friction
A fundamental study of surfaces showed changes
in geometric accommodation and physico-chemical
changes during run-in of sliders. Surface failurs of
many new engine parts operating tinder conditions of
sliding friction such as bearings, reduction gearing, and
cylinder assernbliwnecessitatedmuch work on run-in of
surfaces. This study involved physico-chemical stuclies
of surfaces after varied degrees of experimental opera-
tion that corresponded to extreme conditions. It was
concluded that surface treatment prior to operation,
which would condition the surface suihciently to elimi-
nate much of the prolonged run-in period considered
neceaeary in service, could be accomplished.
Theoretical analyses of metallic thin-film lubrication
showed that benefits could be expected from this appli-
cation and experimental research verified the analysw.
The experimental work was confined to studies of b
of low shear strength on hard base material; under these
conditions the coefficient of sliding friction is directly
proportional to the shear strength of the film material.
Metdic films of silver, lead, and tin as well as a graph-
its-base coating were used on experimental sliding sur-
faces operated ~der conditions of boundary lubrication
and were found to provide effective supplementary
means of reducing sliding friction and w-ear. Further
work on metallic compounds, such as oxides and
sulphides, without lubrication, showed these compounds
to have a very marked effect on sliding friction.
Piston Ringa and Cylinder Barrels
A fundamental investigation was made of materials
for use as sliding surfaces in component pnrts of pistcm-
ring and cylinder-barrel assemblies. The results of this
invwtigation were applied in therselection of porous
chrome plate as a salvage material for sliding surfaces
in cylinder barrels. Porous chrome-plated cylinder
barrels were found to have very good wear character-
istics and high load capacity. Other cylinder-barrel
material studied included alloyed steels, which were
hardened by induction heating and nitriding. plstcm-
ring materials included cast irons of high tensile
strength, chrome-plated cast iron, chrome eteel, and
nitrided steel. The raults indicated that load capacity
limitations of cast-iron rings could be increased by
chrome plating and that f cm this application dense
chrome plate cmdd be as effective as porous chrome
plate. Various methods of finishing slider surfaces
for piston rings and cylinder barrels were studied and
it was found that for plane surfaces, coaxial lapping
with loose abrasive compounds accomplished very de-
sirable geometric accommodation of the surfaces and
otherwise improved performance.
Piston Lubrication and Oil Control
The problem of piston lubrication including oil con-
trol and ring sticl+g -were investigated analytically
and experimentally. Visual studies of cylinder lubrica-
tion with a glass-cylinder apparatus showed that, in
accordance with hydrodynamic theory, the piston was
inclined to favor the formation of a fluid film during
the greater portion of the engine cycle and that the
piston moved laterally under the influence of side thrust.
The effect of the rings on lubrication and the action of
the rings were observed; it was determined that the oil
film on a loaded ring face was 0.0001 inch or 1sss.
journal Bearings
Dimensional analysis and the principle of similitude
were applied to the computation of crankpin and main
bearing loads for in-line and radial reciprocating en-
gines. Charts were constructed to provide engine de-
signers with an easily used tool ‘to determine maximum
and average bearing loads:
An analysis of the operating characteristics of a full-
floating benring and its experimental verificntion using
visual study techniques has been made. This bearing
can be operated over a wide range of speeds for n given
shaft speed and results in low operating tempertituws
at high rotating speeds. This low operating tenlpcra-
ture would be obtained at the expense of load capncity
if clearances remnin the same as for a plain journal
bearing; clearance may, however, be adjusted to improve
this condition.
MATERIALS, STRESS, AND
RESEARCH
High-temperature Alloys
The fundamental theory of physics of solids has been
extended to the study of failures of alloys at elevated
temperatures under conditions of constant stress. Rate-.
procees theory and dislocation theory have been em-
ployed to derive equations for rate of creep and for time
to rupture under constant stmes that are in good agree-
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ment with experimented data. The theory suggests the
w of metals of high modulus of rigidity and states“that
a hyperbolic-tine relation exists between applied stress
and both creep rate and stress-rupture time. Applica-
tion has been made to several gas-turbine materials,
which are now described in terms of four parameters.
The methods have been shown to be applicable to gas-
turbine alloys, pure metals, magnesium alloys, and
aluminum alloys.
The crystal structures of a number of forged and cast
high temperature alloys have been determined using
X-ray difiaction methods. The usual structu~ at
room temperature is face-centered cubic with lattice
parameters ranging from 3.55 to 3.60 Angstrom units.
An investigation of the s@ucture of the microconstitu?
ents of such materiak is being conducted and has re-
sulted to date in detection and positive identification of
the materials columbium carbide and chromium carbide
(Cr2,C6).
A progr~ has been started on the evaluation of mtw
teriak for gas turbine use at the request of the Amy
Air Forces and Bureau of Aeronautics of- the Navy
Department. Both experimental and commercially
available typs of alloys are being investigated under
fuhcale service conditions to determine the mecha-
nisms of failure, the influence of non-critical alloying
elements on performance, and the relative performance
of these materials. Failures of a number of turbine
buckets, combustion chamber liners, and other com-
ponents have been examined. The lack of uniformity in
temperature distribution in theengine indicatee the need
for a greatarnount of data for significant evaluation.
Ceramic Materials
A number of commercially available and experimental
ceramic materiaIs have been investigated to determine
their suitability for use in gas turbines and rockets.
The relative resistance to thermal shock, tensile prop-
erties at elevated temperatures, and general refractory
behavior have been studied. Two turbines, each having
bladw composed of sillimanite have been constructed
and some of the operatig problems pertaining to the
use of such ceramic materials have been investigated.
Ceramic coated turbine buckets have also been con-
sidere~ A number of ceramic combustion chamber
liners weie investigated and found to be unsatisfactory
for use in turbines because of low thermal shock
resistante.
A number of ceramic rocket nozzles were investi-
gated and found to be unsuitabl~for usebecause of poor
resistance to mechanical shock
Stress and Vibration
Strain gages have been used to study static and dy-
namic stre5ses in reciprocating engine parts. Results
included discovery of vibratory stresses in connecting
rods and crankshafts not predicted by theory; permissi
bility of removing material in valve interiors for cooling
without increasing streskesjand departure from theory
of stresses in pistons, piston pins, and bearings.
Study of componenk-of jebpropulsion engines led
to a numerical method of calculating elastic and plastic
stresses in rotating disks with temperature gradients.
Such calculations were used to demonstrate the necessity
of determining the variation with temperature of the
elastic modul~, coefficient of thermal expansion, and
tensile properties of turbine-disk materials. They also
indicated that improper cooling was detrimental to
turbine-disk life. Rim cracking in the turbine disk of
a turbojet engine was found to be caused by reaidual
tensile stressesthat could be reduced by rim slotting and
shrink fitting. High-temperature strain gages were
used to measure turbine-blade stressesunder operating
conditions.
“Vibration in the blades of the axial-flow compressor
of a turbojet engine was found to be caused by all
orders up to the ten@ although not predicted by
analysis.
RESEARCH ON RECIPROCATING ENGINES
A wartime research of parauount interest was the
investigation of methods of increasing the power of
existing reciprocating aircraft enginea. Intensive re-
search was conducted on the factors limiting engine
power with the object of discovering methods of cir-
cumventing these limitations.
Engine CooIing
Correlation of opem%ng temperatwee. The theo-
retical method previously derived for correlating ex-
ternal temp”katures and engine operating variables has
been ap~lied to a number of liquid-cooled and air-cooled
rnulticylinder engines operating on the test stand, in
the altitude wind tunnel, and in flight. Additional
terms have been incorporated in the original correlation
equation to account-for variables in flight at high alti-
tud+These investigations indicate that the important
variables for air-cooled engines from cooling consid-
erations are cooling-air temperature, cooling-air mass
flow, charge-air temperature, charge-air mass flow, fuel-
air ratio, spark timing, and exhaust back pressure. The
effects of internal coolants and cowling design have also
been investigated and correlated.
Adaptation of the correlating equation to liquid:
cookd dy]indem”was achieved by substituting the coeffi-
cient of heat transfer through a Iiquid film for the
coefficient through air. ~13 coefficientof heat transfer
through the liquid film wawxpress.ed in teximso~coolant
temperature, coolant- mass flow, and the properties of
the coolant.
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The introduction of an additional term in the corre-
lation equation to represent the thermal resistance be-
tween the internal parts, such asthe exhaust valve, and
the exterior of the cylinder made possible correlation
of the temperatures of criticaI internal parts with oper-
ating conditions. Study of these correlations ~owed
that temperatures of the external parts of the cylinder
were not, reIiable indicators of the temperatures of the
critical titernaI parts.
Infernal coolants. Military requirements made nec-
essary large increases in the engine power output with
little opportunity for. major design changes. In many
cases the power output required could not be obtained
without special means for the prevention of fuel knock
or overheating. The w of internal coolants appeared
attractive and an extensive program was carried out to
determine the amount of cooling possible by this means,
the effects on the fuel-knock limitations, and the best
methods of injection of the coolants. Investigations
were carried out on full-scale and small-scale single-
cylinder engines and on full-scale multicylinder engines.
Results of studies of special rnternal coolants con-
ducted on small-scale engines showed. that one such
coolant allowed the specfic power output .of an engine to
be increased to more than four times the value that could
be obtained @h aviation gasoline of 100/120 perform-
ance number.
The experimental investigations carried out on both
the test stand and in flight indicated that the power of
some cooling-limited and lmock-Iimited engines could
be increased by almost 60 percent. men the coolant
-was addd far enough upstream to permit vaporization
before entering the cylinder, the reduction in charge
temperature caused a substantial increase in inducted
air weight. This increase in air flow was reflected in a
substantial power increase only when the spark was
advanced sticiently to oilset the reduction in flame
speed caused by the internal coolanL
The investigations revealed that water is more effec-
tive than fuel as an internal coohmt when large increases
in power are desired. water was found to be somewhat
less effective in coohg the exhaust valve wats and
guides.
cylinder coo.lante. The increase in power output. of
liquid-cooled engines during the war emphasized the
necessity for improved cylinder cooling. Excessive
thermal stresses and other operational ditTicultieswere
experienced as a resultof high temperatures.
An investigation was undertaken to evaluate the heat
transfer characteristics of different coolants. This in-
vestigation was conducted with an electrically heated
tube, which simulated the heat fluxes and temperatures
of liquid-cooled aircrai%+ngine cylinders. The data
indicated that water or aqueous solutions of ethylene
s4~951+&8
glycol were preferable to ethylene glycol, the coolant
then iq general use. When these data were subjected
to checks in single-cylinder and multi-cylinder engines,
the results showed that cylinder-head temperature re-
ductions of as much as 100° F. were obtained by substi-
tuting water for ethykne glycol. This temperature
reduction permitted an increase in the knock-limited
power output of the engine of approximately 13 percent.
Piston cooling. The proper functioning of pistons
and piston rings at high engine povrer is limited by the
resulting high temperatures frequently associated with
high power. Preliminary investigations of the cooling
process were made with an electrically heated piston in
a reciprocating cylinder. Effects of significant vari-
ables upon the heat transfer from the piston to the barrel
were investigated. Measurements vvere made in both
single-cylinder and multicylinder engines of the ti-
perature distributions throughout the piston. ““The
temperature distributions -wereused to ‘compute the sur-
face heat-transfer’ coefficients between the combustion
gases and piston, the piston and cylinder, and the piston
and crankcase atmosphere. The surface coe3icients were
used in computations by a network method of the effects
of piston dimensions and under-crown cooling on the
temperatures at the center of the crown and at the ring
grooves. The analysis was shown to be in agreement
with published data from many sources. The results
indicated that in high-speed aircraft engines a large
part of the piston coofing is through the crankcase
atmosphere and that in such cases the piston dimensions
should be governed by strength considerations.
Eahzust valve coding. As engine power has been
increased, overheating of exhaust valves has been en-
countered. The effect of overheating results in badly
corroded and collapsed valve heads, poor seating due to
distortion and corrosion, and preignition. In addition
to these direct difficulties, hot exhaust valves result in
lowered engine performance through a lowering of the
knock limit and heating of the combustion air during
the induction stroke.
Au investigation of the heat-transfer characteristics
of sodium-cooled valves has indicated that the most
effective method of reducing the operating temperatures
was to increase the area of the passage between the head
and the stem and to increase the bent-transfer area be-
tween the stem and the guide. Further temperature
reductions were obtained by increasing the heat-transfer
area of the valve-guide bosses. In one case increasing
the heat-transfer area of the stem made possible the
elimination in laboratory tests of engine failur~ which
were at that time causing serious damage to combat
airplanes. Increased external cooling without design
modifications was in this case ineffective in reducing
valve temperatures.
—
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improvements in cylinder-cooling ba~es. A study of
methods of improving the cooling limitations of air-
coolecl cylinders has indicated that a direct means of
cooling the overheated regions of the cylinders would
permit raising the temperature of the adjacent over-
cooked areas, A clirect application of cooling air to the
overheated regions at the rear of the cylinders by means
of unrestricted, directed flow to these regio~s has re-
sulted in reduction in the tempwwtures of the head and
the exhaust=valve seat of approximately tiOOF.
hvestigntion of- tightly fitting baffles mod&d to
maintain a constant f ree-flow area from the f rent-to the
rear of each interfin air passage showed that the weight
of the coding-air flow over the cylinder heads for a.
given pressure drop was increased approximately 35
percent and average head temperatures were reduced
approximately 30° F.
CYlinder Charging
AftercooUng. An increase in the power of one of the
combat, liquid-cooled aircraft engines was investigated
by the use of an aftercooler that cooled the chnrge air
before it ent&ed the cylinders, thereby making a denser
charge and permitting higher povrer before knock -was
encountered. Two such af tercoolers were “made:” The’
first wm designed twrequire no significant-engine or air-
plane modification for increasing sen lev~ power. The
use of this aftercooler resulted in increcie~zin engine
power o-f 35 percent. The second was designed to pro-
vide effective cooling with a very small pressure lo~
to prevent a reduction in tie critical altitude of the
supercharger system and involved complete manifold
redesign. Negligible loss in manifold pressure resulted
f mm i.pstallation of this aftercooler and preliminary
data on engine power indicated a substantial gain in
power.
i%pemharger and induction 8y8&?m. A study was
made of the supercharger and the induction system of a
liquid-oooled engine to provide the highest possible
manifold pressure to the cylinders. Amdysis of data
from an investigation of the basic engine showed that
the following changes -would be desirable if the maxi-
mum performan~ were to be approached: (1) Redesign-
ing the auxiliary-stage supercharger inlet elbow,and in-
terstwgeduct to reduce.the pressure loss and provide for
better air flow; (2) changing the carburetor position
from upstream of the auxiliary -stnge superohnrger to
between the two superclmrgers b increase the manifold
pressure nnd the air flow capacity; (3) increasing the
degree of supercharging by increasing the auxiliary-
stage supercharger genr ratio andmaking provision for
increasing the crankshaft speed from 3,oOOto 3$00 rpm,
to increase the manifold pressure and air cunsuxnption
without a detrimental effect .cmsupercharger perform-
ance; and (4) reducing th~ charge-air temperature by
inetnlling an aftevmder and provisions for internal
cooh.nt injection to increase the knock limited power
nnd ~ir flow. As a result of these findings nnd in co- -
operation with the manufacturer the horsepower out-
put of the engine was incrensed approxi]pntely 50 per-
cent tit 29,000 feet and 43 percent at 1’7,000 feeL
Value design. An analysis of the intake and exht-mst
valves ~nd the val~e-seat inserts of a“l!kylinder liquid-
cooled engine inclicat ecl that an improvement in flow
coefficients -ivcLspossible. Tests of modified valves nnd
inserts showed an jncrense in flow coefficient of 8 and 12
perc&t for the intake nncl exhaustvalve, res&t.ively.
Boosting with oxygen and compounds of oxygen. An
emergency means of increasing the engine povver for
short intervals of time at high altitudes is the introduc~
tion of additioncd oxygen either from high-pressure
storage tnnks or in some suitable chemicnl compound.
The use of oxygen resulted in incrensesin engine power
for CLgiven manifold pressure. The addition of oxygen,
however, led to high combustion temperatures vvithcon-
sequentnverheating and a tendency toward preignition
and knock, This tendency could be overcome by clrastic
incraases k fuel-oxygen ratio. The response to this
enrichment was limited and some means had to be used
to incrense the internal cooling. Results of investiga-
tions of-various internal coolants indicated that large
flo-iviates vm~d be required to prevent knocking and
overh&t.ing.
The use of nitrous oxide instead of oxygen vvaspro-
posel because it-hns been found that nitrous oxide did
not ap’precihbly lower the knock limit-and did not result
in asliigh a degree of overheating m had been experi-
enced with oxygen. An investigntion conducted with
nitrous oxide showed that, when knock was not a limit:t-
tion, the overheating caused by the addition of nitrous
oxide could be controlled to best nchvmtnge by the use
of mixture enrichment. When knock is aTlmitation, the
“useof internal coolants is necessary.
Ba&/Wng refearch. Explosions or %ackfiring” in
the intnke manifolds of high-performance engines have
betxthe source of a number of engine failures. An in-
vestigatiori vras undertaken to determine the causes“of
backbiting and to find meansof eliminating it. The firs~.
objective was to clehmnine whether lmckfiring was
caused by earl~ burning (preignition) or to excessively
—
slow -burning.
D&, obtained from multicylinder and single-cylinder
en@nes indicated that both pre-ignition and excessively
slow burning could lead to backfiring. With preigni-
t.ionj”thebackfiring was mostlikely to occur with fuel-air
ratiti that produce maximum flame spwd; in one par-
titular engine, backfming would occur when the ignition
had advanced to approximately bottom center. With
slow burning, the backfiring was most likely to occur at
N.4C~ Ames .%onauticul Laboratory facilities, .Motiett FieZd, ~alij.: (1)
Mministratwn Building, (~) 40- by 80#oot fuU-scale tunnel, ($) 16$oot high
speed wind tunnel, (4) 7- by 10-joot tunnel No. 1, (6) 7- ~ 10-foot tunnel ATO.g,
(6) F7ight Research Laboratory No. 2, (7) Flight Research Lu.boratory No. 1,
(8] 1$-joot low, turbulenceprestwre tunnel and mpersomicwind tunnels, (9) Science
Luborafoy.
NA~A Aircrajl Engine Re8em%hLaboratoryfacililie8j Cleceland, Ohio: (1) Fue[8
ad Lubricants Luborutory, (.9) Engine Re8earchLaboratory, (9) Administration
Building, (4) Flight Research Laboratory, (6) In8trurnent Re8ea.rchLaboratory,
(6) Altitude ‘Wind Tunnel, (7) Icing Re8earch Tunnel.
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NAPA b.ngley Memom”alAeronautical Luborato~, U’est Area fam”lities,Langley
Field, l-a.: (1) Instrument ResearchLaboratory, (2) Physical ResearchLaboratory,
(3] 16+ot high speed tunnel, (4] Structures Re8earch Laboratory, (6) Stability
Tunnel, (6] 7- by 10~oot m“nd tunne18, (7] impact basin, (8) gu8t tunnel, (9]
Aircrafi Load8 CalibrationLaboratory, (10] Induction Aerodynamics Laboratoy.
—The 9-inch supersonic tunnel, built at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboru-
toy in 1949. Thh tunnel prouide~air8peed8up to Mach ATO.fi.6 and ia usedjot
general 8uper80nicaerodynamic,
Airplane modelphotographedat threesuccestire in8tantsduring its pa88agethrough
an un&yrnmetricalgust in the hngle y out Tunnet. This tunnel, completed in
1946, ti the only facility of it8 kindfor 8y8tematicgu.@load re8earch. It ha8made
po88ib[eaccuratedetermination of gust load8, r?lal to 8ound design oj aircra~.
A secondhydrodynamictowing tank, placedin opera[wn at the Lang[ey Laboratvy
in December 19.@, pr&s towing 8peeds up to 60 mile8 per hour, and i8 u8cd to
study tibility, control, and performance oj$fi~ boats, aawell as ditching charac-
teri3tic8qf landpla.nes.
The 8eap[ane impact batin at the Langley Laboratory.$rst operated in Norember
19.@, prou?”de8separate control of the t.wriable.factor8 in water landing8. Picture
shows ware breating and model readyjor catapulting.
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Pilotless Airc~aft Research Stakion,a branch ~f the Lungley Luboratoty, contain8
the jolloun”ngJwMiiies: (1) 400+oot lauding ramp, (i?) bombproofjire control
Nation. (3) launching dab and shelter, (4) zero-length rail launcher, (6) jinal
loading station, (6) pr@ight test slabs and control howe, (7] jinal awrnbly shop
and (8) ofice and radio building.
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A guided researchmtieile being launchedat the Pilotless Aircraft ResearchStation.
Theuae oj mia8ile8a8 whicle8for high 8peed$ight re8earchprornde8a new tichnique
jor obtainingfundamental high 8peed aerodynamic and propukion data through
the dificult tran80nicspeed regime.
One <f two 1- by %joot supersonic uind funnels at the Ames Aeronaui;eal Lubora-
toy, -first used in September 1946. They are variabledensi@ tunnels prouiding
speeds up to Mcch Nos. 2.4 and 3.4.
7%e ll?~oot low turbulencepres8ure un”ndtunnel, completedat the Ames .4eronauti-
cal Laboratory in July 1946, provides low turbulence airj%ws at e~eetire large
ecale by means of pressure. Speeds range up to 760 miles per hour.
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A$ghter airplane t% the icing re8earchtunnel sh~~ng ice formed during 8tudy of
an operati?tgpropeller.
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rich or at excessively lean mixtures. Several factors
were found to contribute to slow burning; among t$e.se
factors were poor fuel vaporization and the resulting
poor mixture distribution, faulty ignition, water injec-
tion, and lack of turbulence. Among these factors,
faulty ignition -was found to be the most significant
element contributing to back&i@. Induction-system
design was found to have a marked effect on the back-
firing phenomena
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
Buckingh~m,in NACA Report No. 159 published in
1923,presented an analysis of the jet-propulsion system
for use in propetig aircraft. His results indicated
that for the flight speeds thti in prospect the efficienq
would be too low and the necessary equipment too
heavy to make the system feasible.
In February 1939 the air-flow research staff at the
Langley Laboratory began a general study to investi-
gate the possibilities of jet propukion for aircraft.
The purpose of the investigation ivas tu reevaluate
Buckingham% work, considering especiaHy the appli-
cation of jet-propulsion at speeds higher than he had
considered practicable but which, at the later date,
appeared attainable.
One problem that arose during this phase of the
investigation was control of the combustion in tha
high-speed air stream in the burner. A series of com-
bustion studies vvas undertaken with emaI1-scale and
full-scale apparatus to obtain combustion data for use
in subsequent investigations.
The Special Committee on Jet Propulsion was esta-
blished in March 1941 to guide jet-propulsion research.
Under the guidance of this committee a full-scale test
set-up was devised using the information obtairied from
the preliminary investigations and analyses, and a study
was made of blower and duct characteristics as well as
the action of burning. The experimental remdte indi-
cated that combustion could be controlled and restricted
to the desired space and that the mechanical structure
was feasible for operating at the conditions rquired to
give a reasonable efficiency at attainable flight speeds.
The results were checked with theoretical calculations
and were used as the bmis for initial recommendations
rdative to jet-propulsion aircraft. Performance @i-
mations were made for several possible airplanes with
this type of power plant.
Research at the Cleveland laboratory has been de-
voted to investigation of the performmce of typical
turbojet engines. One of the principal problems was
the investigation of methods of predicting perform-
ance at altitude from results of tests at ground level.
Engine manufacturers lacked equipment for running
teatsat altitude. Flight tests cmld not be relied upon
for providing the information because the detailed in-
formation desired required the use of extensive instru-
mentation not practicable for flight work and, in many
cases,flight testswouId have been very hazardous. The
Cleveland altitude wind tunnel provided means of
simulating air pressures and temperatures at altitude
and made it possible to observe the effects of altitude
on all component parts of the engine. Four turbojet
engines had been investigated in the aItitude wind tun-
nel. T.TVOof the engines incorporated a double-entry
centrifugal compressor and two incorporated multistage
axiaI-ffow compressors. The most significant tiding
of these researches was the existence of altitude limits
above which combustion could not be maintained. ‘
With sores designs blow-out was encountered at alti-
tudes as low as 20,000 feet; with other designs the blow-
out limit was at altitudes about 40,000 feet. The inves-
tigations proved that re.suh of ground level tests
could be used to predict the performance at altitudes
below the blow-out limik This prediction involves
the use of speciaI performance parameters derived by
dimensional analysis.
The drag, or windmilling, characteristics of a “dead”
turbojet engine were also investigated because the drag
value must be known for the design of multiple-engine
airplanes where it might be desirable or necessary to fly
with one or more enginea dead. The values of wincl-
milling-drag of 15 percent of the maximum net thrust
at 500 mike per hour and 25 percent of the maximum
net thrust at 650 milea per hour indicate that closing
the inlet to the engine when the engine is inoperative in
flight is desirable.
The acceleration characteristics of a tur%ojet engine
were iny~stigated because quick response to the throttle
is essential -during landing mnneuvers. The engine
was found to pickup speed and thrust at an undesirably
low rate. If landing maneuvers were made at maxi-
mum engine speed and low thrust was obtained by
means of a variable-area tail-pipe nozzle, maximum
thrust could be regained almost instantly by changing
the nozzle area
Although the performance of the turbojet engine sur-
p&ses the performance of the reciprocating engine and
propeller at high flight speeds, the thrust of the turbo-
jet engine is low at the 10-w speeds corresponding to
take-off. Tkree methods were investigated for increas-
ing take-off thrust: (1) spraying coolants into the com-
pressor inlet; (2) burning additional fuel in the tail
pipe of the engine; and (3) bleeding air f rom the com-
pressor discharge into an auxiliary combustion chamber
from which products of combustion discharge through
a nozzle.
The injection of water or other coolant into the inlet
of the engine cools the air and results in higher com-
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pression pressures and increased air flow. The higher
compression pressures and increased air flow, in turn,
produce higher thrust and be$ter themal efficiency.
When water was sprayed intu the inlet of a turbojet
engine having a centrifugal compressor, a maximum
thrust,increase of M percent was obtained. hfixtur~ of
alcohol and water were also investigated.
The burning o&additional fuel in the tail pipe of a
turbojet engine increases the jet velocity in proportion
in the square root of the increase in absolute tempera-
ture of the jet, and the take-off thrust incnxaaesin direct
proportion to the jet velacity. Maximum jet tempera-
tures from turbojets are limited to about 1700° F. be-
causaof temperature limitation set by turbine materials.
The burning of fuel in the tail pipe avoids this limita-
tion and the jet temperature can be raised to about
4,000° F. An experimental invutigation of thrust
augmentation by tail pipe burning was made in the jet
propulsion static laboratory and a thrust augmentation
of-40 percen~ was obtained by this means for the zero
ram condition (take-off).
Because of the change in the discharge gas density
when the tailpipe burner is operated it is necessary tc-
provide an adjustable.-area discharge-nozzle for per-
mitting change from the non-burning to the burning
condition in flight. An adjustable-area nozzle was
developed that showed no indication of overheating
or failure during the tests. An experimental investi-
gation ofthis type of-nozzle indicated that it imposed
no loss in thrust on the turbojet- engine as compared
with a conventional nozzle.
The limit imposed on jet temperatures by th~ turbine
materials can also be obviated by bleeding air from the
compressor discharge, burning it in an auxiliary com-
bustion chamber, and discharging it as a jet that pro-
duces thrust. The deficiency of air entering the turbine
can be replaced by injecting water into the combustion
chamber; the volume of the generated steam replaces
the air. Experiments with the turbojet engine showed
that a 66 percent-increase in thrust could be obtained
with a total liquid consumption of 8.9 pounds per hour
per pound of thrus~
RESEARCH ON RAMJEI’ ENGINES
Steady NOW Ramjet
A theoretical investigation of the performance of the
ramjet -engine was undertaken h-determine the interre-
lation of the pertinent fundamental variables. On the
basis of the theory, a series of performance parameters
was chosen for presentation and correlation of the ex-
perimental data. The investigation of a 20-inch ramjet
engine in the altitude wind tunnel confirmed the theo-
retical trends and provided experimental data for a
ramjet engine ataltitudes up to 47,000 feet and equiva-
lent fligh&Mach numbers up to 1.84. By comparison of
the experimental thrust coefficientsof the ramjet engine
with corresponding drag coetlicientsobtained in super-
sonic wind tunnels, the feasibility of the ramjet engine
as a power plant for supersonic aircraft was established.
During the course of the research, a systematic stucly
of the various engine components was undertaken. An
extended investigation of flameholders produced several
burners that-would allow the ramjet to operate at alti-
tude and at-high Mach numbers.
Experiments were also conducted to dehrmine the
increase in the combustion efficiency that might be
achieved by the use OFpreheat~d fuel. When the tran-
sition was made from unheated to preheated fuel, the
long yellow flame of- the exit -jet shortened and became
a pale blue. Simultaneously, the operation of the en-
gine was less erratic and the combustion efficiency inl-
proved by about 10percent. Concomitant increaseswere
obtained in the temperatuw ratio across the unit, the
over-all efficiency, and the net thrust.-
Further research showed that there was sufficientheat
rejected to the shell of the ramjet engine to preheat,the
fuel. An automatic system was devised to combine the
operation off uel preheating and sheIl cooling. On the
$?O-inch.ramjet engine, the heat- rejected. tu the shell
amounted to about 0.2 percent of-the total heat released
by the combustion process per foot of combustion cham-
ber and nozzle length.
Experiments undertaken to determine the feasibility
of the two-dimensional ramjet indicnt~d uniform?
smooth combustion and quite satisfactory operation.
Intermittent Flow Ramjet
The ‘pulse-jet engine in the form introduced by the
Germans as the propulsive unit for the V-1 bomb is
severely limited by its performafice and operating life.
An analysis of the ideal processes involved in the oper-
ating cycle of the pulse-jet engine was made, and the
results showed that the German engine operates sub-
stantially below its theoretical performance. A study
of the mechanism OFcombustion occurring within the
pulse-jet engine was made on a model equipped with
a glas.window through which high speed photographic
records of the flow andcombustion processeswere taken.
Variomusmethods of controlling the combustion process
towbtai.n a working cycle more closely approaching the
idealized cycle were investigated. The motion of the
pressure waves within the combustion chamber, as pho-
tographed during operation, qualitatively agreo with
the recently advanced wave theory of the operation
of the engine. Low-loss inlet-air valves and intermit-
tent fuel injection into the combustion chamber were
investigated.
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Thrust stand investigations were conducted on a rep-
lica of tha German pulse-jet engine with several valve
modMcations tc determine sea level performance at sim-
ulated airspeeds of 0,190,280, and 340 miles per hour.
ROCKET ENGINE RESEARCH
The chief problems of the rocket power plant, as
analyzed, tiere found to be: (1) To obtain ,high thrust
for low weight flow-and low volume flow of propellant
in order to increase range and pay load; (2) to increase
combustion chamber and nozzle life; and (3) to achieve
ease and safety of operation and control. Virtually,the
entire effort in rocket research at the Cleveland labora-
tory was directed toward finding propellants capable of
giving high specific impulse and devising ways in which
to use the high enerbg reactions without burning the
combustion chamber and nozzle.
The study of high “performance propellants was in-
itiated with a complete survey of those rea-ctionscapable
of highest energy release. Because high energy release
means high temperatures and therefore d.issociationl
subsequent computations of theoreticid performance of
propellant systems utilized thermal data and equilib-
rium constants. Graphical aide for these computations
were devised. An investigation was then started to
evaluate the performance of propellants and to find ways
of approaching experimentally the optimum theoretical
performance. Another investigation was a study of
the ignition characteristics of propellants. A short
ignition lag is desired because of the attendant hazard
that occurs when unignitecl propellant accumulates in
a motor and then ignites. Two lines of attack were
followed in experiments directed at seeking ways and
means of cooling the inner -walk of the rocket chamber
and nozzk
ENGINE INSTALLATIONS
Reciprocating Engine Installations
An investigation wns conducted in the altitude wind
tunnel to evaluate the effect on engine cooling and na-
ceIle drag of several modifications to the cowling of a
four-engine heavy bomber. The substitution of a 43-
inch-diameter cowl inlet for &e original 38.5-by 35-inch
oval inlet reduced the cooli~~ drag by an amount equiv-
alent to a saving of about 60 horsepower per engine
at cruising power at ml altitude of 15,000 feet and an
indicated airspeed of 190 miles per hour. Modified
cowl-exit flaps on a slightly enlarged cowl afterbody
caused a further drag reduction equivalent to about 35
horsepower per engine under the mrne conditions.
Engine cooling baffles modified to direct more air to
the region of the rear-row cylinder exhaust ports were
found to appreciably reduce the temperatures of the
rear spark-plug gaskets, rear spark-plug bosses, and the
exhaust valve seats of rear row cylinders.
A study was also made in the altitude wind tunnel
of the installation in a torpedo bomber of a 28-cylinder
air-cooled engine with a dual-rotation propeller, Low
pressure recoveries at the face of the engine were found
to be caused by propeller interference. At high angles
of attack the air flow into the upper half of the covrl-
ing was further blocked by the long spinner.
A flight investigation WRSconducted to determine
the cruising performance of a four-engine heavy
bomber when equippecl with engines modified by the
incorporation of the NACA fuel-injection supercharger
impeller and ducted head baiiks. The use of the NACA
injection impeller reduced the spread of fuel-air ratios
among the cylinders to less than one-half its original
value. The temperatures of the exhaust-valve seats
were reduced approximately 50° F. by the ducted head
baffles. Analysis of the flight data indic@d that the
caoling improvements allowed either an increase of
more than 10,000 feet in operating altitude at a given
airplane weight or a gross weight increase of from
10,000 pounds at sea level to 35,000 pounds at all oper-
ating rdtitudes above 10,000 feeL
Turbojet Engine Instdlationa
A revised nacelle con&nration for a two-engine
turbojet-propelled fighter ai~.planewas compared in the
altitude -wind tunnel with the original conii=g-n-ation.
The revised boundary-layer removal duct -wasfound to
reduce the boundary layer in the plane of the nacelle
inlets approximately 60 percent at the high speed of the
airplane. Use of the revieed nacelle inlet and bound-
ary-layer removal duct increased the total pressure
recovery at the compressor inlets approximately 10 per-
cent over the pressure reco~’ery with the original con-
figuration. A revised cooling-air seal reduced the
quantity of cooling air approximately 75 percent without
causing excessive nacelle temperatures.
The power plant installation of a single-engine
turbojet-propelled fighter airplane was investigated in
the ah!itude wind tunnel. The losses in the induction
system were evaluated over a wide range of altitudes
and rnm ratios, and data were obtained on the engine
performance and operational characteristics.
Ejector Cooling
An investigation was conducted on a single-cylinder
engine to provide criteria for designing an exhaust
ejector cooling system. The effectiveness of exhaust
ejector systems as a means of increasing the coolinm air
flow through air-cooled engines has been studie~ in
flight on a twin-engine airplane. The investigation
was conducted to permit a direct comparison between the
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engine cooling provided by the ejector installation and
that pro~ided by the conventional installation. It was
found that at low speeds, where the cooling with the ccm-
ventional installation was insndlicient, large increases in
cooiing air flow were obtained by use of the ejectors.
Slight iricreaeee in cooling-air flow were also obtained at
high speeds.
H~h-Altitude Cooling
The increase in altitude of aircraft operation during
the war introduced additional problems in the cooling of
air-cooled engines. The problems are a result princi-
pally of the low density of the air at high altitude, which
increasw the coding-air pressure drop required for
cmling and at the same time decreq~ me availablg-
pressure drop.
In order to obtain information on the cooling charw
terkt.ics of air-cmcded engines at altitude conditions and,
in particular, to check existing methods of extrapcdating
the data obtained from sea-level or low-altitude cooling
tests to high-altitude conditions, a flight cQoling investi-
gation was conductwl on an 18-cylinderj twin-row radial,
air-cooled engine installed in a high-performance pur-
suit airplane. The investigation consisted of flights at
variable engine and flight operating conditions at alti-
tudes ranging from 5,000 to 85,000 feet. The cmoling
data obtained were correlated by the previously devel-
oped cooling-correlation meti.od, mo”dified to account
for comp~sibility effects. The satisfmtory correla-
tion of the data obtained, irrespective of altitude, indi-
cated that-ma-level tests may be used to predict cooling
at altitude when the test results are plotted in accord-
ance with the correlation method.
A flight investigation of the cooling performance of
a two-row radial aircraft engine in a twin-engine medi-
um bomber revealed that the temperature-distribution
patterns among the cylinders are determined chiefly by
fuehir ratio and cooling-air distribution. The cooling-
air distribution was, however, appreciably affected by
airphne flight conditions. Stitisfactory correlation of
the cooling variables was obtained at both low and
medium altitudea Analysis of the correlation equation
indicated that cooling performafice at medium altitudes
(20,000 ft.) may be predictcii with sullicient.accuracy
by use of the low-altitude correlation equations.
ENGINE AUXILIARIES AND CONTROLS
Reciprocating Engines
Z%&!and m“rm,ek+ng. Fuel and air metering were
the first control functions to receive attention at the
Cleveland laboratory. Research in fuel mebring cOn-
sisted of investigations of the mass air-flow metering-
control system and the engine parameter-type metering-
control system. Considerable improvement in fuel dis~
tribution was achieved by the use of the supercharger
impe~ler to dietribute the fuel and by means of an
‘bproved carburetor spray bar. ‘“”
Ignition and ignition 8y8ttnn.8. hwstigations of
i~ition and ignition systems included means o-fmdu~
ing lead fouling of spark plugs and the effect of variable
ignition conditions on combustion in reciprocating en-
gin~. Several methods were found of alleviating lead
fouling in reciprocating engines.
Gas !l%%iie Engines
T@%ojet-en@n4 controi%. Control requirements of
the basic turbojet engine with direct-coupled compressor
and turbine and with tied exhaust nozzle area were
analyzed. This analysis resulted in the selection of
parameters suitable for engine control during steady-
state operation, acceleration, and deceleration, as dic-
tated by engine requirements and limitations. Re-
stricted control possibilities of the basic turbojet engine
indicate that additional controllable variables, such as
variable exhaust nozzle. area and throttled inlet, may
provide information tu improve both engine control and
performance.
Fuel ~8tenu. Methods of improving the fuel distri-
bution to burners were investigated. New methods
evolved indicate that variations in fuel distribution may
be reduced to approximately 1.5 percenti New methods
also indicate the feasibility of a low pressure fuel system
with its attendant advantages.
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS
THE Committee’s program relating to aircraftconstruction and materials has centered aroundthe work of the Structures Reeearch Division at
Langley Field and a considerable number of research
contracts with educational and~ther non-profitnmgan-
izations. In the past year and a half, however, mate-
rials programs initiated at the Cleveland laboratory
have shown promise of behg sufficiently fundamental
to be ~pplicable to airframe materials as well as power
plant materials. Because Clevaland’s work is directed
toward power pkmt problems it is not included herein
but is outlined under the section on Propulsion Systems.
For the sake of..pr@enting the various parts of this
program in an orderly fashion, it will be divided into
three sections; one on aircraft structure, one on wood
and pIastics, and one on structural metals.
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AIRCRAFT’ STRUCTURES
Nthough the stressed-skin type of airplane structure
-was uad as early as the first world war and became the
dominant type about 1930, research on this type of
structure was carried on sporadically in all countries
until about 1935. At that time several r=earch men in
the hT~C~ st artecl to tiork on structural problems and
it vvas this group that formed the nucleus of the pres-
ent staff of the Structures Research Division at Lang-
ley Field. In 1939, Congress appropriated funds for
the construction of a structures laboratory building;
in October 1940 the building was sufficiently completed
for the staff to move in. The first major item cd re
search equipment -was put into operation h January
1942. The expansion of the structures research staff
paralleled the expansion of the research facilities.
The fruits of structures research are not so obvious
to the eye as those of some other types of research be-
cause they are not often in the form of radically new
shapes or devices. The two main beneflte for wartime
purposes may be classified as:
(a) increased performance of the airplane.
(b) Reduction of delays in production.
The increased performance arises from the saving
in -weight that is made possible by better structural
design. This saving in structural vveight can be trans-
lated into higher rate of climb, greater radius of action
(by increasing the amount of fuel carried), more power-
ful armament, or better protection in the form of armor
or bulletproof fuel tanks.
The second benefit is perhaps even less obvious. In
peacetime it was universal practice to build one example
of an ~lirplane for static testing, and plans for produc-
tion -were not made in detail until the static test had
proven the airplane satisfactory. This procedure was
dictated by economics; the strenggh calculation was not
sufficiently reliable, and an nnstntisfactory strength
teat might entail a major redesign and thus annul all
previous production planning. The large-scale produc-
tion in -wartime made production planning a major
task requiring many months. In order to avoid delays
it became the cust6m to start production planning in
the early stages of design, and the static test was mmde
on the first or second airplane off the production line.
If this test showed structural wealmesses, the produc-
tion Hnewould have to be held up and retooled. Delays
of this nature are reduced by structural research which
provids data for more accurate initial design. The
importance of delays in production in wartime is too
well known to require comment.
Skin.stiffened Panels
The largest single item of research in the Structures
Research Division during -the war period was on the
strength of skin-stiffened panels. Such panels are the
most important element of the airplane structure, at
least as far as total weight is concerned. In the past,
designers have usually tested panels for each individual
design. The scope of these individual tests, however,
was insufficient to draw general conclusions. A broad
program was therefore instituted to cover the entire
design range. Theoretical work had been carried on
for several years, but the theory alone vvasinadequate
over a large and important portion of the range. Con-
sequently, while the theoretical work was being ex-
panded, n comprehensive test program was carried outs
The results were disseminated to the industry as soon –
as they were obtained. The results of the.entire pro-
gram were combined into a set of design charts which
practically eliminates any need for future individual
testing. Even more important perhaps is the fact that
a method of design has been developed, based on these
charts, which makes it possible to find the best design
for any specified condition, -whereas in the past the
designer had no method for tiding out how close his
design was to being the best possible one.
The panel program just described was carried oyt
first for Z-section stiffene% the most commonly used
type. It was generally believed, however, that closed-
section (hat section) stiffeners -weremore efEcientstruc-
turally although they are not nearly so widely employed
because of difficulties in construction and maintenance.
In the design of very long-range bombers intended for
the Pacillc vvar (B-35 and B-36), structural efficiency
-wasso important. that it -wasdecided to use hat-section
stiffeners At the request of the Army Air Forces, the
Structures Laboratory therefore conducted tests on .
about 800 panels with hat stiffeners to cover the design
range for the airplanes involved. The panels for the
R36 program-about 700-vrere constructed by the
C!orisolidated Aircraft Co., designers of the airplane,
and the test results were transmitted to the company in
daily reports. A similar, although much smaller, pro- ___
gram was carried out for the Northrop B-35, for which
the panels were built by the Martin Aircraft Co. which
-was carrying out the production clesign of the airplane.
Flush Rivets
Some time before the war, enrly work on panels had
brought up the question of riveting. The aerodynwnics
division of the NACA had just developed the now well- -
known huninar-flovr airfoils, which’ promised large
gains- in speed. However, the advantages from these
airfoils could not be realized unless the surfaces were
perfectly smooth; conventional rivets robbed the air-
foils of most, if not all, of their advantages. In order
to solve the problem of smooth airfoil surfaces, a new
technique for flush riveting was developed. The most
import ant feature of the pr- was that the counter-
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sunk head was intentionally formed so as to leave some
excess material above the surf~ce; the excess was then
removed with a specially developed hand milling tool.
The final finishing operation, either polishing or paint-
ing, left the surface in a high degree of aerodynamic
@rfection.
Although this riveting technique was originally cle-
vised in order to insmw aerodynamically smooth sur-
faces, it was found to give also an important structural
advantage; it produced tighter rivets-than any other
technique. This is an important factor wherever rivets
are subjected to vibration or repeated loading, because
initial looseness will rapidly become worse under such
conditions. This riveting technique, in a modified foq
is now in use on several high speed aircrafk A consider-
able amount of work was also done to provide design
data on more conventional rivetx as well as on rivets
for special work, such as blind rivets for repair work or
for use in inaccessible places.
E&et of Structural Rigidity on Aerodynamic Smooth=
neas
Aerodynamic smoothness of the wing surfaces re-
quired not only special riveting techniques, but im-
proved construction techniques. The conventional thin
skin buckled toe easily under load, and the skin of the
vying showed the ribs and other internal structure stick-
ing out. This condition had to be remedied by modi~-
ing the conventional structure, and a number of tests
were mfide on various proposed types of structure.
Sample wing sections -weresubjected to load, and careful
observations were made of their deformations. Some of
the sample wings were first tested in the wind tunnel to
measuretheir drag, then subjected to loads representing
the highest loads expected in flight; and finaIly tested
again in the wind tunnel to determine whether the
permanent deformations left were serious enough to
increase the drag. Part of this work was done at the
request of the armed forces on specimens representing
actual proposed airplane desiggs and built by the com-
pany in question. This investigation and that on ekin-
stiffened panels has ~own that over a wide range of
design conditions the maintenance of buckle-free sur-
faces on longitudinally stiffened compression panels
does not conflict with the achievement of high structural
efficiency and lowest-possible weight.
New and Improved Theories for Stress AnaIysis
The theoretical demonstration that a newly designed
stmcture ha’sthe required strength is furnished by the
stress analysis. This analysis is intended to prow that
the bending and twisting loads imposed on the airplane
in flight or in landing do nqt cause, anywhere in the
structure, stress large enough to cause failurw The
nccuracy of the proof depends, of course, on the accuracy
of the theories
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used. bnventional theory of strength
of structures is confined in general to simple structures
such as plates, shafts, beams and trusses, Much more
advanced theories are necessary to deal with the stresses
in the complex reinforced shell structure of an airplane.
Before the war, only a beginning had been made in the
development of such theories, and much of what was
available was too~omplicated for everyday use. Dur-
ing the war period, considerable progress wns mnde in
developing additional theories and in improving the
accuracy and eaw of application of the theories. One
important--example is the so-cal~ed shertr-lag theory
which deals with the bending stresses in a wing. The
usefulness of this theory was well illustrated in the re-
design of one of the leading fighter airplanes of-the war.
The static test made by the compnny showed thnt the
conventional theory was in error by 15 percent, the
shear-lag theory by 2 percent. A 15-percent error would
call for a substantial change in design, upsetting the
production schedule; a 2-percent error would cause
little, if any trouble in acljueting the production
methods. Other theories were developed for the toreion
action of-wings, which bwame a very important problem
during the war because the flying and diving speeds of
all airplanes -weregreatly increased over those of pre:
war airplanes Simple methods -were developed for
calculating the stresses aroiind cut-outs such m bomb-
doora, escape hatches, gas-tank installation doors, and
wheel wells. Convenient design methods viere found
for diagonal tension girdem; that is, girders with very
thin webs which are typical of aircraft-construction.
In addition to the work on all these theories and formu-
las dealing with major stiwctural items, there. was,
of course, a considerable amount of work dealing with
items which are small individually but together are
responsible for an important portion of the total design
work on an airplane.
Evacuation of Structural Materials
Under the spur of the war, m.mmfncturersaccelerated
their research work to produce stronger materials or to
improve the strength of existing m~terials by new
methods of heat-treating. If advantiqy was to be taken
of these improvements, the designer had to be provided
as quickly as possible with the necessary structural
design data such as tensile strength, compressive
strength, and column strength of these mrderide. The
NACA developed techniques for quickly determining
these proper@es, and considerable effort -wasdevoted to
evaluating the properties of- new and improved mate-
rials by theee methods. Closely related to this was the
extensive and systematic work carried out on local
buckling of stiffeners. Work on this subject had pre-
viously consumed a lar~portion of the working effort
of manufacturers’ research departments without giving
.—
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commensurate benefits, because no single manufacturer
could afford to cover the entire design mnge
systematically.
Ditching
The largest amount of specific testing was carried
out in connection with the ditching problem. ‘Bombers
returning from missions in Europe and later in the
Pacific were often forced by combat damage to land on
the ocean. When such a landing was successfully made,
there -wasa very good chance of saving the crew. Un-
fortunately, the landing was often unsuccessful. The
problem of how to increase the percentage of successful
landings was so important that it was attacked simul-
taneously by a number of organizations. Within the
frame of a multisided NACA program, the Structures
Division investigated the structural phase by subjecting
several bomber fusdages (B-17, %24, B–25) to loads
simulating the water loads experienced in a ditching.
Thess tests furnished one criterion for determining
whether the great differences in the ditching character-
istics of these airplanes were primarily caused by dif-
ference in structural strength or by difference in hydro-
dynamic and aerodynamic properties of the airplane.
WOOD AND PLASTICS
NAC!A wartime research in the field of wood and
plastics has been concentrated chiefly upon materials of
this type which appear to have promise in structural.
and semistructural applications. These materials in-
clude natural and comprwsed wood, plywood, lami-
nated plastics, transparent plastim and adhesives.
Adhesion and Its Application to the Bondiig of Struc-
tural Components
Adhesion is a basic and important problem in wood
and plastics construction, since adhesives are used in the
laminating and bonding of a~ these materials. In ad-
dition, adhesives are employed for bonding plastics and
wood to metals and in bonding metals to metals. A
considerable amount of NACA rwearch has, therefore,
been devoted to evaluation of the natural forces and con-
cepts involved in adhesives. Research has shown that
the use of adhesives in the fabrication of certain types
of aircraft structures, such as sheet stringer panels, can
result in a marked increased in the strength and at the
same time a saving in production time and costs. Ad-
hesives are, therefore, being employed for regular pro-
duction use in the asembly of some types of aircraft
components.
Research hrtsalso been carried out on the effects of
acidity or nlkrdinity on the strength and durability of
dl-mive bonds nnd plywood. Investigations have been
conducted on the effects of high and low temperatures
on the bonding strengths of synthetic resins. These
latter investigations are pertinent in view of the wide
range .of temperatures in which aircraft operate. Pro-
grams have also been conducted to determine the thermal
expansion of the various types of mod and plastic
materials in order that theee materials could be more
intelligently utilized in the design of structural parts
The NACA has sponsored a basic study of the curing
of resin glue bonds in laminated wood construction.
This study has found application in the curing of acl-
heaivebomls through the use of high-frequency electrical
heating. This procees is now employed in the gluing of
laminated wood spars and in other wood structural
members used in the construction of light airplanes.
Lamimtted Plastics
A series of investigations have been carried out to
evaluate the strength characteristics of laminated
plastics imwhich ghme fabrice are employed as the re-
inforcing materials. The data thus obtained include
static and impact strengths at normal, high and low
temperatures, fatigue strengths and creep character-
istics. The results of this research have shown those
materials which are generally superior to the more com-
mon laminated plastics. An indication of the extent of
wartime application of this type of laminated plastic is
seen in the example of the North American B-25 me-
dium bomber, in which about 800 pounds of these
materiaIe are employed,
Sandwich Materials
Sandwich materials, so-called bemuse they consist of
thin gage faces of a high strength material bonded by a .—
resin adhesive to a much thicker low-density core mate-
rial, are of considerable interest for use in aircraft
structures because of their high strength-to-weight
ratios. The development and application of sandwich
materials has been impeded somewhat by the lack of a
satisfactory low density core materiaL An investigation
of this problem wns undertaken and r=ulted in the
development of a very promising paper-base honey-
comb materiaL Current production applications
wherein sandwich materials are ~sed include radar
housings and radar antenna housings in both Army and
Navy installations.
Wood and Plastic Structural Properties
Some work has been directed toward the solution of
problems surrounding the use of wood and wood prod-
ucts. Investigations have been performed on the com-
pressive @rength characteristics of stiffened plywood
panels and this project resulted in the formation of a
new concept for explaining the failure of these panels
under compressive streee.
Investigations have been conducted on the factors _
affecting the strength properties of plastics when fabri-
cated as finished molded parts, as compared to those
--
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strength properties of the samematerials but fabricated
in the form of standard test specimens.
Fairing Compounds
Airplane wings incorporating NACA low-drag air-
foil sections must be carefully built to have smooth,
faired surfuces which accurately follow the airfoil pro-
file in order to realize the low-drag characteristics of
these airfoils. Phwtic materials are employed to fill
in depressions in wing surfaces around rivets, gaps be-
tween the metal skin sheets, and small waves in the
skin which occur in the course of manufacture. These
plastic fairing compounds must be easy to apply, must
not become brittle at low temperatures, must adhere
to the metxl wing surfaces, and must resist vibration.
Research conducted on fairing compounds resulted
in the development of new compositions which are
superior to generally available commercial materials.
Windshield Installations
Aircraft windshields are designed to carry steady
air]oads and in addition they must absorb impacts of
vaMous magnitudes while in flight. Investigations
have been conducted on plastic mountings for the in-
stallation of windshields in order to increase their
flexibility and strength.
STRUCI’URAL METALS
The majority Qf the work in the field of structural
metals, as in the case of wood rmd plastics, hris been
carried out through. the medium of research contracts
with educational and other non-profit organizations.
Spot Welding
In the fall of 1940, the Army Air Forces, the Bureau of
Aeronautics, and the liACA entered into a cooperative
program of spot welding research. This program was
under the surveillance of a special subcommittee which
acted in an advisory capacity to this and other projects
on welding research as applied to aircrafk The re-
sults of this investigation include reports on the spot
wekl.ing of dissimilar aluminum alloys, spot weld@g of
multiple thicknew combinations of sheet alloys, the
effects of cold -working on spot welds in aluminum
alloy% various heat treatment as applied to spot welds
‘in the welding machine, and the effeck-of surface treat-
ments on spot weld efficiency. This information was
distributed to the aircraft industry at. a time when it
was vitally important because of the many problems
that were encountered in the construction of military
aircrati
Effeeta of Ckmrosion
Another cooperative program sponsored by the Army
Air Forces, the Bureau of-Aeronautics and the NACA
was that on the effects of salt water and atmospheric
exposure on the corrosion rate=cf aircrrtft-structural
alloys. This program was quite extensive, and even
included the-testing of some of-the spot welded panels
prepared under the spot welding progrmn. Not-only
was the corrosion susmpiibility of many alloys testwl
but protective coatings used on these alloys were also
evaluated. This work proved particularly valuable
in preparing specifications for the protection and care
of aircraft used in the South Pacific and on aircraft
carriers.
Improved Metals
--
Som&developnient work was sponsored on aluminum
and magnesium allays for use at high temperatures
and under specialized conditions, These alloys were
of interest to the designeraof both reciprocating engines
and gas turbines.
In addition to the development of new alloys, it was
found that there was need for considerable information
on the properties of existing alloys. Therefore, n pro-
gram of evahmtion of thew alloys was conducted.
Numerous other properties of structural nletals were
investigated. ” These properties included impnct
strength ~nd sensitivity tu stress concentrations. The
effect of electro polisling was also investigated, as was
the influence of the rate of deformation on the proper-
ties of these alIoLys. More recently, programs on the
plastic flow and deformation of metals have been initi-
ated in order to provide a more thorough understanding
of tlm mature of fracture of metals under combined
stresses.
—
OPERATING PROBLEMS
The chief problems of aircraft opemtions which have
required research during the vrtiryears are icing, gust
loads produced by atmospheric turbulence, and landing
loads. The latter problem includes both normal ground
landings and emergency water landings of landplanes,
kno-mi popularly as “ditihing~’ Lightning hazards to
aircraft have also been the subje~t of study. However,
metal ‘airmaft are not seriously affected by lightning,
and therefore the research in this fielclwas devoted to a
study of the effects of liglitning on non-conducting com-
posite Structuresand on wood aircraft brought into use
during the war.
These branches of research are handled by the Com-
mittee on Operating Problems ancl its three subcom-
mittees: the Subcommittee on De-Icing Problems, the
Subcommittee on Meteorological Problems and the Sub-
committee on L@htning Hazarcls to Aircraft. The
timmittee on Operating Problems was. organized in
1942 and during the war its work was devoted largely
b-research on aircraft icing. However, numerous other
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problems were revieived and mnny items of research
were guided by this committee in all three NACA
laboratories.
ICING RESEARCH
Icing is one of the most serious hazards to the safety
of flight and thus is a major problem in the operation of
both military and commercial airplanes. NACA re-
search on aircraft icing has been expanded considerably
during the past 6 years. Ifuch of this research has been
accomplished by the Ames Aeronautical ‘Laboratory,
which has attacked the problem chiefly through actual
flight investigations in icing conditions. Early in X344
a pro=gram of icing research -was begun at the Com-
mittee’s new Cleveland laboratory, which has in opera-
tion a 6- by 9-foot wind tunnel designed especially for
icing research. A wide range of icing conditions can
be produced and controlled in this tunnel at speeds up
up to 400 m.p.h.
Thermal Ice Prevention
Early N~c~ icing research carried out during the
19~0’s indicated that the waste heat present in the ex-
haust gas of airplane engines could be employed advrm-
tageously to prevent ice formation on airplane surfaces.
The NACA has concentrated its recent research in this
field on development of such thermal systems of ice
prevention. In order to obtain operational verification
of the earlier investigations, the bee Laboratory has
designed and installed exhaust-heat thermal ice-preven-
tion systems in several airplanes, incIuding a Lockheed
12A, Consolidnted Vultee B-24, Boeing B-I7 and
Curtiss-Wright C+l-6. Thorough tests of each of these
airplanes have been carried out in natural icing
conditions.
In the thermal ice-prevention system heated air is
circulated through ccmefully shaped passages in the
wings, tail surfaces, and winctshiekls to protect these
components of the airplane against icing. For this pur-
pose the temperature of the air used as the heating
medium is raised to about 300° F. by passing ft through
exhaust-gas-to-air heat exchangers located in the air-
plane engine nacelles. Ice forms most rapidly over the
forward facing portions of airplane surfaces, and thus
the thermal ice-prevention system is designed to concen-
trate most of the heat available -within these sections
of the wings and empennage. The windshields of the
several research airplanes me of a special double-pane
construction, with ti gap between the inner nncl outer
panes through which the heatecl air flows. This ar-
rangement has the advantage of preventing frost from
forming on the inner winclshiekl surface as well as
providing protection against icing.
In beginning its icing research progmm the Ames
laboratory found that there were no heat exchangers
available which vrere capable of extracting large
amounts of heat from the engine exhaust of airplanes
required for operaticm of thermal ice-prevention sys-
tems. h investigation to develop such heat exchangers
was therefore undertaken, and in this research the co-
operation of several heat exchrmger manufactures w-as
secured. The laboratory -wassuccessful in this project
in developing several types of heat exchangers now in
general use which had capacities up to 300,000 B. t. u.
per hour.
In summary it can be stated that the NACA exhaust
heat thermal ice-prevention system has been found
through the Committee’s extensive research investiga-
tions to be a practical system and that it provides con-
siderably more effective protection against icing than
any previously employed means of aircraft ice preven-
tion or removal. During the course of the flight re-
search the several research airplanw were flown with
complete safety through icing conditions tlmt -were
suiliciently severe to warrant the grounding of all other
aircraft in the area affected. As a result of this suc-
cessful research, thermal ice-prevention equipment is
being incorporated in most new transport airplanes to
ba operated by the airlines, and this equipment. is also
being instded in numerous types of military airplanes.
The Committee’s laboratories are centinuing their re-
search on aircraft thermal ice prevention with a view
toward determining as precisely as possible the rela-
tionships between the meteorological factors of the at-
mosphere that are conducive to icing and the herd-
transfer characteristics of the thermal system. The
most important meteorological factors of coficern are
the liquid water content and the size and distribution
of -waterdroplets. The research includes flight tests in
which newly designed meteorological instruments are
employed to take measurements in icing clouds. This
research is expected to make possible a more complete
and fundamental unclerstanding of the thermal ice-
pre~ention system.
Propeller Icing
Propeller icing is a serious problem bemuse even light
ice foliations impair the efficiency of propellers, thus
reducing the speed of airplanes, In fidclition icing cre-
ates dangerous propeller vibration. All three of the
Committee’s Iabomtories have been engaged in research
on thermal means of propeller ice protection during the
past few years, and the problem has been attacked both
analytically and experimentally. Considerable service
experience on electrical heating systems for propellers
designed by the NACA striff has been obtained by the
Ames Laboratory through the necessity of prcwiding
adequate propeller PrOt12CtifJn in icing research flights.
Electrical heating equipment for propeller ice pro.
tection consists essentially of rubber pads containing ,
..
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electrical resistance heating elements installed over the
leading-edge regions of propeller blades. The elec-
trical energy for the blade heating shoes is supplied
either from the airplane’s electrical system through
slip rings on the propeller hub w by a specially de-
signed propeller-hub generator. In the Cleveland lab-
oratory icing research tun”nelan uuwstigation was car-
ried out recently to study the effect of energizing such
electrical heating systems cyclically, ‘with the heated
shoes on the propeller blades being energized ‘off’ a.hd
“on” in a cxmtrded sequence. The results showed that
adequate iceiremoving effectiveness can be achieved in
this -way with considerably less total electrical power
expenditure than with the continuous type, and thus a
reduction in weight of Electrical generators was.made
possible.
Experimental studies have been conducted to evaluate
the merits of circulating heated air through the blades
of hollow-steel propellers as a means of icing protection.
Results accomplished thus far indicate that a satisfac-
tory air heating system can be attained if provisions
are made in the blade design to concentrate the heatid
air near the leading-ewe region of the blades. Other
studies hav~ shown that heated-air flow through hollow
propeller blades, leaving the blade through outlets at
the tips, has very little effect on propeller performance.
Windshield Icing
Recent research on windshield icing has been directed
toward determining tihether thermal methods of ice
protection can be devised which are more advantageous
than the doubk.-pane type of heated windshield previ-
ously described, and also to determine windshield con-
figurations which by their geometry require the least
amount of heat for ice protection. The latter was
proved to bean important and favorable factor, flight
tests showing that the small water droplets presentin
clouds are deflected by the airstream around a wind-
shield -whichpresents no abrupt change to-the fuselage
nose shape.
In addition to its researchon viindshield ice protection
the Ames laboratory has mfidesome fundamental studies
of the he~ting required to prevent-fog from forming on
windshields, inchlding the thick bullet-resistant type
as well as the thinner windshields of transport aircraft..
Induction System Icing
Ice formfition in the inchlction system of aircraft en-
aines is a serious and treacherous problem. Such icing
occurs at temperatures considerably nbove freezing, in
some cases up to 100° F. Thus induction system icing
is a year-round problem, not necessarily associated with
bad weather, clouds, or my particular geographical
rwea. Investigations have been carried out nt the Cleve-
lnnd la.b~ratoryon the engine induction systems of sev-
ern] mlhtary aircraft.
One of the basic findings of the reeenrch was that
serious icing in induction systems could be reduced con-
siderably by preventing free water, such as rain, from
entering the carburetor air-intake duct.. This problem
was, therefore, given further study with the result that
a special carburetor air scoop capable of excluding all
free moisture frqm the intake air was developed. The
use of this water-separating air scoop, which is designed
on the principle of inertia separation of the water drop-
lets, does notiause any loss in presmmeof the intake air.
A second important finding of the research was that
icing caused by evaporation of the fuel, one of the prin-
cipal causes of induction system icing, could be greatly
reduced by the simple expedient of locating the fuel
nozzle further downstream in the induction system.
Spinner-type fuel injection nozzles were developed in
the research which direct the fuel spray into the eye of
the supercharger impeller, This method of fuel injec-
tion was found to be practically as effective a menns of
ice prevention as direct fuel injection into the individual
engine cylinders and has the added adwmta~e of
simplicity.
The research hns shovvnthat preheated carburetor air
removes ice from inductiun systems rapidly if the air
temperature is suillciently high (90° F. wet bulb terq-
perature). In general, it can be stnted that the research
has made possible a more precise determination of the
preheat requirement for induction systems. However,
the use of alcohol injection proved to be disappointing
and unreliable for removing ice.
Jet Engine Icing
Icing is expected to be a serious hazard in the opera-
tion of- turbojet engines because ice format ions may
quickly stop these engines by choking over the air inlets
and also may have a destructive eifect on the compressor
blades. The Cleveland laboratory is conducting an ex-
tensive investigation to provide means for protecting
turbojetmngines agninst icing, with research being cnr-
ried out both in ffight and in the icing research tunnd.
The investig&.ion includes studies to develop water-
sepnrating air inlets and also work on the application of
exhaust heat to remove ice formations. Results of the
research obtained thus far indicate that the centrifugal
compressor-type turbojet=ngine will be affected detri-
menttilly only by very serious icing>but th~t-it is essen-
tial bprevent all possible ice from entering the air in-
takes of the axial-flow type of engine.
TURBULENCE AND G.UST RESEARCH
Research on atmospheric turbulence and gust loads
was curtailed during the war becauseof greater priority
of other research on aircraft loads. However, the re-
duced progrnm provided several importotft results. An
investigation of turbulence within thunderstorms was
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completed in which airplanes surveys viere made at alti-
tudes up to 34,000 feet. A large amount of data was
obtained cm the structure and intensity of gusts, afid on
airplane behavior and associated rneteorological con-
ditions. It was established that gust loads of high
magnitude were equally probable at all altitudes within
thunderstorms up to the maximum test altitude of 34,000
feet, and correlation was established between airspeed
fluctuations and accelerometer measurements as indices
of turbulence. Good correlation was established be-
tween maximum gust intensities and quantities repre-
senting thermal energy potentially available for con-
vection The data were also analyzed statistically to
determine the characteristics of repeated gusts.
h~ethods have been derived for determining continuous
gust structure from the flight measurements.
A model of a canard-type airplane was tested in the,
new Langley Gust Tunnel and it was found that the gust
load increments were greater than the conventional
case. Tests of models of two other unconventional
types, one having a low-aspect-ratio wing, were also
made in the gust tunnel to establish gust loads for use
in design. An amdysis of dynamic stress in single and
repeated gusts were made for two large airplanes to
pkovide information during the design stage of these
airplanw+ and gust tunnel tests vrere made with flexible
models to estabish the validity of the calculations.
Statistical data on gust Ioads under transport operat-
ing conditions vvere collected and these data, together
-with previously col~ected datn, were subjected to a num-
ber of analyses. Statistical methods for the proper
analysis. of V-G clata were established and the effects
of various operating pammeters on the probable loads
for operations of two commercial aircraft were deter-
mined by these methods. The problem of overloaded
airplanes wm amdysed to determine the increased prob-
ability of critical stre= both in the static and fatigue
cases. Data on the frequency of occurrence of various
gust intensities were analyzed and reported to provide a
basis for fatigue analysis and these results were in turn
utilized in a general analysis of the importance of the
fatigue problem.
Several projects were conducted for the purpose of
devising means for the circumvention or alleviation of
turbulence. A gust-alleviation flap device was tested
in the gust tunnel with promising results. Several
turbulence indicators and recorders for flight use -were
investigated and reported to the Army. Means to assist
the forca.ster in predicting turbulent intensity of thun-
derstorms were devise~ and a cloud detector, based on
the principle of infrared mdiation, was developed.
The.data obtained during the various turbulence in-
vestigations were made availnble and explained to ofher
research agencies to.permit them to accomplish studies
of bombing and firing accumcy and to permit the deeign
of stabilizing units for radar bomb sights.
CABIN HEATING, COOLING, AND
VENTILATION
A study has been made at the Ames laboratory of the
large amount of uncorrelated data available for the
design of convective heating and ventilating systems for
airplane cabins. The data have been analyzed and
evaluated and a design report prepared. The amount
of available design information was considered ade-
quate with the exception of data relating to the rate of
infiltration of ambient air into the cabin. A flight-test
method for measuring this quantity has been devised
and is based on the determination of the rate of dilu-
tion of an initially established carbon-dioxide concen-
tration in the cabhi.
Research has alsa been undertaken on the cooling of
high-speed airplane cockpits. An ana@tical investiga-
tion has been made of the various factors, such as solar
radiation and air friction, which contribute to the heat-
ing load for an airplane flying at high subsonic speeds,
and flight tests to check the analysis have bem under-
taken. Consideration is also being given to the cockpit
cooling problems associated with supersonic flight and
an analysis has been made of various ram-air-operated
air cycles for application to thesehigh-speed aircraft.
DITCHING STUDIES
The thousands of over-water flights by landp]anee
under the combat conditions of World War II unavoid-
ably resxdted in many forced landings at sea. The
ability of airplane crews to survive such ditchings de-
pended largely on how -wellthe airplanes withstood the
impact of striking the water. At the NACA’S Langley
laboratory dynamic model tests were made to predict
the ditching characteristicsof service airplanes, to deter-
mine how the pilots could obtain the safest ditching
performance, and to develop devices that would reduce
the hazardous conditions found. Motion pictures of
the tests were used to instruct airplane crews.
The ditching characteristics of 17 Army and Navy
airplanes were determined from such tests made in tow-
ing tanks and on an outdoor catapult. These studies led
to the development of the NACA ‘Hydroflap” as a
ditching aid ahnost universally applicable to new de-
signs, and capable of giving smooth ditching perform-
ance under a wide variety of landing conditions. Load
design data for hydroflaps were obtained from tests
made in the Langley impact basin.
Because failure of relatively weak bomb doors proved
to be one of the major causes of disastrous ditchings,
the strength of bomb doore and the use of special ribs
was prescribed by the Army for the bomber airplanes
most used in the war.
.-
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In cooperation with the Army, the Langley laboratory
conducted the only two experimental full scale ditchings
that were made during the viar. These tests substan-
tiated the value of model ditching investigations and
emphasized the importance of personnel location in an
airplane that previously had been extremely unsafe for
ditching. Changes in the airplane that would permit
the use of this ditching station were subsequently made.
INVESTIGATION OF CONDENSATION
TRAILS
Condensation trails generated by high-flying air-
planes proved a serious problem during the war in that
they greatly simpltied the tmk of locating the airplanes
in flightpither from ground stations or from attacking
enemy fighter airplanes. Early in the war research at
the Langley laboratory on condensation trails estab-
lished and explained the severtdtypes, provided methods
for forecasting the zones and altitudes at which traiIs
would occur and suggested means for avoiding the gen-
eration of trails. The results of these researches were
available to the armed services during the greater part
of the war.
GUIDED MISSILES
The NACA is responsible for the conduct of research
in aerodynamics, controls, and propulsion and has
cooperated with the Army, the Navy and the N@ional
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~ided miesiles, such as the response of the missile
tm deflection of~ontrol surfaces, the size of control
surface required, and the servo-mechanism and remote
control device needed to operate such a missile along
a desired path. As the flight speed increased the re-
quirements for the precision of the guiding equipment
became increasingly severe. In its free flight research,
the NACA is conducting an extensive investigate ion of
the aerodynamic charactmistics of guided missiles,
The NACA Cleveland laboratory is conducting re-
warch on the ramjet power-plant which shows particu-
lar promise for use on an expendable high-speed missile.
Under this Committee’s over-all supervision, research
in the following fields having application to guided
missiles is in hand:
Rocket fuels and combustion.
Turbojets, ramjets,and other forms of-power plaI@
having possible applications to guided missiles.
Aerodynamics of wings, bodies, and control sur-
faces”at high speeds for all configurations of interest.
&dio control and the telemetering of research data
by radio from the missiles to ground receiving
stations.
The dynamics of controlled flight, which includes:
Stability of missiles in flight.
Requirements of servo-control mechanisms .to
operate controls.
guided missles.
Investigation of guided ~issile problems in the
NACA laboratories started in June of 1941 at requestof
. the Army Air Force. bfore than 18 specific guided
missile projects have been undertaken by the NACA for
the Army, Navy, and NDRC in the period from the summ-
er of 1941through the prese’nt. At first these projects
involved only the conduct of -wind tunnel &sts on pro-
posed configurations to insure satisfactory functioning
of the control system. As the results from other fields
of wartime research macle the guided missile appear
more promising, increased effort was plnced by the
NACA on problems of the stability and control of a
missile guided by an automatic pilot.
As the emphasis changed from gravity powered mis-
sike to self-propelled missiles, the problems of form
and control became more critical. The higher speeds
required to decrease vherability to antiaircraft &e
necessitated aerodynamic refinement- in the form of
the missile. One of the first self-propelled missiles
with an aerodynamically relined shape was the JB-3,
or Tiamat. This form, proposed by a member of the
NACA staff, was taken under development by the
Army Air Forces and at the same time its configuration
was used by the NACA for a study in free flightof some
of the general problems involved in the control of
Defense Research Committee in the. development of— WARTIME UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
To” secure the benefits of additional outstanding
scientists nnd research facilities for the Government,
the NACA lMs supported a well-integrated and co-
ordinated contract research program administered to
supplement md contribute to the research carried out
in the NACA laboratories or conducted by other govern-
ment agencies. Technical reports resulting from the
reseai’chwere given the samedistribution to the military
serviti, their contractors and other interested groups
m those resulting from the laboratories’ research. More
thrm40 echlcational institutions, as well as the Natiomd
Bureau of-Standmds and the Forest Products Ld.wra-
tory which me operated by the Govermnent; partici-
pated in research in the fields of aerodynmnics, aircrafln
propulsion, construction, ancl opernting problems.
Aclministrtdion .of contract research is carried out
effectively by close coordination with the technical sub-
comr@ees of the h7ACA. Research projects are ~p-
proved for contract with the NACA only after they
are studieclcarefully and recommended by tho appropri-
ate N.ACA technicnl subcommittee. The membership
of these technical subcommittees is made up of experts
from the NACA, CA.& AAF, Navy Bureau of Aero-
nautics, other Government organization% and private
industry who me accpmuintedwith the needs of the Na-
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tion as well as the available information and back-
ground relating to the research. l
Wartime increases in aircraft operational speeds in-
troduced the grave problem of compr=ibility. For
low speeds of flight, air maybe considered incompressi-
ble, but as speeds approach that of sound, serious aero-
dynamic design problems are introduced. The NACA
has engaged some of the Nation% foremost mathemati-
cal physicists in the theoretical solution of high-speed
flow problems. Substantial progress has been made in
this, one of the most difficult of modern applied
mathematics.
Since the power output and operating eficiency of
jet engines increases with operating temperatures, much
attention was given to the development of structural
alloys capable of withstanding corrosive gases operat-
ing at temperatures up to 1,800° F. Much of the ad-
vance in the high-temperature alloy development has
been due to research or evaluation carried on under the
sponsorship of the NACA.
The mechanism of boundary layer flows has been the
subject of research for many years by -workers in the
field of fluid mechanics. &eat increases in aircraft
performance could result if efficient means vvere devel-
oped by which boundary layer flows could be ccm-
trolled. During the war theoretical and experimental
boundary layer studies were carried out, notably at tha
hrational Bureau of standards and the California bsti-
tute of Technology$ and have contributed greatly to the
knowledge of boundary-layer phenomena. Specially
significant -were theoretical studies of the boundary
layer in compressible fluids and experimental investi-
gations of turbulence, transition and flow stability by
means of hot-wire anemometry.
& aircraft power plants increase in output the prob-
lem of dissipation of waste heat becomes increasingly
important. Efficient design of heat exchangers for the
utilization of wtiste heat for cabin heating or anti-icing
or to reduce weight of oil coolers becomes necessary as
airplane and power plant size is increased. Valuable
contributions toward the increase of et%ciency of heat
exchangers have been made under the sponsorship of
the NAC!A.
Problems of vibration and flutter of aircraft have
been emphasized with increases in aircraft speed.
Speed advances attained during the -war have forced
the problem to a prominent place in aircraft desip.
Theoretical research, carried on under the Committee’s
sponsorship utilizing mathematical methods of consid-
erable complexity, have yielded resuIts allowing for the
determination of flutter characteristics of actual airfoil
systems. Experimental research into the effects of
forced and self-excited oscillations have yielded consid-
erable information concerning the phenomenon of
flutter.
kcreases in airplane size have altered some aircraft
structural design problems. hfonocoque structures, -
w-here the sheet metal covering of the fuselage acts as
a structural member, have increased in size to where
general instability failures have become possible. Con-
tract research carried on during the war has yielded
more accurate method of stress analysis for the efficient
design of large airplanes. .
As in the early year-s of the “committee’s existence
before the opening of tie research laboratories, when
contracts were a major means by which aeronautical
research was pursued, contributions in specific fields
made by outstanding scientisi$ in educational and re-
search institutions during the war have indicatid that
contract research represents a valuable adjunct to the
effort of the NACA in its laboratories.
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICAL
..L-
J.NTELLIGENCE
The Office of Aeronautical Intelligence was estab-,
lished in the early part of 1918 as an integral branch
.-
_—.
of the Committee’s activities. Its functions are the col-
lection and classification of technical knowledge on the
subject of aeronautics, including the results of research
and experimental work conducted in all parts of the
world, and dissemination to the” military and naval air
organizations, aircraft manufacturers, eflucational in-
stitutions, and others interested. lt it the officially des-
ignated Govermnent depository for scientific and tech-
--
nical reports and data on aeronautics. ..-
Promptly upou receipt, all ~merican and foreign re-
ports are analyzed, classified, and brought to the spe-
cial attention of the subcommittees having cognizance
and to the attention of other interested parties through
the medium of public and confidential bulletins. For-
eign reports are translated and duplicated vrhere prac-
ticable, and distributed t? the best advantage.
To handle efficiently the work of procuring and ex-
changing reports in foreign countries, it is the Con]-
mittee’s policy to maintain a Technical Assistant in
Europe. It is his duty to visit the governmental and
private laboratories, centem of aeronautical informa- .-
tion, and private individuals in European countri~ and
to endeavor to procure for America not only printed
matter -which would in the ordinary course of events
become available in this country, but more especially ad-
vance information as to work in progress and tcxhnical
data not prepared in printed form, which would other-
viise not reach this country. John Jay Ide, of New
York, served as the Ckxnmittee’s Technical Assistant in
Europe from April 1921 until the office was closed for
the duration of World war II. The Office of the Tech-
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nical Assistiintin Europe will be reopened as soon as it
becomes expedient-to do so.
Technical Publications.—The Committee’s own tech-
nical publications are the official means of communicat-
ing to the proper responsible officials of the military
services, the aircraft industry, and others concerned, the
results of scientific investigations conducted in its own
laboratories and other investigations conducted under
research contracts in private scientific and educational
institutions. During the war such publications con-
stituted “chssifkd” information, designated as “re-
stricted~) ‘confidential) or ‘secretn and their status was
protected by the provisions of the Espionage Act. This
resulted in a limitation in the distribution of such infor-
mation during the war period. The volume of reports
greatly increased during the war period due to expand-
ing research activity and b the advancing requirements
of the military services and the aircraft industry for
technical data.
In order to get new knowledge into use with the least
possible delay, the Committee followed a policy of re-
leasing preliminary and advance data prior to the issu-
ance of a final report. There has resulted a vast accu-
mulation of valuable scientific d-ataworthy of preserva-
tion in permanent form and immediately needed by
units of industry, educational institutions, libraries, and
individuals whose accss to such information was re-
stricted during the war period.
The results of scientific investigations conducted or
sponsored by the NACA during the war period are being
reissued in public form as “Wartime Reports.” Those
of more permanent value are being printed in final form
as technical “Reports.”
The Committee is continuing the publication of “tech-
nical memorandums” containing translati~ns and repro-
ductions of outstanding aeronautical articles originat-
ing in foreign countries. This series ;S available for
general distribution. .
AERONAUTICAL INVENTIONS
By~ct of C&gress approved July 2,1926 (U, S. Code,
title 10, sec. 310-r), an Aeronautical Patents and Design
Board was established consisting of the AssistnntSec-
retaries for Air of the Departments of War, Navy, and
Commerce. In accorclance with that Act as amended by
the Act approved March 3, 1927, the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics is chargecl with the function
of analyzing and reporting upon the technical merits of
aeronautical in~entions and designs submitted to any
agency of the Government. The Aeroaut ical Patents
and Design Board is authorized, upon the f avorabl~
recommendation of the Committee, to “determine
whether the use of the design by the Government is de-
sirable or necessary and evaluate the design and iix its
worth to the United States in an amount nut to exceed
$75,000.”
In August 1940 the Secretary of Commerce created
the National Inventors Council to serve as a central Gov-
ernment clearinghouse to which can be submitted inwm-
tions and suggestions that might prove valuable to the
national defense. The Committee’s Director of Aero-
nautkd Research, Dr. George TIT.Lewis, serws as Chair-
man of the Council’s Technical Committee on Aircru ft
and Aeronautic.
During the war years the NACA has centinued to dis-
charge its function of consideration of aerommticd in-
ventions. A large number ofi aeronautical inventions
irere submitted directly to the NACA by iil”dividuals&l
conceiins, and many were forwarded by other Govern-
ment ~agencies, including the hTational I1]velltOla
Councd of the Department of Commerce, fur proper
evaluation.
The activities of the Aeronautical ??atw-ism-idDesgn——
Board have become dormant-since the National Inven-
tors Council has been -established, nnd the NACA has
recently recommended the repeal of thnt Section of the
Act of Congress creating the Aeronautical lhteuts and
Design Board.
Part II
EXTENSION OF FACILITIES
Construction Since 1940
AMES LABORATORY
The year 1940 saw the beginning of the &nes Aero-
nautical Laboratory at Moffet Field, Calif. The facili-
ties of this laboratory were built ti extend aeronautical
research to higher speeds and larger scale, in a location
less limited by space considerations and electric power
supply than the more crowded au at Langley Field.
The first unit completed -wasthe flight research lab-
oratory, which vvent immediately to work on the prob-
lem of aircraft icing. h August of 1941, three new
wind tunnels were put into operation. The W two
-were the 7- by 10-foot tunnels, extensively used for
~~neral aerodynamics and stabllit.y and control studks.
They provide n much needed addition to the facilities
at Langley Field for this type of work. The third tun-
nel was the 16-foot high-speed tunnel. This facility
makes possible aerodynamic investigation at high
speeds, up to 680 miles per hour, and nt larger scale than
was poesible in any other tunnel, d those speeds.
In May of 1942 the science hhormfory was completid.
This building houses equipment for design and con-
struction of the complex and precise instrumentation
required in research.
The administration building, which houses the central
management and rcsenrch offices of the laboratory, was
completed in November of 194-3.
In 1944 two new wind tunnels came inta operation.
The 1- by il~-foot high-speed tunnel, completed in
January, provided an economical means for studying
problems of high-speed airflows where size was not
especially important. Many preliminary investigations,
are conducted in this tunnel before being extended to
larger scale in the 16-foot high-speed tunnel. A
fulI scale tunnel, 40 by 80 feet at the test section, was
put in operation in June of 1944. The 40- by 80-foot
wind tunnel is the large&in the world. During the war
it provided the means for rapid correction of military
designs already in or about to go int? production. In
basic research it allows investigations to be made at
very large Reynolcls numbem.
By December of 1945 the 8-by-8-inch supersonic
tunnel was completed. This is the first of three super-
sonic facilities at this laboratory. The other two are
l-by-3-foot supersonic tunnels, completed in hfarch
and lfay of 1946. These facilities provide a range of
speeds up to Mach number 3.4. In addition, the l-by-
3-foot tunnels are of variable density, providing a
range of possible Reynolds numbers They are the
first of the larger supersonic facilities, much needed to
provide information for ultra-high-speed aircraft.
In July of 1946, the 12-foot low-turbulence pressure
tunnel was placed in operation. This tunnel represents
the latest advance in wind-tunnel desiam,and was built
tn provide more accurately controlled, low turbulence
airflows at speeds up to the speed of sound and alea at.
effective large scnle by”means of pressurized air.
CLEVELAND LABORATORY
The NACA Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory
at Cleveland, Ohio, authorized in November of 1940,has
provided urgently needed facilities for studying the
problems of aircraft propulsion systems. With the
advent of new engine types these problems have multip-
lied and the research equipment has been correspond-
ingly converted and enlarged.
The year 1942 brought completion of some of the
initial construction at Cleveland. The flight research
laboratory was placed in operation, extending the fa-
cilities for flight investigations at the Langley and Ames
laboratories, Research on fuels and engine coding
have been among the principaI studies. The first of
two engine-propeIler research buildings was completed
in August. In November, the fuels and lubricants build-
ing was completed. The buikling is provided with
equipment for the scientific study of fuel and lubricant
characteristics and their improvement
In March of 1943 the administration building was
completed, providing the laboratory with its central
offices, library, and auditorium. By August the enghm
research building was completed. This facility pro-
vides for investigation of complete engines and their
components. Included are combustion research, c.om-
prwsor and turbine research, and friction and wear
st.udiea, The equipment involves engine test cells and
extensive services for supplying refrigerated, com-
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premed, and evacutid air in the large volumes demanded
by jet-propulsion engines and compressors.
In 1944 most of the originally planned propulsion
research facilities at Cleveland were completed. The
altitude wind tunnel was placed in opwwtion in January.
This tunnel,provides altitude preames up to 50,000 feet
and temperatures of 40° F. below zerp, at speeds up to
500 miles per hour. It is the only facility where full-
scale engines of alI kinds may be investigated in opera-
tion under accurately controlled conditions of high alti-
tude. The icing research tunnel was completed in
Mar~ It is cooled by a large capacity refrigeration
plant that also serves the altitude tunnel. It_provides
the means for studying every type of aircraft icing;
including engine and propeller icing during operation,
under controlled conditions not possible in flighL In
B$iy, a second engine-propelled research facility was
completed. A jet propulsion static test laborato~ bas
completed in August; providi.gg much needed facilities
for investigating the performance of complet= jet en-
gines. By November the compressor and turbine re-
search facilities were completed. These are located in
,tie engine research building, and constitute gn impor-
tant part of the ,equipment for sttidy of major engine
components.
In June of 1945 two supersonic wind tunnels were
put intchoperation. These are ths 18- by 18-inch tun-
nel and the 20-inch tunnel. They provide the labora-
tory with the means of studying the special problems
of propu~ion at supersonic speeds, inch-ding aircraft
and engine shapes and ducts for air.
The high-pressure combustion laboratory was com-
pleted in October. This falility is devoted to the study
of-rocket fuels and their combustion for high-speed
propulsion.
Close of- the year 1946 has brought an addition to
the jet-propulsion static-test laboratory, extending thew
facilities to accommodate a larger number of jet engines;
which have almost entirely replaked the-reciprocating
engine in fundamental propulsion research.
LANGLEY LABORATORY
Facilities at the Langley Memorial Aeronautic-d Lab-
oratory at Langley Field, Vs., have been continually
modernized, enlarged, and extended as the need has
arisen. In June of 1941, a stability research wind tun-
nel and laboratory were placed in operation. This lab~
ratory makes poesible specialized study of stability
problems under controlled conditions. In Deceinber,
the electric power supply for the laboratory was aug-
mented by installation of-a 10,OOO-horeepowerDiesel-
ehtrio generating plant, that was to permit the required
operation of high-powered wind tunnels in the critical
war period.
In January of 1942the 16-foot-high-speed tunnel was
placed in operation. This tunnel is similar to the one
constructed at Ames Laboratory but it is of slightly
lower s~eed. It provides the means for high speed
aerodynamic research at large scale. By July the 9-
inch supersonic tunnel was completed, providing the
laboratory with a facility for general supersonic aero-
djrmunic research. A second hydrodynamic tiwing
tank was completed in October, as well as the seaplane
impact basin for studying water-landing loads. These
facilities amplify the laboratory’s equipment for hydro-
dymunic research, and have made possible more ex-
tensive work on land problems, many of which were of
imme~ate specific importance during the war.
The next important. additions come in 1945. Thw
physicgl research laboratory was completed in April
to provide for the study of fundamental and abstract
problems in physics. A large number of these prob-
lems have txdo with high-speed and supersonic flight.
In August the gust tunnel was completed. This is z
unique facility designed for research on aircraft loncls
produced by atmospheric turbulence, under accurately
cuntroHed conditions impossible to dup]icati at will in
fligh& In September the flut~r tunnel of the physical
research division was completed. This is one of several
specialized facilities, for investigation of the flutter
and vibration phenomena that occur at high speed~ In
November a new 7- by 10-foot high-speed tunnel was
completed. This is similar to those constructed at
Ames laboratory, except that it is equipped with vari-
able test sections which provide speeds up to 700 miles
per hour.
!il~~d of 1946 has brought one moti addition to
the physical rwearch division in the form of a heli-
copter test tower. Vahmble..work has been performed
by this division on basic problems of the helicopter
rotor. The tower is des@ned tc-permit research on
rotors high enough from the ground to be substantially
free of “ground effect..” Another smaller addition has
been a stratosphere chamber for instrument testing.
Accurate instrumentation, calibrated for all conditions
tube encountered, is a vital part of research equipment,
and one that must keep abreast of the search for new
knowledge.
Part III
COMMTTTEE ORGANIZATION AND MEMBERSHIP
TH13 Nationul Advisory Committee for Aero-nautics was established by Act of Congrees ap-proved March 3, 1915, and the membership in-
creased from 12 to 15 by act approved March 2, 1929
(U. S. C., title 49, sec. !241). Its members are appointed
by the President ancl include tvro representatives each
of the ~Var and hlavy Departments from the offices in
charge of militmy and naval aeronautics, two repre-
sentatives of the Civil Aeronautics Authority (Civil
Aeronautics Act of 1938), one representative each of the
Smithsonian Institution, the United States Weather
Bureau, and the N’ational Bureau of stanclarda, together
with six additional persons who are “acquainted with
the needs of aeronaut icid science, either civil or mili-
tary, or skilled in aeronautical engineering or its allied
sciences?’ These latter six serve for terms of 5 yems.
The represent at ives of the Government organizations
serve for indefinite periods. All members serve as such
without compensation.
During the period since the publication of the ~om-
mittee’s last annual report, for the year 1942, the follow-
ing changes have occurred in the membership of the
main Committee:
Rear Adm. Sidney bf. Kraus, U. S. N., was reIieved
on April 9, 1943, because of his transfer to duty away
from Washington. Rear Achn. Edward M. Pace was
appointed to succeed him.
Mr. William Littlemod, vice president (Engineer-
ing), of American Airlines, vras appointed February
10,1944, for a term expiring October 1,1948, to succeed
Dr. George J. Mead, -whoresigned because of ill health.
Vice Adm. John S. McCam, U. S. N., was relieved on
August 17, 1944, because of his transfer to duty away
from Washington, and Vice Mm. Aubrey W. Fitch, his
successor as Deputy Chief of Na~al Operations (Air),
was appointed a member to succeed Admiral McCain.
On October 11, 1944, the President appointed Rear
Adm. Lawrence B. Richardson, U.S. ~., to succeed Rear
Adm. I!Xiward bf. Pace, transferred to duty outside of
~ashingtou.
Dr. Alexander ~etmore, Secretary, Smithsonian In-
stitution, was appointed a member on January 20,1945,
to succeed Dr. Charles G. Abbot, viho had recently
retired as secretary of that institution
On June 11,1945, the President appointed Brig. Gen.
(now Major General) Eclvmrd M. Powers, U. S. A.,
Aesistant Chief of Air Staff+ to succeed Maj. Gen.
Oliver P. Echok+ relieved, on his transfer to duty away
from Washington.
On his appointment as Deputy Chief of Naval Opera-
tions (Air), Vice Adm. Marc A. Mitscher, U. S. N., was
appointed a member of the NACA July 24, 1945,to suc-
ceed Admiral Fitch, relieved.
Dr. William F. Durand; the last of the twelve original
NACA members to ser-re on the Committee, resigned _ _
August 24, 1945, to retire to his home at Stanford Uni-
versity, Calif., after serving two terms of membership
of 18 years and 3 years, respectively.
On September 20, 1945, Dr. Edward Warner, vice
chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board, resigned from
the Committee to accept the presidency of the Interim
Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization at Montreal.
Dr. Edward U. Conclon, newly appinted Director of
the National Bureau of Standards, was appointed to
the Committee November 19,1945, to succeed Dr. Lyman
J. Briggs, retiring Director of the Bureau and NACA
member for many years.
Vice Adm. Arthur W. Radford, U. S. N., was ap-
pointed a member of the Committee January 17, 1946,
to succeed Rear Admiral bfitscherj transferred to other
duty.
Under date of April 8,1946, President Truman filled
the vacancies caused by the resignation of Dr. Durand
and Dr. Warner by appointing Dr. Theodore P. Wright,
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, who had previously
been appointed a member from private life, as a member
representing the Civil Aeronautics Administration suc-
ceeding Dr. Warner; appointing Arthur E. Raymond,
vice president (Engineering), Douglas Aircraft CO.,to
succeed Dr. Wright for a term expiring December 1,
1946; and appointing Mr. Ronald M. Hazen, chief engi- “
neer, Allison division, General Motom Corporation, as
member to succeed Dr. Durand for a term expiring
December 1,1949.
General Carl A. Spaatz, Commanding General of the
Army Air Forces, was appointed a memlwr of the Com-
. .
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mitteaApril 12,1946, succeeding Gem Henry H. Arnold,
his predecessor as Commanding General,
In accordance with the regulations governing the
organization of the committee as approved by the
President, the chairman and vice chairman are elected
annually, as are also the Chairman and Vice Chairman
of the Executive Committee.
Since 1942rDr. Jerome C. Hunsaker has been reelected
annually as Chairman of the NACA and of the Execu-
tive Committee. As Vice Chairman of the NACA, Dr.
Lyman J. Briggs served from his election in @tober
1942 to October 25, 1945, just prior to his retirement as
a member, and on the latter date Dr. Theodore P.
—.
Wright was elected Vice Chairman.
Dr. Charles G. Abbot served M Vice Chrtirmmnof the
executive committee until his retirement from the com-
mittee, January 20, 1945. ‘At the following annual
meeting, October 25, 1945,Dr. Francis IV, Reichelderfer
was elected Vice Ch~irman of the Executive Committee.
The main committee is supplemented by a system of
technical committees rtnclsubcommittees to prepare and
recommended to the main Committee the progrims of
researchto be conducted in their respective special fields.
In acldition, these subcommittees assist in “Coordinating
researchprograms, anclact asmediumsof interchange of
ideas and information among all groups concerned with
a particular field of resertrch,
Due to the increme in complexity and specializrdion
of aeronautical resemch, the number of technical com-
mittees has been increased to. cover the needs of this
broadening field. In addition it is necessary from time
to time to set up a special committee to deal with some
particular project. All thesecommitteeschange accmd-
ing to the need for them.
There are now 8 technicml committees nncl 23 sub-
committees. Their titles and membership are as
follows :
~OMMITl?EEON AKRODYNAMIW
Dr. TheodoreP. Wrkht, Administratorof Civil Aeronautics,
Chairman.
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, National Bureau .of Standard% Vice Cba!r-
man.
Maj. Gen. L. C. Craide, Air CorpwAir Mat6r~elCommand.
Col. Paul H. Kemuer, Air CorDs,Air MattMel Command.
Col. Paul H. Dahe, Ah!Corm, Afr Mat6riel Command.
CaX Walter S. Diehl, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics,
Capt. Robert S. Hatcher, U. S. N., Bm%mIof Aeronautics.
Rear Adm. IL C. Stevens, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Harold D. Hoekstra, CIVIIAeronautics Admlnistratlm.
Mr. John F. Parsons, National A@rIsoryCornmlttee for Aero-
naut lcs.
Mr. Floyd L. Thompson, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics,
Dr. G. W. Lew’Is (ex otllcio), National AdvisoryOommitteefor
Aeronautics.
Mr. Abe SIlversteln, National AWIaorg (lmmdttee for Aer@
nautlca
Mr. Paul S. Baker, United Aircraft Corp.
Mr. John G. Borger, Pan American Airways System.
Prof. John R. Markham, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Mr. L. E. Root, Douglas Aircraft CO.
Mr.George S, Schairer,Boeing AircraftCo.
Dr. ‘l?Iwodorevon Karman,CaliforniaInstituteof Teclmolosy.
Subcommitteeon Seaplanes
Mr. GroverLoenln&Chahmxm.
Mr.H. L Anderson,Air Ma&!el Comtnaud.
Capt.H. C.Richardson,U, S. N., NavalAlr~at&lel Center,
Capt. NalterS.Dlehl,U. S. N., Bureauof Aeronautics.
Capt.H. E. Saunders,~. S.N.,DavidTaylorbfwlel Baeln.
CapL C. H. SchIldhauer,U. S. N. R., Navy Department.
Mr. AlbertA. Vollmeck~CM AeronauticsAmulnistrat\on.
Mr.JohnB. Parkinson,NationalAdvisory Committeefor Aero-
nautics,
Prof.K. S.M.Davidson,Stevens lnstltuteof Technology.
Capt.H. E. Gray, PanAmericanAirwagsSystem.
Mr. B. V. Korvln-Kroukov4sy,Edo AircraftCorp.
Mr. J. D. Pierson,GlennL MartinCo.
W. 13;G. Stout,CousolldatedVulteeAircraftCorp.
Subcommitteeon Vibrationand Flutter
Dr. El.J. Reid, ~atIonalArivl&orYCommitteefor AeronauIIcst
Ohairmm.
Mr. 13e@minSmilg,AirCorps, Alrlfa&Iel Command.
Mr. L. S. Wasserman,AirMat&IelCommand.
Capt. i~alterS.Dlehl,U. S. N., 13ureauof Aeronautics.
Mr. BernardA. Wiener,Bureauof Aeronautic&Navy Depmt.
ment,Washington, D. C.”
Mr. E. Forest Cri~hlow, Civ~Aeronaut&sMinistration.
Dr.W%lter Ramberg,NationalBureauof Standards.
Dr. TheodoreTheodorsen,NationalAdvisoryc!onunlwwfar
Aeronautics.
Mr.Sam Lorh@
Subcommitteeon Propellersfor Aircraft
M!. Frank W. Caldwell,UnitedAircraftCorrI.,Chairman.
Dr.Roscoe EL Mtlls, AirMatGrh?lCommand.
Mr.DanielA. Dickey,Atr Mat&lelCommaml.
Lt. Co-milr.Da?ld‘iv.Watkins,Jr.,Bureauof Aeronautics.
Mr.GeraldL. Desmond,Bureauof Aeronautics.
Mr. John C. Morse, CivilAeronauticsAdmInktratlon.
Mr.H.C.Draley,NatIonulAdvkoryCommitteefor Aeronautics.
Prof. ShatswellOher,MassachusettsInstituteof Technolon.
Mr. WernerJ. Bhtnchwxl,General MotorsCorP.
Mr. GeorgeW. Brady, Curtiss-Wr@htCorp.
W. ErieIlartiu,Hnmiltou StandardI?ropellem.
Mr.FredE. Weicli, Engineering&ResearchCorp.
Subcommitteeon Helicopters
Mr. GroverLoenlng,Cha[rman.
Lt. 001. K. S. VVilson,Air Corps, Air hlatirielCommand.
Maj. W. El.Zins,AirCorps, Air Mat&lelCommand.
Oapt. WalterS.Dlehl,U. S. N., Bureauof Aeronautics.
CommanderJ. C.Lawrence, U.S. C. G.,Bureau of Aeronautic.%
CommanderJames W. Klopp, U. S. N.,Bureau of Aeronautics,
Mr. B. L. Sprfnger, Clvll Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. E’rederick J. BalieY,
Aeronautfca.
Dr. Theodore Theodoraen,
Aeronautics.
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National Advisory Canmittee for COMMI’ITEB ON POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT
National Advisory Committee for
Mr. R. M. Hasen, General Motors Oorp., Ohairmm
Prof. Il. S. Taylor, Maesnchuaetts Institute of ‘Ike.hnology, Vk?e
Mr.DonnellW. Dutton,~rgla Schoolof Technology.
Ohairman.
Mr.Michael@uhare&SikorskyA.lrcraft.
OoLR. L. Wassell,Air OorPs,Air Mat6riel(hmnand.
Mr.~. N.l?iasecki,PisseckiHelicopterOmm
00LR. J. Mintg,Mr Corm,Mr MaWIelcOmmSnd.
Mr.RichardH Prewit~
OaD~John L. Ewin&Jr., U. S. N., Bureauof Aeronautic&
Mr.ArthurM.Young,Bell~craft Oow.
Ca@.A. L. Baird,U.S.N.,Bureauof Aeronautics.
Mr. E L Hanaoni Bureau of Aeronautic% Navy Department.
Mr. Stephen ‘Boll% CIV1lAeronautics Adndnistration.
Dr. Q. W. Lewis (ex 0=0), National Mvieory Committee for
.
%&mnmittee on High-Speed Aerodynandcs
Dr. HughL. Dryden,NationalBureauof Standards,&airman.
Mr. R ~. RobWo& NationalAdvisoryOommitteefor Aero-
nautic Vice Ohairman.
Mr.John Stack NationalAdvisoryOomn@ee for Aeronautics.
Mr. H. JulianAllen,NationalMvisory Cknnmttteefor Aero-
nautics.
Mr. Abe Silverstein, National Advisory Oommfttee for Aero-
nautics.
Commander Oedric W. Stirling, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautic%
Mr. F. A. Loudeq Bureau of Aeronautics.
Lk David Shorej Ah’ Mat6rlel Command.
Prof. John von Neumaq The Institute for Advanced StudY.
Prof. Howard W. Emmo~ Harvard Univeralty.
Dr. Francis H. Olauser, John Hopklm Uniwxsi@.
Mr. Vladimir Morkovin+ Navy Department.
Mr. Paul 0. Spies% Oivii Aeronautics Administration, Washington
26, D. ~
Subcommittee on Stability and Control
Mr. L Et.Root, Douglas Aircraft 00., Chairman.
Mr. MeIvfn Shorr, Air ?ifah$rlel Oommand.
Ml. H. A. Soui4 National Advisory Oommittee for Aeronautics.
Mr.Paul U. Emmon& BeL4ircraft Corp.
Mr. HarrY J. Coet& National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Mr. Edward J. Horkey, North knerican Avlatlon.
Prof. Otto Koppew Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Prof. (Y,D. Perkin& Princeton University.
Mr. Joseph Matulaitis, Oivil Aeronauthx Admfnfatratiom
Special Subcommittee on the Upper Atmosphere Gnnndttee
on Aerodynamics
Dr. Hhrry Wexler, U. S. Weather Bureau, Ohah’marL
00L D. N. Yates, ArmY Air Forces Weather Service.
00L Paul H. Dane, Air OorPs, Air ,~at6riel Command.
Clap&IL T. Orvillq U. S. N., Navy Department
tYapt.Walter S. Dkhl, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
~~der HarvsY~ U. S. N. IL, Bureau.of Aeronautics.
Dr. E’red L Whipplej Harvard University.
Dr. ~ N. Warflekl National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Dr. El.H. Kraue% Naval Research I.abbratory.
Dr. W. G. Brombacher,NationalBureauof Standards.
Dr. L. V. Berkner,ExecutiveSecretarY,JointResearchandDe
veloprnentBoard,~aehlngton25,D. 0.
Dr.B. ~utenberg,CaliforniaInstituteof Technology.
Subcommittee on Internal Amdynadm
Membership not yet deelded upom
~4q93~49_5
Aeronautics.
Mr. Carlton Kemper, Nation&l Advleory CanmIttee for Aero-
nautic
Mr. A. kL RotkroclG National Advisory Ocmunlttee for &ro-
nautics.
Mr. A. G. Herreaho8 OhrYaler Oo~
Mr. L S. Hobbs, United Aircraft 00~
Mr. Wililam S. James, Ford Motor Co.
Mr. B. P. Krooq Westinghouse Electric 001’P.
Mr. William (J. Lawrence, American Overseas Mrilnee.
Mr. D. Ii’. Warner, General Electric Co.
Mr. Baymond W. Young, Wright Aeronautical Corp.
Mr. William Littlewoocl hmican Airlines.
%buprnittee on Aircraft FuelsandLubrieanta
Mr.W. H. Holaday,SoconY-Vacuurn011009Inc.,Ohafrman.
Prof.EdwinR. QiMan&MaesachuaettsInetltuteof Technology,
Vice Chairman.
Oommander S. M, Adams, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronantlm
Mr. Kenneth S. CtdimQ Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. Donald B. Brook& National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. L. D. Gibbons, National Advisory Oommittee for Aeronautics.
Dr. D. P. Barnard, Standaid Oil 00. of I.ndlana.
Mr. T. A. Boydj General Motors Corp.
Mr. S. D. Heron, Ethyl OorP
Dr. J. Bennett Hill, Sun Oil (%,
Mr. O. R. Johnson, Shell Oil 00.
Mr. A. NeracL General Electric 08.
Mr. Earle A. Ryder, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
Dr. .W, J. Sweeney, Standard Oil Development CO.
Mr. IL U. Phillips, Ah’ Technical Service Oommand.
Subcommitteeon Lubrication,Fri@on, andWeu
Mr.ArthurF. Underwood,QeneraiMotomOorp.,Ohatrman.
Mr. Edgar A. Wolfq Air Mat6%iel Oommand.
Ocmunander J. Cl Ecklmrdtj U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Dr. William Zisrmq Naval Research Laboratory.
Mr. John H. OolX@ Jr,, National Advisory CWnmittee for Aer@
nautice.
Dr. Haakon S~ SKI? Induatriq Inc.
Dr. O. Beeckj Shell Development C!a.
Professor John T. Burwu Ma*chueette Institute of Tech-
nology.
Dr. Rueseii W. Daytoq Battelie Memorial Institub
Mr. Eana Erne~ Cincinnati Milling&Grinding Machln~
Mr. Morris Muekag Guif Research &Development Ou.
%bcornmittee on (bmpreasom
Dr. John k MarchanG Brown University, Ohalrmam
Mr. Opie Chenoweth, Air Mat6riel Oornmm@
~ptfihl A. ~ Bair& U. S. N- Bureau of AerO1.18UttCU.
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Mr. Robert o. BuIleck+ NationaI Advk@ry atit~ for Aero-
nautics.
Mr. John Stack, National Advisory Omnmittee for Aeronautics.
Mr. Walter Doll, Pratt & Whitney Mrcraft
Dr. William Bo1lsY.
Mr. Rudolph Birmana, DeLavaI Steam Turbine Co.
Prof. Howard W. Emmonej Harvard University.
Mr. R. S. Hall, General Electric Co.
Mr. A. H. Redding, Westhghouse Electric C%M’P.~
‘ Mr. John TalberL Wright Aeronautical Corp.
Comdr. EL Soenoski, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
%bcommittes on Turbines
Mr. John CLI.eej United Afrcraft Corp., Chairman.
Cd. R. L. Waseell Ah! COW% Air Mat6riel ~mmand.
Commander F. K. S1asonj U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautkm.
Mr. John V. Becker, National Advisory Cknnroittee for Aerc+
nautfea.
Mr. Oscar W. Schey, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautic.
Mr. Alan Howard, General Electric Co.
Mr. PI,V. Farrar, Wright Aeronautical Corp.
Mr. A. H. Redding, Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Dr. J. T. Rettaliata, Illinols Institute of Technology.
Mr. RonaId B. Smith, The Elliott Co.
Prof. C. Richard Soderbe~g, Massachusetts Institute of Tech’
nology.
Lt CoL Paul F. Nay, Air Mat4riel Oomniand.
Subcommittee on Propulsion Systems
Prof. Joseph H. Keenan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Chairman.
Mr. R. V. Kleinschmidk
Mr. Benjamin PLnkel, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nalltica
Dr. Kennedy F. Rubert, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Mr. Opfe Chenow’eth, Air Mat4riel Command.
Mr. K. L Browne, Chesapeake& Ohfo Railway Co. ‘
Prof. Frank J. Malinaj California Institute of Technology.
Mr. Perry W. Pratt, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Subcommittee on Heat Exchangers
Prof. W. H. MeAdams, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
.Ohairman.
Yirat Lteut, huts B. Peltier, Jr., Air Mat6r1el Command.
Lt. Comdr. R. A. CMIck, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. M. J. Brevoort, National Advisory Ckmnnittee-for Aero-
nautics,
Mr. Alun R. Jones, NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautlca
Mr. Eugene J. Manganlello, NationaI AdvLsory- Committee for
Aeronautics.
Dr. Allen P, Colburn, University of Delaware.
Mr. Don S. Hersey, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Mr. W. M. S. Richards, Wright Aeronautical Cow
Mr. L. P. Saunders, G!eneral Motors Corw
%bcommittea on COrnbustion
Prof. Glenn C. Williams, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Chairman.
00L Ralph 1A WaeeelIj Air Corps, Air Materiel Comman(L
Dr. Bernard Lewis, Bureau of Mint%.
Lt Comdr. a O. Hoftmr@U.S.N, Bureauof Aeronauts.
Dr. Erne&F. Floch NaffonalBureauof Standards.
Mr. A, M, Bothrock,NationalAdvisoryCimunitteafor Aero.
ntmtia
Dr. W. T. Olson,NationalAdvisoryOmunltt&for Aeronautics.
Mr.A. J. Nerad,GeneralElectricCo.
Prof. RobertM Pease,PrincetonUniversity.
Dr. WilllamJ. Sweeney,Standard011DevelopmentCo,
Dr. Stewardway, ~estinghouaeElectrlcCorp.
Subcommitteeon Heat.ResistingAlloys
Mr.~. L, Badger,GeneralElectricCo.,Chrdrman.
Mr.J. B, JohnsoqAir Mat&ielCommand.
Lt.Cbrndr.C.U Hoffman,U.s. N,,Bureauof Aeronautics.
Mr.N,E. Promlsel,Burauof Aeronautics.
Mr. John H, Collins, Jr., National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
Mr. C. T. Evans, Jr., Elliott Co.
Mr. Russell Franks, Electro Metallurgical Corp.
Dr. Jam-es W, Freeman, University of Michigan.
Dr. Marcus A. Grossmann, Carnegie-Illinols Steel Corp.
Mr. Norman L. Mochel, Westinghouse Electrlc Corp.
Dr. Gunther Mohling, Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp.
Subcominittee on Induction-System De-Icing
‘Mr. Arthur A.. Brown, Pratt& WMtney A!rcraf t, Chairman.
Lt. James E. DeRomer, A. D. Air Mat4riel Command.
Mr. Stephen Rolle, Civtl Aeronautics Administration. -
Mr. Willson 13 Hunter, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Mr. 111G. Beard, American Airlines.
Mr. Robert E. Johnson, Wright- Aeronautical Corp.
Mr. R. D. Kelley, United Air Lines Transport Corp.
Mr. Milton J. Kittler, Honey Carburetor Co.
Mr. William C. Lawrence, tierican Airlines.
Mr. Frank C. .Mcwk,Bendix Aviation C4rp.
.
COBfMI’lTEE ON AIRCRAJ?Y CONSTRUCTION
Mr. Arthur E. Raymond, Douglas Mrcraft 00., Chairman.
Capt.. Robert S. Hatcher, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics, v~m
Clalrman.
Col. Paul H. Kemmer, Air Corp~ Air Mat+!rlelCommand.
Mr. J. B. Jolmson, Air Mat&’ielCommand.
ComniRnderC.W. SffrlLrwU. & N.,Bureau of Aeronautics,
Capt. James E. Sullivan, U. S. N. R., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Paul F. Voi&, Jr., Carnegie-Illlnols Steel Co.
Mr. A. A. Vollmecket Civil Aeronautics Admintatratfon.
Dr. C46rdonM. Kline, National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. U. W. Lewis (CXofdcio), National Advfsory Committee for
Aeronautics.
Mr. D: O. Benson, Northwest Airlines.
Mr. S. K. Colby, Aluminum Co., of America.
Mr. R.: L. Templtg, Alumlnum Co. of America.
%bcmmnittee on Aircraft Structural Design
Mr. R. L. Templin, Aluminum Co. of America, Chairman.
Lt. Cd, E. H. Schwartz, Air Corps, Air Mat&4el Comniand.
Lt. Col. Benjandn Smllg, Air Corp.%Air Mat6riel Command.
Commander Cedric W, Stirling, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Charles B. Lyman, Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. ?3. 1. Ryder, Civil Aeronautics AdmlnistratioxL
Mr. George Snyder, Boeing Nrcraft (h
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Dr. Walter Ramk+rg, National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. E. E. Lundquis~ National Advlzory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Dir. Richard V. Rhode, National Advkmry Committee for Aer@
nautlcs.
Mr. G. L. Bryan, The Glenn L. Martin C%.
Prof. E. W. ConIon, University of Michigan.
Prof. Joseph S. Newell, Massachusetts Inatkute of Technology.
Mr. R. L. Schlekher, North &nerimn Aviatlo~.
Subcommittee on AircraftMethods
Mr.PaulP. Volgt,Jr.,Carnegie-llllnoisSteelCorp.,Chairman.
Mr.J. B. Johnson,Air Mat&lelCommand. “
Mr.N. E, PromiseI,Bureauof Aeronautics.
Mr.~illiam F. Roeaer,IfationalBureauof Standards.
Mr.11I. Rgder,Citil AeronantlcsAdmiulstration.
Mr. John H, Collins,Jr., NationalAdvisory Committeefor
Aeronautics.
Mr.M H. DIx,Jr.,AmericanMagnesiumCap.
Dr. J. C.McDonald,TheDowChemicalCo.
Dr. .MamvellGenzamer,PennsylvaniaStateCollege.
Mr.R. B, Gray,ReynoldsMetalsCo.
Subcommitteeon Wood and Plastics for Aircraft
Dr. Gordon M. Kllne, National Bureau of Standartl% C~airman.
Mr. Robert Temple Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. James E. Dongherty, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. L. J. Markwardt, Forest Products Laboratory.
Mr. George H. Clark, Formica Insulation Co.
Dr. Harry C. Engel, The Glenn L. Martin @.
Dr. Milton Harris, Milton Harris Assoclatez.
Mr. Bernard Budiansky, National Advisory CommWee for
Aeronautics
Dr. LarIn B. Sebrell, Goodyear Tire& Rubber Co.
Mr. J. H. Tigelaax, Haskellte Manufacturing Co.
Mr. Robert T. Schwartz, Air Technical Service Command.
COMMITTEE ON OPERATING. PROBLEMS
Mr. William LIttlewood, American Alrlinea, Chairman.
Br@. Gen. Haywood F. HanzelL Jr., AIr Transport Command.
CoLJ. M. Gillespi&Ah! Corps, Ah! Matc!rlelCommand.
Capt. Robert S. Hatcher, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
CommnnderHomer F. Webster, U. S. N. R., Naval AIr Transport
service.
Mr. Donald Stuart, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Dr. Francis W. Reichelderfer, United States Weather Bureau.
Dr. G. W. Lewis (ex ornclo), National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautkz.
Capt. Harold E. Gray, Pan American World A[rways.
Mr. RMmrd V. Rhode, National Advisory Cmnmlttee for Aero-
nautics.
Mr. M. G. Beard American Airlines.
Mr. K. R. Ferguson, Northwest Airlines.
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Part IV
FINANCIAL REPORT
Aplmopriation6for lsoal uear 1946. The following funds
were appropriated for the Committee for the flacd year 1946
in the Independent 0t3ices Appropriation Act, 1946, approved
May 8, lP45:
Salarlea and espenws.------.————— -—-—--.- = 900,893
PrhtJng and binding-----_ ------_ -------—--- 15,000
Total appropriation---------—---—-—--- 26,014,393
Subsequent actions of the C!Ongresc+and the Bureau of the
Budget reduced the availability of the appropriated funds by
$3@00,000, es follows:
First Supplemental Surplus Appropriation Recbdon
Act, 194& appro~ed February 18, 1946_______ $2,000, OLM
Placed in reserve by the Bmwau of the Budget, May
22, 194fL--------–___— ———— —--—- 1,000,000
TotaL recielons____—_—__—___ —–-–—- ---8,000,000
Obligations incurred during the tlscrd year 1W6 are Meted
below. The figures shown are total obligations and include
the costs of personal service& travel expenses, utility Services,
suppli~ equipment, etc
Acttvit~andol)lfgations-19~6
Headquarters OttIce, Washington, D. G--------- $495,934
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labdratory-_-__— 9,700,904
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory ------------------- 2,918,166
Aircraft Engfne Research Laboratory—--------- 9, 4i3, 173
Research contracts-educationril institutions _____ 27@ 204
Transfer to the National Bureau of Standards---- 127,000
Printing and binding, all activities ------------ 14,961
Total obli@tion%----------------------- 22,946,342
R@eione --------------—-—-----—- a, 000,000
Unobligated balance____________ 68,051
Total appropriations------—-———----- f% 014,393
No newappropriations were provided in fiscal year 1946 for
the construction and equipment of laboratory facilities. EIow-
ever, the following amounts were obligated during 1946 from
construction and equipment appropriations made avaiIable in
prior ftscal years:
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory ----- $4,155,087
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory _______________ 4,307, ~
Aircraft 13nglne Research Laboratory ------------ 5,548,036
Toil---_____-_ --——---- -— 1% 010,491
Appropriatton8for the fiscalyear 19J7. The following funds
have been appropriated for the Committee for the fiscal year
1947in the Independent Otlices Appropriation Act, 1847, approved
March 2$, 1946:
SaIaries and exWns~---------------------- @, 500,000
Printing nnd binding ---------------------- 75,000
Construction and equ[pment of laboratory facilities:
Langley lnimratory--- —-- —- —— ___ 2!990,000
Cleveland laboratory--—------— -------- 108, m
Total ------------------------------ 29, 67S, 000
Supplemental and deficiency estimates of appropriations for
the fiscal year 1947 have akso been submitted to the Bureau of
the Budget in the following amounts:
Salaries and e~nws----------— ----------- ~ 089, O&)
Construction and equipment of laboratory facilities:
Langley laboratory—__—-—___ 5,805,990
Cleveland laborato~---------------------- 1, 6fi, 200 .-
Totil--_-----------------___------—------- 9,569, Mltj
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CONCLUSION
Aeronautical science stands on the threshold of a new
en New forms of propulsion, even excluding the
possibilities of atomic energy, open up new speed con-
cepts for both military and commercial aviation.
The recent war saw the full development of aerial
warfare using conventional aiycraft operating at sub-
sQnic speeds, The possibilities of supersonic military
aircraft and of guided missiles indicate that present
types of military aircraft are becoming obsoleta. As
we prepare to enter the new era, we see no definite limit
to the power that may becoma available for aircraft
propulsion, nor to the speed that may be attainable.
These possibilities confront the NACA with whole new
filds of scientific problems requiring the provision of
new facilities for supersonic research, And, after
fundamental research has disclosed the design data and
new shapes for supersonic aircraft, there will he another
entirely new field of research to provide stability and
control at the low speeds necessary for take-off and
landing.
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In the meantime, the aircraft industry remains
essential for future national security. It is national
policy to sustain that industry with orders for the
necesmry production of service aircraft and for the
desigg and development of new and improved types.
This results in an increased burden on the staff and
facilities of the NACA to provide as quickly as poesible
the fundamental data needed by the military earvices
and the industry as a basis for new desigrm Team-
work between the military service% industry, and the
NACA “wasnever more essential, nor more effective.
Laboratory facilities of the NACA are being ex-
panded to provide some of the urgently needed research
facilitiw. The basic research activities of the NAC.i
are the foundation of progress in America in improving
the performance, etliciency,and safety of both military
and civil aircraft.
Respectfully submitted.
JEROME C. HUNSAKER, Chairman,
lVational Ao?vi80ryOommittee for Aeron.aui!ic8.
